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The Growth of Government Activities Since Confederation 

EDITO~L~ FOREWORD 

Professor J. A. Corry of the Department of Economics 

and Political Science at Queen's University was retained by 

the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations to prepare 

a review of the gro~th of government activities since Con

federation, analyzing the causes and nature of the development, 

and indicating current trends. 

The method of pre3entat~on ~~d any expressions of 

opinion are solely the respor.sibility ef the author, and not 

of the CommiSSion. 

Professor Corry's study substantiates and illuminates 

the following passage from the Order in Council which created 

the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations: 

" ... as a result of' economic alld social developments 

since l88?, the Dominion and the provincial governments 

have found it necessary in the public interest to 

accept responsibilities of a character, and to extend 

governmental services to a degree, not foreseen at 

the time of Confederation," 

The author shows that the growth of government activities in 

Canada since 1887 paralleled a similar extension in all other 

industrial countries, but that it was much more than a mere 

imitation of political or social fashions elsewhere; - that it 

was a development bound to accompany the transformation of 

simple farm and woodland economies into the complex, i~tegrated 

and interdependent industrial society of modern Canada;' 

Professor Corry argues that in many cases the enhancement of 

government activity and the corr~sponding increase in the cost 

of government were inevitable if the personal security, largely 

based on family soHdari ty, of the simple economy was to be 

preserved in the new environment, and if the potential benefits 

available from collective action in a closely,-knit SOCiety were 
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to be realized. The conquest of man over nature and the 

obstacles of distanoe and topography, the conservation of 

natural resources, the protection of man, his crops and his 

flocks, against diseases and pests, the distribution of the 

costs of social and physical distress, the protection of 

persons against complex and subtle forms of dishonesty possible 
-in an intricate commercial world, all cried for a variety 

of knowledge and informed action which the individual was no 

longer able to supply. As a result, the state has become an 

instrument of social adjustment and control. 

In the beginning, each of these developments in 

government intervention was undertaken as an experiment in 

adjustment to meet changing economic and social conditions. 

Some of them may now be regarded as having passed the experi

mental stage and proved their social value. Others are 

experimental and controversial, subject to revision or 

rejection in the light of their operation. 

The study opens with an introductory section which 

outlines the method of approach and notes some of the outstanding 

characteristics of government activities in canada. It also 

explains the reasons for the attendant growth of a great 

number of ~~ administrative boards exercising not only 

administrative functions but legislative and judici~l functions 

as well. It then discusses the question of whether a system 

of administrative courts to control administrative discretion 

might be preferable. The following sections discuss the growth 

of government regulation of various business activities, and 

the expansion of government responsibilities in the fields of 

public health and social services. 

This study was substantially completed in August 

1938, although a certain amount of revision has since been done, 

and it is based on legislation and develcpments up to, but not 

beyond, that time. 
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THE GR.OWTH OF GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES SINCE CONFEDERATION 

r. INTRODUCTORY 

The period since Confederation has seen a stead11y 

aocelerating increase in the activities of governments. We tend. 

to think of this as an increase in absolute terms, eclipsing in 

range and intensity all previous state interference. This~ of 

course, is quite unhistorical. In all ages prior to tho nine

teenth century, strong governments had interfered quite freely 

and generally, quite arbitrarily in every aspect of human affeirs. 

Regarded in proper perspeotive. the retreat of the state from 

the overhead direction of human affairs was a brief interlude 

roughly cOinoident with the first half of the nineteenth century. 

~e retreat was very mnrked in Britaino The rapid development 

of the United States during this period was pushed by private 

enterprise With governments giving enoouragement but little 

direction and control. However, on the continent of Europe, state 

activity never went into the doldrums to ~ything like the extent 

it did in EnglaDd and in the Unit~d Stntes~ 

Therefore, when we speak about the increase in the 

functions of government, we must adopt as a base-line some po1nt 

in this period. The high point in the influence of the doctrine 

of laissez faira and the low p,0int in government intervention 

lies somewhere about 1850 0 Little, if any, distortion would be 

involved in selecting IBa7 a& tho date. Since that time, there 

has been a eonsiderable increase in the activities qonducted by 
I 

governmen",s but it is an i~i(:rense relative to the imm.ediRtoly 

preceding period and not relative to all past recorded history. 

In 1867, Canad~had not yet been swept into the full 

current of tho Industrial Revolution which has so transfonnod 

tho world. The progress of that movement elsewhere had led to a 

considerable though varying demand for the importation of food and 

~aw materials. On the basis of this demand, the provinCes had 



built up an important export trade in timber and timber products, 

fish and agriculture produce - mainly wheat. Those who did not 

depend upon the extraction of these articles for their liveli

hood were mostly engaged in a pioneer agriculture~ MOst of the 

agricul tural communi tics and, in many cascs, fomilies were still 

compelled, by force of circumstance, to practice a high dcgree 

:)f self-sufficiency. Roads were poor or non-existent and the 
• 

railway expansion which was breaking this mode of life~ had got 

properly under way only a decade before Confederation. 

Small pioneer industries providod communities with 

the things Which were beyond the ingenuity of the household. 

They employed local rnw materials, little capital and very 

little highly skilled lp-cour. Industries using imported raw 

materials or serving a wider market uere so few as to be of 

small significance. 

Almost all of the population of three and n half million 

people were to be found east of the Great Lekes. They lived 

in the river valleys and along the coasts of the Mnritime 

Provinces, in the valley of the st. Lawrence and in the peninsula 

between Lake Ontario and Lake Huron. Montreal, the largest town, 

had a population of somewhat more than 100,000 and only eight 

other towns had a population of over 10,000. The vast major~ty 

of the people lived on farms or in villages nnd lumber campse 

~e cOming of the railways was promoting a more diversified 

economy wj, thin the separate prowinces. But trade, and thereforo 

interdependence, between the different provinces had been largely 

blocked by tariffs and lack of transportation facilities. Tho lack 

of transportation facilities, the scarcity of capital~ and the 

absence of developed industrial techniques limited export traco 

to a few staple commodities. 

Thus we did not have, at Confederation, any of the 

problems of a highly spepialized and urban industria1 economy. 

The principal problems of that day were not the difficulties of 

social adjustment in a complex society but rather the difficulties 



of organizing n conoerted attack upon nature. 

It is not neoessnry to sketch the contemporary soene in 

order to realize the changes in eoonomic and sociUl struoture 

whioh have come about in the last soventy yonrs. It is enough to 

say that we have made a pretty convincing conquest of nature. 

In iii comparatively few years of rapid industrial growth, wo hnve 

managod to preoipitate on ourselves most of tho problems of urbnn 
• 

innustrialism. By moving eagerly into the full curren\ of the 

Innustrinl Revolution, we hnve forsaken our pioneer self-su·ffioieno;v 

for ooonomio interdeperu1ence. We have not only beoome interdepon

dent among ourselves on a national scale; few countries in the 

world arc more deeply committed to the international niVision of 

labour. i.s was inevitable 1n all the newer countries blessed 

With abundant natural resources, we have gone in for intamse 

specialization without 0. corresponding increr.se in diversification. 

Confederation came just When laissez fairo wns at the 

peak of its authority. Thereafter, it began rapidly to decline 

end the pendulum swung again towards more active intervention 

by the state in economio end social matters. Tho fundamental 

reasons are not fer to seek. The free economy, whieh brought 

. about such rapid development, was solf-adjusting in a narrow sense. 

But it made no provision for tho social adjustmon ts which had to 

follow what appeared to the sufferors as its caprioious action. 

The sufferers were many and When they secured the franohisc, they 

lain these problems of sooial adjustment on tho doorstep of the 

political authority. Governments. have become largely occupied in 

experimenting with solutions for them. 

This, increase in the functions'of government is oommon 

to all western countries but it has not always followed the 

semc pattern of development. In those oountries Which got off to 

a slow start in the race for industria1 expansion end the now 

countries recently opened for exp~oitation, the early emphasis 

was an state assistance to industry rather than on extensiva 

regulation. There are special rep.-sons for r'eliance on sta~ 
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assistance in new countries. 

one might hazard the view that Canadians have never 

had any fear of or prejudice against state action as suCh. Great 

numbers of them havo always been able, thus far, to recall the 

origin of the state. Having seen it eonstructed and having 

watched it grow, they had that familiarity which at least dispels 

fear. An authority which gives away homesteads and timber limits 

1s not likely to arouse contempt whilo 1ts benevolence is worth 

cultivating. Thus tho state hns lacked the awo and myst~ry with 

Which age and ceremonial surrounded it in oldor countries and it 

has never had tho recorn of ban behaviour which nnde Den fear 

it in England. 

Furthermore, the opening up of a new country requires 

more than individual initiative; it requires highly organized 

co-operative effort to overcome natural obstacles. Private 

enterprise accumulates capital and organization too slowly for 

many tasks. The state is the only organization which can command 

the required capital and integrate co-operative effort on a 

large scale. Hence it is called upon to assume leadership in 

important and urgent deVelopment. The building of the Inter

colonial and the long story o~ railway ~bsidies are sufficient 

illustrations. In a new country. the state is saddled with 

posi ti ve duties of helping people to help themselves. Even 

though its ultinate fUnction is only that of a referee, it must 

turn in and help to build the playing field before the game 

can begin. 

Thus it has been ensy to get agreement on n considerable 

range of state action in the name of national development. It has 

covered government ownership of railways and telephones, 

protective tariffs, bounties and subSidies, the provision of 

technical and scientific services and the pushing ef deVelopmental 

work of various kinds. Laissez faire philosophy. as interpreted 

in this country. has never objected to the principle of state 

promotion of national development, however much oppo~~tion might 
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be BllCused against particular expedients which were subsumed 

under it. 

It should also be noted that the securing of state aid 

for industry is much easier in those political units Where some 

single industry is dominant. When the great majority of people 

are engaged in growing Wheat, it is easy to get agreement for a 

broad programme of state action. It must lend money ~o fanners, 

subsidize their schemes of co-operation, guarantee loans to the 

wheat pools and establish moratoria on farmers' debts. The inner 

logic of the demand for severe limitations on state action is that 

the diverse interests in society cannot agree on any broad 

programme and each interest fears a strong state which may be 

captured by other interests jockeying for advantage. When large 

areas are predominantly concerned with some single industry, that 

logic does not apply and it is re1atively easy to get agreement 

that the state should help people to help themselves~ 

This kind of grandfatherly paternalism Which distributes 

sweetmeats and is sparing of restraint has been a.striking feature 

of Canadian government since Confederation. Subject to this 

qualification, laissez faire was long regarded as the appropriate' 

political maxim. It received powerful confirmation in the 

everyday scene. The industriout and t~e thrifty thought they 

created the opportunity Which carried them forward. The self-made 

men who have moulded Canada saw convincing proof of the maxim in 

tpeir own success. This belief in a self-reliant individualism 

was strong enough to postpone any serious attempt at state 

regulation until the twentieth century and to prevent any significant 

development of social services other than education, until after 

the Great War. 

It is true, of course, that the relatively late develop

ment of industrialism and faith in the constant renewal of 

opportuni ti es in a new country retarded the demand for sta\e inter-
. 

vention of this kind and the diffusion of responsibility incidental 

to federalism postponed its adoption even after a demand developed. 
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In the result, we lagged behind England in regulation of 

economic life and social services. Whilo we have always made 

much bolder use of state assistance to industry, England went 

much further than we in providing serVices, particular1y through 

municipa1 enterprise. 

Both Dominion and pro vinci al glvernments have shared in 

this increase of state activity. Apart altogether from the 

intensification of financial difficulties invo~7ed. that fact has 

complicated the relationship between them. The rapid development 

which followed Confederation has resulted in an integrated 

oconomic life across tho whole Dominion. Local affairs have 

becomo intortwined with national affairs at many pOints and the 

public policy adopted towards economic matters in one province 

has repercussions in othor provinces. The division of constitutional 

authority into ton separate spheres naturally puts difficulties 

in the way of governmental action, affecting our economic and 

social relationships, which stubbornly refUse to be compartmentalized, 

As a result, the different governments come across one another's 

paths in a way that was never expected at the time of confederation. 

In devising and operating the makeshifts, which arc needed to make 

effective many of the regulations now thought to be necessary, a 

high degree of co-operation is required and this, in turn, puts 
(1) 

strain on the relations between the governments. 

Tho borderline of eoonomic and political action has never 

attracted the close attention of Canadian historians and political 

scientists. From the point of view of research, the growth of the 

activitios of governments is almost an untrodden field. It has 

been traversed occasionally by economists in tracing the growth ~f 

p~rticular industries, such ns railu~ys or the grain trad~. Thus 

thore are very few secondary sourcos available for writing an 

account of this phenomenon. A vast amount of research into the 

growth of particular activities will have to be dono before an 

(il For an o.ccount of the way in uhich these strain", manifest 
themselves, see J.A. Corry, Difficulties of Divided Jurisdiction~ 



Ol"ling to the brendth of the field to be covered, the 

limitations of time imposed nnd the scattered nnture of the primary-~ 

sourcos, it has been necessary to limit this study almost o~tirely 

to an investigation of the Dominion r~d provincial statutos~ In 

c narrow and formal sensa, an accurate sketch can be drawn from 

thoso sources. OUr constitution, inherited from England, ensures 

that the undertnking of any new activity by government shall be 
• 

authorized by a statute enacted by the legislature. It is there~ 

fore possible to trace out the broad nature of new powers conferred 

upon the government and to fix the date on Which they were assumed. 

However, the limitations of a study based on these 

sources must bo pointed out. Firstly, the statute rarely gives 

any clue to the immediate causes for its enactment. Tho discovery of 

these would roquire much additional investigation. The most that 

can be done is to estimate the long-run causes for a pc.rticular 

extension of governmont activity. Secondly, it is not possible to 
) 

lecrn from a statute to whet extent the pOTIers granted under it 

• hcve been or ~re being used. Information from other sources 

indicates that some of the regulatory and supervisory powers 

presently possessed by provincial governments arc not being 

vigorously or oven half-heartedly exercised. A reali~tic study of 

the impact of particular regulatory pOViers would perhaps indicate 

that there was, in fact, no state activity in that field. In such 

cases the statute in question represents no more than an aspiration 

of tho society, or of c~rtain interests Within it, which has been 

strong enough to work its way td the statute book but no further. 

~he statute itself does not say what substance there is in a 

particular activity. 

Thirdly, the actual examination of the statutes .has been 

limited in two ways. To some extent, reliance has boen placed 

on the suceessive revisions of the Dominion ~d provinCial statutes. 

In the case of all the more important and the more recent 

nctivities, the authorization has been tracod back to its first 

c.ppenrnnce in the statutes. In some casas tho search has not gone 
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beyend tho revised statutos and the dntes thus arrived at nre 

only npproximate. 

Also, time did not permit of n eomplote examination of 

the statutos of nll the provinces. For the purposo in hand, it 

seemed sufficient to take R sampling of provinces. British 

Columbia, Snskatche~nn, Ontario, Quebec, and Novo Scotin woro 

selcotod as being fairly representntive of the different regions 

with thoir varying eeonomio ~d sooial oharaoteristios. Nova 

Sootia was seleoted from among tho Maritime Provinoes beoause 

the more frequont rovisions of the statutes there ronde the desired 

information more aooossible, ,milo Saskatoheuan uns choson fram 

among the Prairie Provinoes mainly beoause its statutes have been 

moro reoently revised than those of Alberta and Mani tobn. 

Inquiries respeoting partioular government aotivities 

were pushed into tho statutes of the other four provinoes and no 

signifioant variation from the pattern revealed by the representa

tive provinoe seleoted for that region were disoovered. Tho fact 

is that n great similarity of development in most matters is 

shown ~or all the provinces examined. Despite the diversity of 

provinoial interests, there has been a considerable likeness 

in tho problems of eoonomio and sooial adjustment whioh have 

forced themselves into tho political arena. Because they shared 

a cemmon cultural tradition, they tended to approaoh these problems 

in a similar manner. Innovations in government activity wore 

frequently borrowed from the Uniited Statas whera the sa.me 

peculiarly North American difficulties had bean faced somewhat 

earlier. Somctimos quite novel devices were adopted. But once 

introduced from whataver source, the provinces and Dominion borrowed 

from one another. This ie another reason for believing that no 

fundamontal divergencies oxist in those provinces Which were not 

thoroughly studied. 

One of tho most important reasons for the inorease in 

governmental activity has been tho failuro or, at least, the 

loss of bolief in the effioacy, of the older method of social 
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regulation by general laws enforced by tho ordinary courts. In 

one field after anothor, this kind of re~lation haS given way 

to regulation by the exeCutive branch of government. The reasons 

for this decline aro of first importance in any dischssion of tho 

in£reasing Activities of governmant~. To a great extent, tho 

government is taking a place Which we have been acc~stomed to 

regard aD properly be~ong1ng to Parliament and the courts. 

Consi deration should be g1 ven to the matter hero. even though the 

argillmcnt goes rather far afield. 

~ohn Locke expounded tho philosophy of a limited 

government after the Revolution of 1588. The technique by which 

that philosophy was imposed upon political life was specially 

adapted for the purpose. Basically, it depended upon two things. 

First, it required that the power of law-making should be external 

to tho government. Parliament which, at tho time, was representati've 

of those who wanted severe limits on government activity~ met that 

need adequately. Thus, all laws required the sanction of Parliamant o 

Secondly., it requtred the t the f1 nEll i nterpreta ti on of the law 

should be lodged with some body e~ternal. to thegovernment. For 

practical purposes, he who gives the ultimate declaration o~ 

meaning, sets the measure of the law. A government which is to 

be limited must not be pe~tted to interpret the .laws it executes. 

Here the Common Law courts, Which had developed a tradition of, 

tenderness for the rights of Englishmen and of hostility to the 

Crown, were trustworthy agents. As long as they could be staffed 

by judges who clung to the philosophy of limited government, the 

safeguards were complete. 

A pretty comprehensive application of this technique 

was made in England in tho eighteenth, and through much of the 

ninetoefith. centuries. Along with the other British Colonies, we 

inherited it. Its rigorous application, however, depended directly 

upon close adherence to the philosophy of limited government. As 

long as the main objeot of law and gpvernment was to play the 

refel'ee between conflicting interests and desires of individuals, 
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the system would work Without serious modification. If the 

only important purpose of the state was to restrain individuals from 

doing certain anti-social things while they worked out their own 

self-sufficient lives, it was a highly sucoessfUl system. The law 

could define fairly precisely the margins of undesirable conduct 

and the courts could mete out punishments which would have a 

deterrent effect. Even if it was necossary to arm officials, 
• 

such as police officers and customs offiCials, with restraining 

~ower, the lim1ts of their power could be sharply marked out and 

any over-stepping made subje:ft to punishment. 'The "negative" 

state, which aids its citizens almost entirely by restraining 

them, needs no other methods. 

'The object of limited gove~ent is to maximize indivi

dual freedom. No doubt the most serious single throat to freedom . 
comes from arbitrary governments exercising extensive powers. 

~he supremacy of Parlianent and the pervasive rule of law. 

embracing citizen and official alike, which constitute an effective 
(2) 

check on governments, are not to be lightly relinquished and their 

importance should not be lost sight of in the course of attempts 

to use the state as an instrument of social adjustment. 

However, this system is bound to be subject to much 

qualification and revision if and when it becomes desirable for the 

state to assumo many "positive" functions, in addition to the 

"negati ve" ones. In the' following sections of this study, 

reasons arc set forth for thinking that the undertaking of a wide 

vbriety of positivo functions is inevitable in this more complex 

SOCiety. 'Those reasons mayor may not bo convincing. For the 

moment, it is 'assumed that they arc. 

As soon as positive and concrete objectives of state 

action were established, governmont by Parliament and the judiciary 

began to work badly in those new sectors of state action. Parliament 

had always boen able to discuss tho rules of fair play intelligently, 

But When it attempted to prescribe tho detailed steps to be taken 

to achieve a desired result in a complex Bl],Q. ili-JIDijerstaaa 
(2) See G.Bw Hew~rt, The New Despotlsm. 
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environment, it floundered. The day to day strategy in such 

matters is a task for experts. It frequently requires revision 

whon Parliam~t is not sitting. And even when Parliament 

is sitting, the manifold tasks, saddled on it by the general 

increase in government activity, prevent it from having the time 

to work out the technical detail of a policy. As a result, 
• Farliament is more and more compellod~o leGislate in goneral 

torms, outlining the broad statement of policy. whilo it dologates 

the framing and enactment of rules and regulations to an 

administrative body concerned with Onforcing the policy. Parliament 

may exerciso close or loose control, or no control at all, Over 

administrative performance of this function. It is being recognized 
(3) 

that administrative rule-making has como to stay and the dobato 
(4) 

is turning to tho question of adequate means of control. 

The reasonswny the executive encroaches on the courts in 

the interpretation and application of theso positive measures arc 

moro complex. It must first be noted that most positive programmes, 

Whether of governments or of individuals, roquire that someone 

Should give his daily and undivided attention to their advancoment. 

Thus government officials are charged with renching tho positive 

go~ls of public policy - the schemc must be administered. It is 

of the essence of successful nctivity in the everyday world that 

thero should be continuous adjustmont and revision of tactics in 

the light of continually changing situations. Neither Parliament 

no~ anyone else can foresee I'~l the possible obstacles in.advancl", 

and provide specific powers for moeting th~. Thus, the official 

chargod with advancing n positive programme must hove considerable 

Aiscretion or freedom from rules. 

If the substanco of tho exercise of his discretion is 

to~) subjoct to reviow by the ordinary ~ourts, it is necessary 

(3) e.g. see Hewart, o:f~-crr.--pp-:-""'5;SS-'; 

{4} See generally, The Report Of tho Committee on Ministers' 
Powers, (London, H.M. Stationery Office, 1932) Cmd. 4060; Willis, 
Parliamentary Powers of English Government Departments. 
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that the court be fully aware of the environment in which he 

works, the policy he sooks to enforce and not unsympathetic 

with its aims. In the nature of things, it will be only 

occasionally that tho courts can meet all ~~ese requirements. 

It is not possible for a court, charged generally with law 

enforcemont, to have expert knowledge in thoso various fields 

where officials exerci~e discretions. Moreover, it is extra

erdinr"rily di fficul t to get a true picture cf the·c o!l'TironmE-n t 

b:fJTe thG courts. They will always take judicial nutice of 

notorious homely facts of ~hich everyone is aware~ They will 

hear eVidence when the witness c~n swear to the testimony of 

his own senses. But a true picture of the compJ.ex social 

enviromr :J.t of today cannot be got on the record by either of 

these methods. Any description of it always rolies heavily 

on heresay eVidence, end contains a variety of inferences supplied 

by the logical rather than tho sonsory facu.ltioso In many cases, 

the cOUJ.,t cannot get e. satisfactory picture of ·:ne social. 

environment under the rules as to the admissibility of evidence. 

Frequently. the court is equally in the dark as to 

the socir,l policy of the legislature, which tho official is 

trying to enforce. Generally speaking, the courts refuse to go 

beyond the werds of tho statute in a search for its meaning. 

The words themselves seldom giva a suffiCiently clear indication 

of the aim of complex legislation and logic-chopping over the 

details of the context may even give quite a mislending vio~ of it. 

A very difficult question of law enforoement is thus raised. It is 

almost impossible for the draftsman to giva an ajoquate translation 

of aim and purpose in the substantive provisions of involved 

legislation. At the same time, the refusal of the court to leave 

the four corners of the statute and anbark on a :,oarch through 

vaguo materials for the precise purpose of the statute oan readily 

be understood. It recoils from the idea of submi+,ting individual 

rights to a prooess in w.nich guesswork is involved o 
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However, experiments in social adjustment suCh as we are 

oonduoting in the present century, necessarily involve a good 

deal of guesswork and they are likely to continueo Individual 

rights must always compromise, somehow or another, with social 

expedience or be submerged o The court, because its principal 

funotion is the maintenance of order, on the basis of established 

social relationships, is bound to think largely in terms of a 

static social situationo It is notpredispose~to look for 

.disturbing and experilllental aims on the part of the legi,sJll.ture and 
(5) 

frequentJ.y it does not see the real -purposa..c:!:the ].egLslat1.on.-

:inally~ the -courts are. by Virtue of their func-tioD: and. 

their tradition. strongly conservative forces in the societ,r. 

This is not at all to be deplored; both conservative _and innovating 

forces are necessaryo The official. charged wi th doing something 

abo~t a social maladjustment, represents the innovating forces. 

If he 1s made directly subject to the control of the courts, there 

is grave danger, in many cases, that the objects aimed at will be 

frustrated. In the circumstances under consideration, the courts 

are not suitable bodies for deciding whether the decision of the 

Official was right or wrong. 

The result has been tlJa t. in most of the activities of 

government to be discussed in this study, an administrati va 

au thori ty has been provided to carry out tho policy of the 

legislature. It is armed wi th di scretionary power and frequently 

has a considerable power to adjudicate upon contentions between 

itself and members of the public. Sometimes, these administrative 

authorities are merely branches of particular government departments 

. and sometimes they arc formally. more or loss, autonomous bo~:.::d:.:s,--__ 

(5) For a further discussion of this aspoct of tho subject, see 
corrYj 

Administrative Law and the Interpretation of Statutes. 
(1936 • 1 Toront.) Law Journal. 280 0 l!ior a SpeC111C lIIustration 
of the difficulty, see Jennings, Courts & Administrative Law -
The experience of English Housing Legislation, (1936) 49 Harvard 
Law Review, 426 0 
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or commissions appointed by the government.. The justification of 

such authorities is that they can bring expert knowledge of tho 

particular aotivity to bear on their task.. They understand the 

en7ironmcnt. As nominees of an exccuti~o. responsible to the 

legislature, they oan be kept acquainted with the polioy of tho 

legislature and, generally speaking, thoy are sympathetio towards 

the policy. 

Naturally, these qualifications involve certain weaknesses 

in othe:;:- direotions~ They &re likely to be so bent upon reaohing 

the objeotives in question that they will tend to weight tho soales 

against the protesting individual who stands in ~~e way_ They d~ 

not always refrain from using their ffi.sorction in an arbitrary way .. 

Therefore, the oourts being, above all else, experts in the 

prinoiples of fair play~ arc generally - and quite properly - gi'7en 

a limited power of review over the deoisions of these administrative 

authorities. This review is not ordinarily for the purpose of 

saying uhethor the substanoe of the administrative deoision is 

right or wrong but rather to make sure that the Iluthori ty in 

question observes oertain rules of fairness in the oourse of reaohing 
( 5j 

its decisien. In 2.ddition. an appeal to the oourts on questions 

of law is frequently given? 

Generally spenking, administrntive powers of this kind 

increase as they do bce~use the sooiety is demanding oxpert action 

whioh Parlinm~nt and tho oourts cannot supply. Othp.r faotors onter 

in partioular oaRC~, Sometimes, ns for.example. in the oase of 

old age penSions, it is desired to ~rovide a cheap method of 

deoiding the olAims of applioants. In workmen's oompensation 

op.ses, a speedy as well as oheap method of deoiding olaims upon 

the fund is desired beoause few disabled workmen have reserves which 

enable them to wi th&tand an expelilsi ve and lengthy course of litiaa tier: 

---. ..--------------------
'(6) The relation botweon the courts and these administrative 
bodies is discussed extensively in Dickinson, Administrative 
JustioQ and the Supremaoy o~ Law. Sec also Landis, Admi~istrati7e 
Policies end the Courts~ (1938), 47 Yale Law Journal 519 ~ 
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in the courts. Other supplementary reasons could be given, most 

of which arise out of the fact that the approach and procedure 

of the courts are not adapted to these situations. 

As already pointed out, it would be a mistake to think 

that the growth of administrative discretion is not attended with 

serious dangers. These have been clearly pointed out from time 
( 7) • 

to time. Power in the hands of its posse ssors is easily-

confused with right. The individual is always at a disadvantage 

in contests with the state because of its immense resources and 

because of the various privileges and immunities which are still, 

without any sufficient justification, the prerogative of the 
(8) 

Crown. One of the most important problems, ~onnected with the 

conduct of government today and in the immediate future, is to 

ensure that of.1'icial disoretion is restrioted to those situations 

where it is necessary for the furtheranoe of the social policy in 

hand and that it is limited in suoh a way as to reduce the risks 

of abuse to a minimum. 

In the result, we have, at present, a haphazardcollectio: 

of ~~ administrative bodies, exeroising what are substantially 

judicial functions. These functions are not exercised according to 

any prinoiple and the only uniformity of prooedure whioh they 

observe is foroed upon them by the power of the oourts to review 

the fairness of their prooedure, However, because this minimum of 

prooedural requirements is not prescribed to;them by their own 

constitutions, failure to observe it cannot be relied on as 

an invalidating ciroumstance in proceedings before the administrati' 

agency itself but oan only be attacked by a separate action in the 

courts. This oontrasts strangely. with the situation in the 

European countries, which are outside the tradition of the English 

(7) Hewart, op. oit.; Allen, Bureaucracy Triumphant; Report of the 
Committee on Ministers' Powers, op. cit. 

(8) Allen, op. oit.! Robinson, Public Authorities and Legal 
Liability, Introduc~ory Chapter by J. H. Morgan. 
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common law. These countries never espoused the ~~ll logic 

of the theory of limi tad government a",d modern representati ve 

governments there inherited substantial royal powers of dispensing 

justico through administrative agencies. This led easily to the 

establiShment of permanent administrative courts, applying 

a unifonn set of principles ~nd dealing with all disputes between 

individual citizens and officials according to ests.blished rules 

of procedure 0 • 

Thi., is probably u less expensive rr.ethod of controlling 

or providing for the control of public administration, when it 

intervenes in the daily life of individuals as much as it does now. 

And. in ]'rance, at any rate, the adminiztrative courts appear to 

strike a balance betweexL the claims of public policy a!1.d the rights 

of individuals? which is .. at least" comparable with that arrived 
(9) • ~ 

at by our system. It is ]:ossi ble that we could ef:fe()t a 

substantial economy by 

Justi oe wi thout losing 

rationalizing our syzte~ of administrative 
(1.0) 

any,of' the values which we rightly cherish'; 

.-----. 
(9) RtlbiUion? op. cit., introductory chap"v"'.;:r; Port. AaministratiV'F 
Law, c~ 'VIII and at pp. 329-30; Allen, op. cit~ at pp~ 2-3. 

(lO) There is some con~ti tutional diffit.'Ulty over provinc:'ally 
appOinted administrative bodies or tribunals of th:!,s type. Section 
96 of the British North America Act provides th&t the judges of the 
Superior, District and County Courts Shall be appointed by the 
Dominion. In a number of oases, the authority of provincial boards 
has been attacked on the ground that they vrere, in reali ty, SUperior 
Courts and therefore in~alidly constituted, e.g~. see Tremblay v~ 
Kowhanko, (1920) 51 D.L.R. 174; Attorney-General of ~uebec vo Slaneu~ 
(1933} 2 D.L.R. 289.; He Toronto Railway Co .. Vo City cf Toronto, 
(19l9) 46 D.I,.R. 547; \7innipeg Electric Railway Cc~ v. City of 
Winnipeg, 30 D.L.R~ 159; Kerr v. Wiens. (1937) 2 D.L.R. 743. Thus 
far, no tribunal, which has mainly administrative duties, has been 
held to be a Supe:r.oior Court. See Martinoau v. City ef Montreal, 1932 
A.C. 113 and City of Toronto v. York Township, 1938 A.C. 415·, as 
well as the first group of cases cited above r The courts have 
recognized that the bc~ies ,mich have come before them are primarily 
administrative. The provincial courts have also said that the mere 
fact that such tribunals are charged With some judicial functions 
does not, of itself, transform. them into Suporior courts and that 
there is no objcOtion to their oxercising judicial powers i~ these 
arc necessarily incidental to the performance of the;l.r administrat1-7-o 
functions. See Tremblayv~ K6whanko, City of Toronto Vo York 
Township, (1937) ~ D~L.Rp 175. 

However, in City of Toronto Vo York Township, recently before 
the l'ri vy Council. their Lordships refrained from endorsir).g any of 
these statements. At the same time, they made statel!lflnts whioh, 
taken literally, deny that provincially appointed 'boards are 
compQtent to exercise judicial !unations. If these statemvnts are'8~ 
1n~1cation ~f tho attitude likely to be takcn by the Privy Counci~~ 
faro-reaching consequences for many provincial boards are inv";llve3!~ 
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That, however, raises many complex issues, such as 

the question how political institutions, which work admirably 

in the society which devised them, will work if transplanted 

to a different political and social environmont. Such matters 

cannot be discussed here. All that can be said with certainty 

is that administrative agencies, Which make decisions of a 
• 

substantially judicial nature, affectin~ the rights of' individuals~ 

should be obliged to adopt a uniform code of' procedure, designed 

to cover certain minimum requiremonts. 

Two different methods are available for outlining the 

increaso of state activity. One 1s to divido the time which has 

elapsed since confederation into significant periods and then 

discuss the advanco of state action in relation to the general 

(Footnote 10 cont'd) 
In order to carry out the policies whoso execution has been assigned 
to them by the provincial legislatures, almost all of them must make 
some determinations which are undeniably judicial in character. If 
all grants of such powers to them are ultra vires* the execution of 
many provincial legislative policies will bo seriously hampered. 

A possibility of fUrther complication lies in the faet that 
there is eonsiderable uncertainty as to what is a judicial function. 
An entirely different line of authorities in the English courts in 
recent years has been expanding the meaning of "judicia]." action. . 
See.R?x v. The Electricity commissioners, (1924) 1 K.B. 171: Rex v~ 
London County Council (1931) 2 K.B. 215: Rex v. Minister of Healtnt~: 
~ It.B •. !n3: .(1931): A.C. 494: Rex v. Hendron Rural District council, 
(1933) 2 K.B. 696. The broad result of these cases may be summed 
up by saying that any person or body which has a power to make 
decisions affecting the rights of individuals is bound to act 
judicially. Such an extended definition of judicial action covers 
a good deal of what hae long been thought to be essentially 
administrntive. 

Of course, a dist~ction can be taken between maintaining a 
judicial temper in the course of any kind of activity and the· 
performance of an essentially judicial function. Seo Shell Co. of 
Australia v. Federal Comraissioncr of Taxation, 1931 A.C. 283. 
Whether that distinction will be tp.ken ::md if so at what point, is 
not clear. Perhaps the courts will nover apply the reasoning of 
this seperate line of authorities to an analysis of the nature of 
the powers of provincial boards. On the other hand, tho courts 
do not look with fnvour on any considerable discretionary powers 
in the hands of administrative bodies and they may take advantage 
of any available precedents for restricting the grant of such 
powers. If tho courts should imposo severe restrictions in this 
way, it will become necessary to consider very carefully the place 
of administrative ju~tice in the scheme of government. 
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situation in eaoh period. The other is to isolate types .r 
state intervention and then follow the development of eaoh 

separately throughout. There is a great de~l to be said ror the 

first method as being the most illuminating. However, as already 

pointed out, the intensive research, Whioh must preoede an attempt 

to weave the story @f growing state aotivity into the genera~ 

history of our development, has not yet been done. Moreovar_ 

new types of state intervention seldom spring, fully armed, froD 

the statute book at a partioular moment. Frequently, there is a 

oonsiderable period of trial and error in the searoh for an 

effeotive teohnique. And also, there continues to be a piecemeal 

adaptation to new problems and changing oonditions. This makes 

it d1ff1cul t and oonfU.s1ng to.brealc th.e. eontinui tY'-of t.he.. ~.j.a. 

order to deal with a partioular period as a Whole. Therefore, 

the latter method Will be used in this discussion. 
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II. REGULATION OF MARKETING 

The purchaser of goods in 1867 had to bear in mind the 

maxim caveat emptor and make his own judgments on the quality and 

soundness of the article. Cautious persons would insist upon a 

specific guarantee of quality. Even the incautious got some 
• 

protection from the common law provisions as to merchantable 

quality and oorrespondence of the article with the description 

under which it was sold. By law or by ~ecial contract, a buyer 

might secure a right to proceed against a seller for failure to 

fulfil his obligation. However, such a right could only be en. 

forced by litigation - a hazardous adventure in any case and 

not a practical course of action in the mass of tee smaller 

tradi~g transactions. 

The nature of trade in 1867 was such that it did not 

seem unreasonable that buyers should be left to rely on their wits 

and general rules of law. Neighbourhood trade was the rule and 

the typical buyer-seller situation was on all fours with the 

horse trade. Neither one could monopolize ·the knowledge of 

market conditions to the disadvantage of the other. In the vast 

majority of transactions the parties met face to face with the 

article or, at least, a ssmple lying before them. Most commodities 

were of a simple kind and quality could easily be judged by the 

senses. Generally, this equality of bargaining position was 

supplemented by personal acquaintance between the parties - one 

knew whom to trust and whom to suspect. These informal controls 

are inherent in local exchange. 

Of course, even at this time there was a considerable 

body of trade which did not conform to this simple pattern. 

Surpluses of staple products were marshalled for export where 

the lack of standard grades cut both 'demand and price. The nature. 
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of the economy was changing rapidly. Production was increasing 

in quantity and diversity and thus demanding an extension of the 

area of exchange. The rapid development of railways and the 

growth of towns and cities made possible a greater volume of 

exports and the development of home markets which were no longer 

limited to the neighbo~rhood. As manufacturing grew, raw pro

ducts had to be assembled for processing. "Manufactured goods 

not only increased in variety but the application of science to 

industry resulted in a great number of products with respect 

to which the testimony of the senses was no longer a reliable 

guide to their nature and quality. 

Two main problems emerged as a result of these 

revolutionary changes. In the first place, dlstant markets 

could only be reached by the interposition of middlemen with 

serious results for the old equality of bargaining posit~on. 

It turned here to the disadvantage of the small producer of 

natural products. He had now to trust his produce to men whom 

he frequently did not know and who possessed, as against him, 

a monopoly of the knowledge of market conditions. One need not 

say that a significant proportion of middlemen are dishonest. 

The mere fact of their superior strategic position gives rise 

naturally to distrust and ~uspioion and consequently to pressure 

for reoovery of approximate equality through government inter

vention. 

When natural products are assembled for distribution 

in distant markets, the faot of wide dis~arities in quality and 

the laok of any accepted standards of quality involves wasteful 

and inefficient methods. There is a lumping of all the produce 

from a particular area to the detriment of the producer of the 

superior article. Sir Joseph Flavelle has given us a striking 

picture of the chaos which this practice produced in the butter 
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(1 ) 
trade in the seventies: It not only discourages the produot-

ion of superior quality; it hampers trade in the product at every 

point because no one can be sure what he is buying and it depresses 

demand because consumers turn to other goods. In the eoonomy 

which developed in the nineteenth century, reliable standards in 
• 

the products which moved to distant markets became almost as im

portant and necessary as an honest currency. 

Secondly, the increase in sophisticated products created 

another problem of marketing in the field of distribution. The 

quantity and variety of packaged goods offered to oonsumers 

multiplied. A plethora of produ~s appeared, the quality of 

which could only be determined by complicated scientific tests. 

These found their way down the channels of distribution without 

dealers or consumers having any means of assurance about their 

quality. The informal controls which had operated in the neigh

bourhood marke t broke down he re al so. Their failUl'e opened the 

way for frauds on the consumer, frequently combined with dis

astrous effects upon his health. This inevitable damper on 

a growing trade was injurious to everybody and the exploitation 

of the situation by di_honest manufacturers and dL~ers penalized 

the honest ones. This situation slowly created a demand for 

state intervention to facilitate trade and restore equality of 

bargaining position. 

The measures of government intervention calculated to 

control these abuses in the distribution field will be considered 

first. The control of the adulteration of food has been a problem 

of urban society in all ages'. Cities, both ancient and modern, 

have always had their .inspectors for the enforcement of pure food 
(2) 

laws. The informal controls of the neighbourhood market will 

-------------------~, -------------------------------------------
(1) Innis. The Dairy Industry in Canada, 1937, pp. 34-6, 

(2) Muntz, Urban Sociol06Y, pp. 430-1. 
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not work when a oertain size and mobility ot population are 

reaohed. It was not until the area of exohange was greatly 

extended that the matter began to require the intervention ot 

oentral rather than looal government. It is significant that 

the Amerioan states did not begin to enact pure food laws 

until 1847 and that federal pure food laws in the United States 
• did not come until 1906, after a great expansion in inter-state 

(3) 
oommerce. In Canada, the federal government intervened 

earlier. In 1874 an amendment to the Inland Revenue Act made it 

an offence to sell any adulterated article of tood or drink with 
( 4) 

knowledge of its condition. The definition of adulteration given 

therein indicates that the new provision was intended largely as a 

health measure. Inland Revenue officers were given power to take 
~ 

samples of intoxicating liquor for the purpose of determining their 

quality and, as if by an afterthought, they were authorized to 

take samples of food as well. Government analysts were to 

determine the quality of the samples as a preliminary aid to 

enforcement. 

These provisions were consolidated in the Adulteration 
(5) 

Act of 1884 which covered drugs and agricultural ·fertilizers 
(6) 

as well as food. The Food and Drugs Act of 1920 supplanted 

this earlier act and extended its scope in two ways. It defined 

adulteration so as to include unreasonable variations from a 

(3) Ibid. pp. 431-2. 

(4) Statutes ot Canada, 1874, c .8, ss. 14-24. 

(5) Statutes of Canada, 1885, c.67. 

(6) Statutes of Canada, 1920, c.27. 
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(7) 
standard of quality to be fixed by the Governor in Council~ 

It also contained detailed provisions against misbranding and 

false labelling. That is to say. the act was no longer merely 

a heal th measure. It was also designed to curb frauds in the 

sale of food and drugs through the technique of government 

inspection and analysis of samples. 

As the number and complexity of products increased and 

the area of 'their distribution extended, Parliament went on making 

special provision for curbing frauds and ensuring some equality 

of bargaining position. An extension of the principle of the 

pure food laws was made in 1907 covering all meat and canned foods 
(8) 

gOing into inter-provincial trade. The meat packing and fruit 

and vegetal:lle canning industries had by this time beoome of' very 

considerable importance in Canada. In the previous year, the 

existence of shocking practices in the Chicago meat packing in

dustry had been. revealed. Congress had already acted to impose 

supervision on the industry. The Canadian Government introduoed 

similar legislation, partly because an investigation had unearthed 

unsatisfactory conditions in the industry, partly because the 

alarm of the Canadian public was injuring the packing and canning 

industrie s and partly because it was deemed nece ssary in order to 
(9) 

hold foreign markets. It was quite clear that under factory 

conditions of production and the circumstance of widespread dis

tribution. the only satisfactory regulation was to inspect the 

packing and canning process. Therefore government inspectors were 

put into all packing and canning establishments doing an inter

prOVincial or export business. Somewhat similar legislation 

(7) Ibid. SSe 14 SSe 1 (a)and s.3 (g). 

(8) Statutes of Canada, 1906-7, c.27. 

(9) House of Commons Debates, 1906-7, p.408 et seq. 
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respecting dairy products, live stock products, fresh fruits and 

vegetables, honey and maple syrup has been passed. It also pro

vides protection f'or the consumer, but in large part, its purpose 

is to protect and encourage the producer and it will be dealt 

wi th under that heading. 

Inspection ~f' all petroleum and naptha sold in Canada 
(10) (11) . 

was made compulsory in 1877 and 1893 respectively. The 

buyer of' gas for domestic use cannot judge its quality and he 

cannot test of' the accuracy of the meter. Thus a system of 
(12) 

gas and gas meter inspection began as early as 1873. A 
(13) 

system of' in~ection of' electric meters introduced in 1894 

testifies to the increasing consumption of' electricity and the 

similar dif'f'iculty of' testing the accuracy of the meter. Water 
(14) 

meter inspection did not come until 190p because it was 

not until the turn of' the century that the use of' water meters 

supplanted the earlier custom of supplying water at a flat rate. 

The f'raudulent labelling of' agricultural fertilizers 
(15) 

was struck at by Parliament in 1884. In 1886 all manu-

facturers and importers were required to send samples to the 

Minister of Agriculture and analysts and inspectors to enforce 
(16 ) 

maintenance of quality and honesty of labelling were provided. 

Registration under a 

Agriculture was made 

specif'ic humber assigned by the Minister of 
(17) 

compulsory in 1909. A similar structure 

(10) Statutes of Canada, 1877, c.14. 

(11) Statutes of' Canada, 1893, c.36. 

(12) Statutes of' Canada, 1873, c.48. 

(13) Statutes of' Canada, 1894, 0.39. 

(14) Statutes of' Canada, 1905, c.48. 

(15) Statutes of' C'ln;1da, 1884, c.37. 

(16) Statutes of' Canada, 1886, c.67. 

(17) Statutes of' Canada, 1909, c.16. 
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of regulation providing for registration, honest marking, 

standards of quality with inspectors and analysts to enforce 
(18) 

them, was set up for seeds in 1905 and for commercial feed-
(19 ) 

ing stuffs in 1909. By the beginning of the twentieth 

century the supply of seeds for various purposes had become a 

specialized trade. Misleading advertising was used to puSh the 
• 

sale of seeds of inferior quality. Insufficiently cleaned seed 

was being distributed by dealers and noxious weeds were thus 

being spread over the country. Shortly after a considerable 

quantity of fall wheat had been distributed as spring wheat, 

Parliament enabled the government ·to take a measure of control 
(20) 

over the marketing of seeds by dealers. Similar abuses were 

being perpetrated by manufacturers of "stoek foods", who mixed 

chaff, sawdust, moss, and other materials in their loudly touted 
(21) 

products. In the extended market, the undoubted right of a 

multitude of small purchasers to pursue their common law remedies 

in the co.'rts was no cure for these abuses. The only effective 

means of control was by a system of registration, standards and 

inspectors to reach the difficulty at its source. And, of course, 

once the government invites people to rely on government stand

ards in a commodity, it has a duty to see that they are enforced 

in the trades. 

The above cases of government intervention to protect 

the consumer all came from the federal field·, Similar conditions 

moved prOVincial legislatures to similar action in their field. 

(18) Statutes of Canada, 1905, c .41. 

(19) Statutes of Canada, 1909, c.15. 

(20) House of Commons Debates, 1905, pp.322-3. 

(21) House of Commons Debates, 1909, p.'5209. 
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The earliest attempt seems to have been to prevent the sending 

of skimmed, 

factories. 

sour or tainted, or diseased milk to cheese and butter 
(22) (23) 

Ontario and ~uebec tried to prevent such 

practices by threat of penalty as early as 1868 and 1870 res

peotively. However it, was not until the early years of the 

twentieth century that'they provided for dairy inspeotors with 
(24) 

power to'inspect farmers' premises. 

From the nineties to the twenties was a period of great 

increase in government intervention respecting the dairy 

industry. The subjeot10n of cheese and butter factories to a 

system of lioensing and inspection for the purpose of regulating 

quality of produot and sanitary oondition of plants, the 

establishment of grades of milk and oream (made feasible by 

the invention of the Baboook test), the requirement of dairy 

sohool oertificates in order to qualify as tester, grader or 

"head ma,ker" in a factory are the specific innovations of greatest 

importance. These provisions appear in this period in all the 

provinces examined. Of course, they were in part designed to 

pro~ect consumers from frauds. They were also part of a pro

gramme for improving and increasing produotion for export 

markets. And they were hastened by a growing knowledge of the 

relation between public health and the food supply, 

In fact, most of the early provincial interferences 

on behalf of the consumer were of the public health type. At 

Confederation, health was almost entirely a responsibility of 

100al governments. Hut a s the significance of the food supply 

became clearer and as the purchase of prepared foods displaced 

(22) Statutes of Ontario, 1868, c.33, 

(23) Statute's of ~uebec, 1870, c.30. 

(24) See e.g. Statutes of Ontario, 1908, c.55; Statutes of 
~uebeo, 1921, c.37; Statutes of British Columbia, 1920,0. 23. 
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home growing and/or processing, the provinoial governments 

gradually moved to leadership and oontrol over municipal regu~ 

lations. That movement will be discussed elsewhere. What shOuld 

be pointed out here is that the provinoial governments oontinually 

inoreased the powers of the munioipalities to test milk supplies, 

inspeot the sanitary oonditions of stables, and test cows for 
• 

disease and at the same time it brought the aotivities of local 
(25) 

offioers under provinoial supervision. Similar powers res-

pecting meat and slaughter houses went hand in hand with those 

respeoting milk. Provinoial ~otion respeoting bread and bakeshops 

begins about 1910
1 

although Nova Sootia had entered the field as 
(26 

early as 1884. Standards of weight and quality and specifio 

markings were provided for and munioipal licenoe and inspection 

subject to oontrol by the provinoial Board of Health were insisted 
(27 ) 

on. 

Other provinoial interventions for proteotion of con

sumers relate to what may be desoribed as·gadgets. In the twenties, 

Ontario~ Saskatohewan and ~uebeo intervened to ensure oertain 

standards of quality in lightning rod systems, The exeoutive 

was given power to establish standards, provide inspeotion, and 
(28) 

enforoe complianoe. About the same time, British Columbia, 

Saskatohewan and Ontario established a system of inspeotion for 

the sale of eleotrioal equipment. 

satisfied of its soundness before 

Provinoial officials must be 
(29 ) 

it oan be sold in' the provinoe. 

(25) See e.g. Statutes of Ontario, 1896, c'.63; 1911, 0.69. 

(26) Revised Statutes of Nova Sootia, 1884, c.73. 

(27) Statutes of Ontario, 1910, 0.95; Statutes of ~uebec, 1911, 
0.40; Statutes of Saskatohewan, 1924-25, 0.31. 

(28) Statutes of Ontario, 1~2l, c,84; Statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1921-2, 0.67; Statutes of ~uebec, 1928, c,63, 

(29) Statutes of British Columbia, 1922, 0.23; Statutes of 
Saskatohewan, 1928-9, 0.4; Revised Statutes of Ontario, 
1937, 0.62, s.87. 
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This last is an excellent example of a sophisticated 

article. The average purchaser is quite unable to judge as to 

its safety or durability. Of course, supervision in this case 

is not solely directed to prevention of fraud. Faulty electrical 

equipment is also dangerous to life and property. Therefore, 

these regulations have a police aspect as well. In this respect. 

they are similar in object to the wide power of administrative 

supervision over the manufacture and sale of explosives which the 

federal government possesses under the Explosives Act of 1914. 

Explosives can be a widespread threat to life and property and 

the contribution which scientific knowledge can make to safe 

manufacture and use of them justified government intervention to 
(30) 

ensure that that knowledge was used. 

Another extension of government supervision for the 

protection of the consumer is to be found in the Coal Sales Acts 
(31) (32) 

of Alberta and British Columbia. These acts require 

that all collieries shall be registered and that coal shall only 

be sold under its registered name. They authorize the Lieutenant

Governor in Council to establish grades of coal and a system of 

inspection. 

The difficulty of assembling the produ~ts of a large 

number of small producers in order to transport them to the distant 

market has already been pointed out. It bears most heavily on 

the small producers of primary products - in Canada, agricultural 

produce and fish. Government intervention in this field is 

designed mainly to assist them, though of course, it is also 

aimed at assuring quality to the consumer and at facilitating all 

dealing in such produce. 

(30) For the reasons for introduoing legislation on explosives. 
see House of Co~ons Debates, 1914, pp.3587, 3861. 

(31) Statutes of Alberta, 1923, c.31; 1925, c.21. 

(32) Statutes of British Columbia, 1931, c.38. 
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The small unorganized producers of primary products 

know little or nothing about the conditions of market demand 

beyond their own community. They know that a better article should 

command a better price. But many of them lack the knowledge and 

initiative to improve quality in order to capture markets and 

where all produce, good and bad, from a particular area, is 

lumped together in the assembling process, there is little incen-
• 

tive to learn or to try. The failure to gain or to keep luorative 

markets turns into resentment against the middleman and his super

ior strategic position in bargaining. Naturally, the latter always 

takes advantage of his superior position and sometimes he makes 

use of chaotic market conditions to defraud the producer. 

The efforts of Canadian governments to deal with this 

situation have gone through at least three stages. The first sta~e 

from 1873 to 1900 coincides roughly with the long period of 

agricultural depression. In this period, governments restricted 

their efforts mainly to education and developmental work, trying 

to encourage and assist farmers to use better methods and to 
(33 ) 

increase and improve production. During this period, 

scientific agriculture made great strides in other parts of the 

world and it became clear that, in order to hold ~ome markets and 

to capture export markets, it would be necessary not merely to 

improve quality generallY but also to give specific assurances of 

quality and to put up the produce in an attractive form. In the 

period dating roughly from 1900 to the onset of the depression in 

1930, this realization led to the introduction of government grades 

of quality. standard packages and a system of accurate marking in 

a variety. of products. Compliance was enforced by a system of 

inspection by government officials. It was supplemented by a 

(33) Canada and its Provinces. Vol. IX, ·p.l80. 
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variety of other oompulsory measures, suoh as inspeotion of 

oheese and butter faotories. 

The Dominion led in this movement towards standards 

in natural produots beoause of the importanoe of uniformity and 

its exolusive oonstitutional power to regulate export trade, where 

the need had first been felt. With the inoreasing importanoe of 
• 

the home market and the neoessity of giving the Oanadian produoer 

an even break in it, the Dominion sought to extend its grading 

systems to domestio trade. Interpretation of the oonstitution by 

the oourts showed that its legitimate efforts in this respeot were 
. (34) 

limited to inter-provinoial trade. This led to speoial legis-

lation by many of the provinoes in an attempt to validate the 

Dominion statutes and regulations for the purpose of oontrolling 

intra-provinoial trans~otions. 

During this period, of oourse, the governments oon

tinued and intensified their developmental work. They made little 

attempt direotly to redress the balanoe of bargaining position 

between produoer and middleman. Striot regulation of stook yards 

and the oommission merohants operating therein was undertaken by 

the Dominion in 1917. After the investigations into the fruit 

trade under the Combines Investigation Aot in 1926, some provinoes 

introduoed legislation imposing some added obligations on 
(35) 

oommission merohants. This was merely a ohange in the law 

and not an inorease in government aotivity. Enoouragement was 

given by governments to produoers' oo-operatives in their effort 

to deal with the problem of the middleman. But the main emphasis 

in government aotivity in this period was on the establishment 

of standards to bonus the oompetent produoer and faoilitate 

marketing. 

(34) Rex v. Manitoba Grain Co, (1922),2 W.W.R. 113. Rex v. 
Collins (1926) 4 D.L.R. 548. 

(35) Statutes of British Columbia, 1926-7, 0.54; Revised 
Statutes of Ontario, 1927, 0.270. 
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The third stage began with the depression in the 

thirties. It has been marked by an attenpt to go beyond the 

maintenanoe of reliable standards of quality in a free market in 

whioh the middleman dominates the channels of assembly and dis

tribution. The dissatisfaction of British Columbia fruit and 

vegetable growers with the aohievements of voluntary oo-operation 
• 

and the oollapse of the wheat pools reinforoed a growing demand 

that the state· should organize and oontrol the market for 

primary produots. This demand was also strengthened greatly by 

the oatastrophio fall in the prioe of primary products. The 

speotaole of sheltered industries and trades esoaping the ravages 

of the depression as a result of tariff protection and other 

state aids made many produoers of natural products determined to 

get under the umbrella also. A state whioh provides speoial 

privileges for partioular groups has no effeotive answer t,o 

similar demands from other groups. The Natural Produots Market

ing Aot of 1934 and the provinoial legislation supplementary 

to it was the result. 

An outline of the specifio activities undertaken by 

" governments in the seoond and third stages may now be given. A 

wide variety of natural products are nowsubjeotto compulsory 

grading and inspection for export and inter-provincial trade 

and in some products all domestio trade is covered by the regulatlone. 

The provisions respecting inspection of ~eats and 

canned foods whioh were introduced in 1907 have already been 

mentioned. The Dominion Parliament made provision for compUlsory 

grading and inspection of live-stock and live-stock produots in 
(36) (37) (38) 

1917, pickled fish in 1920 dairy products in 1921, 

(36) Stat~tes of Canada, 1917, c.32. 

(37) Statutes of Canada, 1920, c.48. 

(38) Statutes of Canada, 1921, 0,28. 
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(39) 
root vegetables in 1922, maple products in 1930, 

(40) 
honey 

(41) (42) 
and all vegetables in 1935. Generally speak-in 1934, 

ing, these provisions applied to inter-p~ovincial and export trade 

and provided for standard grades, packages and marks with a system 

of inspection to enforce them. In some cases, they went further. 

The Live Stock and Live Stock Products Act of 1917 imposed gov-
• 

ernment regulation on stock yards, and the co~sslon merchants 

who deal in the stock yards. Inter-provincial traders in fruit, 

vegetables, honey and maple products must now secure a licence 

from the Minister of Agriculture in order to carryon business. 

Registration of sugar bushes and maple manufacturing plants is 

also provided for. 

The most striking example of this kind of intervention 

is, of course, the regulation of the grain trade. The wheat 

farmer of Western Canada, when he came to market his product, was 

subject to all the disadvantages which beset primary producers in 

their relations with middlemen. Indeed, there were peculiar dis

advantages as well owing to the virtual monopoly in local elevator 

facilities encouraged by the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is not 
(43) 

necessary to recount the story of the farmers' grievances here. 
(44) 

The Manitoba Grain Act of 1900 set up a Commissioner with 

power to require grain dealers to take out licences to supervise 

the handling and storage of grain and to investigate all complaints 

respecting dockage, grade, weight, fraud and neglect. The public 

(39) Statutes of Canada, 1922, c.43. 

(40) Statutes of Canada, 1930, c.30. 

(41) Statutes of Canada, 1934, c.18. 

(42) Statutes of Canada, 1935, c.62. 

(43) For these, see generally, 
in Western Canada. 

~atton. Grain Growers Co-operation 

(44) Statutes of Canada, 1900, c.39. 
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utility aspect of the terminal elevator business was also re

cognized. In 1912, a Board of Grain CODmissioners with extensive 

powers over the marketing of grain was established. The inspect

ion service was extended beyond the determination of grades to 

cover binning, cleaning, storing, and shipping in terminal elevators. 

The car order-book system was imposed on the railways and the 

Board was authorized to order an equitable distribution of freight 
(45) 

cars. Further revisions of the act in 1928 and 1930 have 

still further extended 
(46) 

over the trade 

the control of the Board of Grain Commissions 

and attempted to overcome certain constitutional 
(47 ) 

objections taken by the courts. 

In this period (1900 to 1930) the principal inter

ventions of the type now being 'considered which were launched in 

the provincial fiel·d had to do with the regulation of the dairy 

industry. By 1921, grades for milk and cream supplied to dairy 

product factories had been'established in OntariO, Saskatchewan. 
(48) 

British Columbia, Q.uebec, and Nova Scotia. Registration or 

licensing of factories had become compulsory and provincial in

spection had been established to enforce grading provisions and the 

maintenance of sanitary conditions in the factories. Head makers, 

graders and testers were required to hold certificates frpm the 
(49) 

Department of Agriculture. 

(45) Statutes of Canada, 1912, c.27. 

(46) Statutes of CaIJada, 1925, c.33; 1930, c.5. 

(47) Rex v. Manitoba Grain Co. (1922) 2 W.W.R. 113; King v. 
Eastern Terminal Elevator, 1925, S.C.R. 434; Trimble v. 
Capling (1927) 1 D.L.R. 717. 

(48) Statutes of Ontario, 1916, c. 52; Statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1919-20, c.46; Statutes of British Columbia, 1920, c.23; 
Statutes of Q.uebec, 1921, c.40; Statutes of Nova Scotia, 
1921, c.45. 

(49) These regulations are scattered through a number. of statutes. 
Which it would be too burdensome to quote here. 
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In the earlier period (1873-1900). the provinces had 

relied mainly on the supervision of unofficial dairy associations 

for the maintenance of standards. But as the applications of 

science to the dairy industry became more numerous and the 

competition for export markets more intense, the arguments for 

centralized governmen~ control with its pe~nent organization 

and its ready command of scientific knowledge became too strong 
.. (50) 

to be ignored. Hence, the establishment of dairy branches in 

the provincia:'.. Departments of Agriculture; a movement in which 
(51) 

Ontario took the lead in 1910. 

Apart from the dairy industry, the provincial govern

ment activities in thi~ period were mostly directed to attempts to 

cure the constitutional defects of the Dominion regulatory 

structures referred. to above. Compulsory grading could not be ex

tended to intra-provincial trade except by provincial legislatidn 

and many provinces sought to extend the Dominion regulations by 

supplementary legislation which would enable Dominion inspectors 

to impose Dominion grades upon intrn-provincial trade. 

This device for extending Dominion regulations into 

the provincial sphere was held ultra vires by the courts in 
(52) 

1935 0 Since then a number of the provinces have enacted 

their own legislation providing for grades, packages and marks. 

Saskatchewan and Manitoba have enacted such legislation covering 
(53) . 

live-stock products. New Brunswick passed comprehensive 
(54) 

legislation for the grading of natural products in 1937. 

(50) Innis. The Dairy Industry in Canada, p. 108. 

(51) Ibid. 

(52) See Rex v. Zaslavsky (1935) 3 D.LoR. 788, later followed by 
similar deCisions in Alberta and Manitoba • 

• 
(53) Statutes of Manitoba, 1936, c.24; Saskatchewan, 1936, c.77, 

(54) Statutes of New Brunswick, 1937, co ,52-53 .• 
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cul.tura1 

In 1935, Q,uebec Eiade provision tor- the gradiDg or egri
(55) 

products ot all kinds. An act ot si.ai1ar scope 

was enacted in Ontario in 1937 and, in the S8IEe year. British 

Co1U!'i1 ia made provision tar her 0'IfD SJ'steJa ot gradi.ng beef, fruit, 
(56) 

vegetables, and honey. It is understood that the prortnces 

intend to enact Dominion gra.des by regulation under that legis

lation and appoint Dominion inspectors as their officials to en-

force them. 

Sane products got special attention in soce provinces. 

In 1933 Q.uebec provided tor standards ot quality in leaf tobacco 

and authorized inspectors to enrorce the standards, to su~rvise 

processing. and to dete:roine the wsa1ubriousoess ot the premises· 
(57) 

ot the mamltacturer. In addition new legislation appeared 

res~cting dairy products requiring licences tran transporters 

ot milk, bonds trom distributorsr am. records and reports 1'roD 
58) 

cheese and butter nanutacturers. Nova Scotia passed sj~j]er 

legislation tor the protection ot dairy producers in the sm!B 
(59) 

year, In 1935", Ontario provided tor administrative su~r-

vision ot the sale ot grain with a view to preventing the spread 
(60) 

ot noxious weeds. 

A (;ood many ot these neasures. which are typical ot 

the governnent interventions in the period :frolllL 1900 to 1930, 

continued to appear in the present decade. But a detinitely new 

(55) Statutes ot Q,uebec, 1935, c.SO. 

(56) Statutes ot Ontario, 193'1. cc24; BritiSh Colucbia, 1937,cc.~,~ 

(57) Statutes ot Q,uebec, 1933, c.27. 

(58) Statutes ot Q,uebec, 1933, c.24. 

(59) Statutes ot Nova Scotia, 1933, c.8. 

(60) Statutes ot Ontario, 1935, c.8. 
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departure in governmGnt r:gulation o~ marketing got under 

way in the early thirties. It was foreshadowed in British 
'(5l) 

Columbia as early as 1927 by the Produce Marketing Act. It 

might be d~scribed as compulsory produoers co-operation ~or it 

provided that a deoision of a 3/4 majority of the growers in an 

area should be binding on all. Suoh a maj~r1 ty could set up a 

collDl11 ttee Wi th power to determine the t1mo~ quanti t:r~ place and 

price of marketing of the entire product in quastion. This 

oommittee was, in a sense, unofficial, because it was Chosen by 

the growers and shippers from among themselves. It was official, 

in essence, because it wielded the coeroive power of the state 

and thus proposed to make the state the arohitect of the market~ 

The Bri ti sh Columbi .. a fruit and vegetable growers were 

disa~pointed at the results of voluntary co-operation. They felt 

. that an exclusive marketing agency, mainly controllea by producers, 

could prevent the abuses of the middleman and that, by levelling 

off the flow to markot, it could stabiliz~ prices. Voluntary 

co-operation had failed to secure and maintain an exclusive 

marketing agency and they were determined to get it by state action. 

Similar in type was the Dairy Products Sales Adjustmont Act in 

the' same province in 19.29. It was an attempt, by the use of 

sta te authority, to cartell1ze the dairy indu stry of the Fraser 

Valley and equalize returns as betwe~ producers, in so far as 

the disparities were due to the spread between 

of fluid milk and the price paid by processors 

the Vancouver pr~oe 
(§2) 

of milk products; 

The Saskatchewan legislation of 1931 PIQviding for the 
(53) 

compulsory pooling of all gr~in was similarly inspired. 

However, all three of these experiments fell foul of the courts 

(511 statutes of British columbia. 19!5-7. 0.54. 

(62) Ibi6 •• 1929. 0.20. 

(63} statutes of Saskatchewan, 1931, e.88. 
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(64) 
before they had accumulated much experience. The depression 

deepened with special hardships for primary producers and in 1934 

h D • . (65) 
t e omQn~on Natural Products Marketing Act was passed. 

It was essentially similar in principle to the British Columbia 

aot mentioned above and was in terms applicable to all of Canada, 

and to all kinds of nat~ral products. It.was clear that pro

vi~oial legislation would be necessary to ensure the constitu

tionality of this comprehensive scheme of regulation and the pro

vinces co-operated by enacting similar natural products marketing 
(66) . 

acts. 

Dominion and provincial marketing boards were to co

operate in determining the time and place at which and the agency 

through which natural products were to be marketed. They had 

power to determine the quantity and quality and manner of market

ing which, of course, implies the power to fix prices. This is 

a revolutionary departure from the older types of marketing regu

lation which aimed at improvin~ the operation of the free market. 

The Natural Products Marketing Acts sought to liquidate the free 

market and to establish channels of assembly and distribution 

under state control. Thus they are to be attributed in part to 

the deep dissatisfaction with the current operation of the free 

economy which swept the western world during the depression. They 

were the Canadian offspring of the eO,onomic planners. Whether the 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

,----..-..----------------------------------------,-----------~ 

Lawson v. Interior Tree and Vegetable Conmittee (1931). 
2 D.L.R. 193; Lower Mainland Dairy Sales Adjustment Committee 
v. Crystal Dairies Ltd. (1933), 2 D.L.R. 82; Re Grain Market
ing (1931) 2 Vi.W.R. 

Statutes of Canada, 1934, c.57. 

These provincial acts varied somewhat in fODn but they 
aimed at substantially the same results. See e.g., Statutes 
of British Columbia, 1934, 0.38: Statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1934, c.62; Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1934, 0.58. 



ambitious schemes which they outlined would have met with any 

measure of success if the Privy Council had not intervened is 

difficult to say. But any considerable degree of success would 

have led to the rapid cartellization of Canadian agriculture. 

Another adventure in market regulation by the state made 

its appearance about the same time, This was the establishment of • 

an administrative authority to regulate the marketing of fluid 

milk in urban centres. It is not possible to describe this inter

vention simply as a revolt against the free market, though, no 

doubt, that has been an element in the demand for regulation. 

Along with other primary producers, the milk producer shared a 

list of grievances against the middleman. However, there were 

other important considerations involved. 

Milk has become one of the first necessities of life 

and therefore any interruption of the daily supply is regarded as 

a catastrophe. Plausible arguments can be made to show that the 

urban distribution of milk is almost as much a natural monopoly 

as the supply of gas and water. Therefore it has been c~aimed 

that the distribution of milk has become a public utility enterprise 

where competition does not supply adequate regulation and where 

state regulation in the form of the fixing of prices, enforcing 

standards of service, and restricting entrance into the business has 

become appropriate. 

This argument received powerful support from the follow

ing factors. Urban demand for milk has led many producers to 

specialize in dairying and consequently their pOSition is more 

exposed to fluctuations in returns. The necessity of establishing 

an adequate base for winter months causes large surpluses in summer 

which tend to upset the market. This tendency was aggravated in 

the depression by the entry of many small farmers into the market 

for the purpose of supplementing their dwindling cash returns. 

Chain groceries, assured of cheap supplies, began to break in on 
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the distributors, - even to the point of using milk as a "loss

leader". Distributors became alal'llled and dissatisfied. In these 

unsettled conditions the threat of milk strikes and the complaints 

of dairymen that an uneconomic price would force them out of 

business alarmed the consumer. Thus a number of pressure groups 

became concerned to demand stability in the industry through 
• government action. 

In this case, the desired action had to 'be sought 

from the provincial governments. Of the provinces examined in this 
(67) (68) 

study, Ontario and ~uebec provided for administrative 

boards with wide control over the milk industry in 1934. 
(69) 

Saskatchewan followed suit in 1935 and Nova Scotia, having 

already provided for the licensing of distribu fors in 1934, 

proceeded to give the board power to arbitrate and settle dis-
(70) 

putes between different groups in the industry in 1937. The 

other provinces mentioned above have gone considerably further 

than Nova Scotia. ~uebec authorized the board to approve price 

agreements between producers and distributors and to enforce 

them as well as to fix prices on its own motion. In addition 

to this, the Ontario board has a discretionary power to refuse 

licenoes to distributors if it does not think the granting of 

a licence is in the public interest and a right to approve and 

enforce codes of fair business practices in the industry. The 

Saska tchewan Milk Control Board has even more comprehensive powers 

over the industry. 

(67) Statutes of Ontario, 1934, c.30. 

(68) Statutes of Q,uebec, 1934, c .27. 

(69) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1935, c.58. 

(70) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1937, c.57. 
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This completes the list of the important interventions 

of government for the purpose of regulating marketing. The 

attempt to find substitutes for the old informal controls of the 

neighbourhood market has led to a great increase in go~ernmental 

activity. In part, the ... ,e devices have been designed to protect 

the consumer. On the wb-ole, the main emphasis has been on 

prot.ection and encouragement to the producer and the general 

improvement of trade; an attempt to cure some of the defects of the 

extended free market. In recent years, however, there has been 

a tendency to lose patience with such a limited objective. Thus 

the Natural Preducts Marketing Acts and the Milk Control.Acts 

have trie d to find a substitute for t he free market in a state 

regulated market. 
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III. CONTROL OF AGRICULTURAL PESTS AN~ ANI~ DISEASES. 

A country which depends to a great extent upon agricul

ture for its prosperity must be specially concerned over things 

which threaten to lessen the quantity and quality of production. 

The ravages of noxious weeds, insect pests and animal and plant 

diseases have always caused serious loss to the individual farmer. 

By the time of Confederation, the community interest in meeting 

these menaces and the advantage of united attack upon them had 

become clear. But the community w~ich realized its interest was 

a small one and united attack was mainly limited to localmunkn

pal regulation. 

As long as the lack of facilities for communication 

limited trade and intercourse to the local community, municipal 

regulation corresponded to the realities of the situatIon. HoW

ever, rapid improvements in transportation, already under way in 

1867, made trade possible between manY different areas and 10-

ealities far distant from one another. With the greatly in

oreased range of trade came a parallel extension of the range of 

noxious weeds, insect pests and the diseases of the plants and 

animals. Local responsibility far control of them ceased to be 

adequate. Localities might become infested or infected by the 

oarelessness of people in distant areas and the exercise ot 

mun1cipal powers of control did not enable the victims to reach 

those who had caused the loss. That could only be done by central 

governments (provincial and/or Dominion) establishing and enforcing 

uniform regulation over the whole country. 

By the eighties it had become clear that these menaces 

to agriculture had ceased to be merely local problems and had 

beoome provincial, if not national, in scope. About the same 

time, governments in Canada became concerned in promoting agricul

tural development and efficiency and this provided an added 

reason for vigorous attacks on these enemies of efficient agricul-
(1) 

ture. Still more important, the growth of scientifiC knowledge 

fave central governments access to weapons for fighting them -
1) Canada and its Provinoes, Vol. IX, p. 180. 
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an access which was practically denied to municipal governments. 

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, our .scien

tific knowledge of these pests and diseases and of the.effective 

means of controlling them has grown very rapidly. Much of this 

knowledge could not be used effectively unless operations were 

directed by experts. The small rural municipality does not know 
• 

how to tap scientific resources and it cannot employ experts as 

economically as can the central government. Thus a powerful 

impetus to centralization was given in this field. The signifi

cance of this influence is confirmed by the fact that centraliz

ation has gone much furthsr in connection with the struggl~ 

against insect pests and animal and plant diseases than in the 

case of noxious weeds. In the latter case, scientific control 

has not made such striking advances and general~y speaking ad

ministration has remained with the municipalities, subject to some 

central supervision. 

Both Dominion and province have legislative power over 

agricul ture and, co'nsequently, regulation has been provided for 

both on the provincial and the national level. Dominion inter

vention has laid its main, though not its entire, emphasis on 

preventing the introduction of pests and diseases from abroad and 

the spreading ot them from one area to another. The Dominion has 

also attempted to control the trade in pOisons used for· fighting 

pests. 

In 1865, the Province of Canada sought to provide against 

the importation and spreading of certain animal diseases. The 

legislation established a number of prohibitions and enabled the 
(2) 

Governor in Council to order certain precautions to be taken. 

It is significant of the tempe~ of the period that the sole sanotkft 

for theBe regulations was the threat of a penalty to be exacted by 

judicial proceedings. This indirect method of enforcement, or 

government by judges, was gradually discarded. When the object 

is not primarily to punis~ individuals for wrongdoing but rather 

(2) Statutes of Canada,l8SS, o. 15. 
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to prevent socially undesirable conditions from aris:l.7.lg, the 

judicial technique is of l:!.mi ted efficacy. Thus in 1669 inspec

tors uith power to enter and inspect were provided for. They 

were authorized to demarcate infected areas and make orders for 
( 3) 

their eftec·tlve isolation. In 1679, inspectors got power to 

destroyintected amimals and 
• 

ized to provide compensation 

the Governor 
(4) 

to o:vmers. 

~n Council was author-

In 1665$ the government 

got power to compel certain standards of sanitation in connection 
(5 ) 

with transportation facilities for animals. A gradual tightening 

of administrative control has continued up to the present time, 

designed to enable the government to act quickly and firmly to 
(6) 

check these diseases. 

In 1896, Parliament enabled 

the importation of nursery stock from 

the government to prohibit 
.( 7) 

any foreign country. The 

object was to control the San Jose Scale which was a serious 

threat to fruit trees at that time. No administrative powers of 

enforcement were given in this act. But in 1910~ it was replaced 

by provisions applicable to all destructive insects and plant 
(6) 

diseases. It enabled the Governor in CounciL to make regulations 

for treatment of outbreaks and the destruction of nursery stock, 

to fix conditions of compensation to owners and so on. Inspec

tOTs with wide powers were provided for and the Minister was 

authorized to take drastic steps on the basis of an inspector's 

report. 

As the menace of insects and pests became more serious, 

the number of commercial poisons offered for their control also 

increased. The purchaser of these could not judge of their 

chemical content or of their efficacy. Often it was discovered 

that a particular poison was quite harmless. Others were found to 

( 3) Statutes of Canada, 1869, c. 37. 
(4) " " " 1679, c. 23. 
(5) " II II 1665, c. 70. 
«6) Revised statutes of Canada, 1927, c. 6. 
(7) statutes of Canada, 1698, c. 23. 
(8) " 1,1 II 1910, c. 31~ 
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be Mo~e hatmtUl tb piants thart to 
(9) 

pests. In 1927, Parliament 
I 

provided regulation1br this t~a4e, Ali poisons ~ffered for sale 

for use against agrioultural pests must now be registered and 

their ohemical oontent revealed. The Minister of Agrioulture is 

authorized to appoint an analyst upon whose advioe he may refuse 

registration to a partioular poison. All paokages must be labe1-

led with full partiou~ars about the oontents. Inspeotors, with 

power to enter and seoure samples, are provided for as an aid td 
(10) 

enforoement. 

The provinoes have supplemented the devioes outlined 

above. As is to be expeoted, the partioular subjeot matter of 

regulation varies from provinoe to provinoe but the methods em

ployed are striking11:similar. Partioular attention will be given 

here to the efforts of Ontario to establish effeotive oontrols 

beoause they furnish a most striking illustration of the o~ng 

technique or regulation. Developments in the other fo~ provinoes 

examined in this study will be disoussed only in so far as they 

vary from the Ontario pattern. 

Ontario enaoted legislation for the oontrol of Canada 
(11) 

thistle in 1855 and blaok knot in 1879. The first aots merely 

required owners to cut weeds and eradioate blaok knot and yellows 

on pain of penalty. Municipalities were authorized to appoint 

inspeotors whose s.ole tunot ion was to notify owners to aot. In 

1884 munioipal inspectors were given powers to require owners to 

perform the neoessary tree surgery and outting of weeds. On 

failure of the owner to oomply, the inspeotor might enter for the 
(12) 

sole purpose of cutting weeds on land not sown to orop. In 811 

other cases he oould do no more than take action to impose the 

statutory penalty. In 1893 speoial legislation for the oontrol ot 

yellows and black knot, then ravaging fruit trees, was passed. It 

imposed a statutory duty.on the owner to destroy trees afflicted 

with it. Where he failed to obey the order of an inspeotor. pro

(9) House of Commons Debates, 1925-7, pp. 1773-4, 2135. 
(lO)Statutes of Canada, 1927, o. 40. 
(ll)Revised statutes or qntari~, 1877, c. 188: statutes of 

Ontario, 187g
b 

c. 33; 1881, c. 29. 
(12) statutes of ntario, 1884, o. 37. 
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vision was made for a municipal board of fruit tree inspeotion. 

The decision of the board was final as to the obligation to des-

troy a particular tree. But even then, 

of the board merely subjected the owner 

failure to obey the order 
(13) 

to a fine. The reluc-

tance of the legislature to give administrative officials power 

to enter and destroy ptivate property and their reliance upon' 

municipal administration and initiative are extremely clear. 

In 1910. however, the principle of centralized adm1nis~ 

trative control was accepted. In new legislation respecting dis

eased fruit trees in that year, the Minister of Agriculture was 
authorized to appoint provincial inspectors and to make regula

tions controlling all inspectors. On the report of two separate 

inspectors he was empowered to order and enforce the destruction 
(14) 

of whole orchards. ~n 1912, the Minister got the power to 

approve or disapprove ot the appointment of muniCipal inspectors 
(15) 

and provincial inspeotors were given authority to supervise them. 

In 1914, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council was authorized to ap

pOint'a provincial entomologist and nurseries were forbidden to 
, (16) 

distribute plants snd ~aes'until they got a certifiaate from him. 

And the executive was given power to extend the terms of the act 

to other diseases and pests not specificaliy mentioned in the act. 

The development elearly indicates how ~lowly municipal 

and amateur regulation gave way to centralized and expert control 

&nd how reluctant the legislatur~ was to sanotion administrative 

interference with individual property and conduot. A s~ilar 

hesitating development can be traced in almost every new type ot 

government regulat.1on introduced before the Great War. 

Legislation designed to control noxious weeds has not yet 

resulted in the same degree of ~entralization. Administration has 

(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

statutes of Ontario, 
tt " " 

" 
" 

tI 

tI " 
" 

1893, c. '2. 
1910, o. 99. 
1912, c. 69. 
1914, c. 18. 
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h.l!ained in the hands of the municipal authorities. Appointment 

of these has become compulsory, however, and the Minister is 

authorized to appoint inspectors where local bodies fail to do 
(17) 

their duty. ijowever, the weed menace has become increasingly 

serious in recent years and in 1935, a significant further step 

was taken. Prov!s10n w~s made for the appointment of district 
(18) 

weed inspectors who are central officials. They have power to 

supervise munioipal officials and to enter and destroy weeds 

wherever a municipality fails to do so. 

Ontario provided for municipal enforcement of provisions 
(19) 

for destroying the barberry bush in 1900 and it adopted the same 
(20) 

technique for controlling the corn-borer in 1925. Both these 

matters are now ~wept 

by the broad terms of 

into the control of the central government 
(21) 

the Plant Diseases Aot of 1937. Legislative 

provision for the destruction of foul brood among bees began in 
(22) 

1890. Unofficial but compulsory enforcement was contemplated by 

p~~vision that the Provincial Beekeepers' Association should 

appoint inspeotors with power to enter and destroy diseased)bees. 
\23) 

By 1914, these had been superseded by provinoial inspeotors and 

by 1927 the government had got power to impose quarantine, to , 
require certifioates for importation of bees and the registration 

(24) 
of all beekeepers. Beekeepers are required to keep reoords and 

mske periodio reports to the Department of Agriculture. 

The British Columbia developments in this field have 

been similar to those of Ontario. The oontrol of noxious weeds and 

plant and bee diseases has come to rely ona wide power of regula~ 

~n the hands of the government and on a oorps of inspectors with 
(25) 

power to enter and enforoe the regulations. At first, the right 

of the government tC~lnter and disinfect or destroy orchards 

(17) Revised statutes of'Ontario, 1927, o. 309. 
(18) Statutes 'of OntariO, 1935, c. 49. 
( 19) " " " 1900, c. 48. 
(20) " " " 1925; c. 74. 
(21) " " " 1937, c. 57. 
(22) it " " 1890, c. 56. 
i23 ) Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1914, c. 258. 
24) " " " " 1927, o~ 314. 

(25) Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, co.11, 21.7, 306. 
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against the owner's wish depended upon securing an order from a 
(26) 

court of summary jurisdiction. The Plant Protection Act of 1935 

provides that these things may be done on the order of the 
( 27) 

Minister of Agriculture. While Ontario made special provision 

for the corn-borer, BritiSh Columbia provided special machinery 
(28) (29) 

for controlling the codling moth and the grasshopper. The 

chief difference seems to be that British Columbia at an early 
• 

date provided her own administrative machinery for the control of 
( 30) 

certain contagious animal diseases while Ontario has never found 

it necessary to ~upplement the Dominion regulations on this 

subject. 

Saskatchewan uses the same methods for the control of 
( 31) 

bee diseases but has not established any comprehensive control 

over plant and animal diseases. The control of ~ophers and grass

hoppers is a municipal responsibility, supplemented by central 
( 32.) 

assistance and supervision. The same is true of noxious weeds 

where the powers of municipa1 inspectors have recently been 

extended to cover control over the disposal of screenings and the 
(33) 

cleaning of threshing machines. 

Quebec provided for administ~ative control of bee 
(34) 

diseases in 1908. What many will regard as the zenith of 

bureaucratic meddling was reached in 1935 when the right to sell 

or esohange queen bees became subject to the securing of a 
(35) 

certificate of health from the Minister of Agriculture. 
( 36) 

Regulation of plant and animal diseases date from 1914 and 
( 37) 

Nova Scotia has the usual provisions for 1935 respectively. 
(!38) 

central administrative control of the diseases .of plants and bees. 

{26} Statutes of British Columbia, 1915, c. 2, s. 1~9. 
(27) Ibid., 1935; c. 57. 
(28)" 1922; c~ 10. 
(29)" 1930; c. 22. 
(30)" 1891,· c. 6. See now Revised Statutes of British 
Columbia, 193§~ c. 51. 
(31) statutes of Saskatchewan, 1924, c. 32. 
(32) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1934-5, c. 30, SSe 187-90 • 

. (33). Revised statutes of Saskatchewan, 1930, c. 163. 

!
34) Statutes of Quebec, 1908, c. 26. 
35)" It " 1935, Co 32. 
36)" " " 1914, c, 170 
37)" " " 1935, c. 31. 
38) statutes of Nova Scotia, 1896, c.8; 1898, c.24; 1916, c.6, 

See now Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, c. 64, SSe 99-117. 
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In 1933, the Apple Kaggot Control Act gave to an administrative 

board sweeping powers for the purpose or ridding the province 
( 39) 

of this pest. 

The protection and development of agricul'ture JllB.de 

necessary a concerted attack on tbese pests &lid diseases. The 
• 

better the means of transportation and cOllElUD.icati.on. the more 

or a menace these things become. As the older destructive 

agencies are brought under control. new ones threaten to, C()IE ill 

from abroad. 1fhen they gain a foothold, a combination or 

scientific study and vigorotts action is necessary ~ wipe them 

out or, at least, to bring them U!lder contro+o The manner ill 

which the legislature moved gradually and reluctantly to set up 

aa.ini strative leadership and control indicates that when the 

menace reacbes a certain magnitude it is the only ei"fective method 

of cOlibatting it. 

(39) statutes of No'ftl. Scotia, 1933, c. 11. 
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IV LABOUR REGULATION 

The Industrial Revolution created a new pattern of 

human relationships among those engaged in industrial production. 

The machine required many hands for its tending and, at the same 

time, it demanded unified direction of this co-operative effort 

in production if the advantages of the new inventions were to be 

tully exploited. In response to these two requirements, tile few 
o . 

who were able to command the necessary capital secured the owner

ship of the machines and workshops while large numbers of workers 

abandoned agriculture and handicrafts to tend the machines in the 

factory. The factory system, where the many submit their labour 

to the direction of a few in return for wages, provided a pattern 

of organization through which the promise of the machine to multi

ply production has been realized. But the employer-employee 

relationship which this involved created many problems which we 

have, as yet, only begun to solve. 

Most of the difficulties of this relationship arose out 

of one prominent feature of it. The employer in determiBing the 

lines of productive effort decided, among other things, how 

much labour he would employ and when he would employ it. In other 

words, labour in general became a comoodity, as so~e labour had 

always been, to be bought and sold, its price subject to the 

law of supply and demand. In the nature of things, a vague 

resen1ment; on the part of the worker grew out of this Situation, 

He objected to his labour being placed in the same category as 

machines and raw materials. The demand for labour fluctuated as 

did the demand for other producers' commodities. In a period of 

relative scarcity of labour, the workers enjoyed higher wages and 

relative prosperity. But when the labour supply outran the 

demand, wages fell and generally some proportion of the working 

population suffered from unemploymant. 

In the latter event, the situation bore with special 

severity on the workers. For the great majority of than 
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the national inoome was never great enough to provide a generous 

standard of living. ~ost oontinually harried by poverty, they 

were deoidedly unequal in bargaining power to the employer, who 

owned the instruments of produotion and oould generally afford to 

wait. Low W/ig6S and periods of unemployment meant ohronio dis

tress among the working population. 

However, it oem; to be realized that it was not orily the 

workers who suffered from the unregulated labour oontraot. 

Workers. broken in health or morale, or, in fear of these 

disasters, are not effioient. The employer 'and the publio 

generally had an interest in seouring a living wage for the 

effioient worker and in seouring his health against faotory 

hazards. 

Two nain methods have been used in attempts to improve 

the position of the employee. First, by oolleotive bargaining 

through trade unions. workers have sought to redress the 

balanoe of bargaining position. Seoondly, governments have 

been oalled upon to intervene and impose oertain minimum 

standards for their beneftt. Organized workers brought 

pressure to bear upon legislatures for this kind of remedial 

legislation. This pressure was supplemented by a reoognition 

of the publio interest in the health and independenoe of 

industrial workers. And, of oourse, when trade unions gained 

suffioient strength to engage in prolonged struggles with 

employers, the publio interest in industrial peaoe in oertain 

vital industries beoame too olear to be ignored. 

The present study deals only with governmental inter

vention in the relations of employers and employees. In 

oountries where the free eoonomy has been maintained, this 
• intervention has taken three prinoipal forms. Firstly, it 

has sought to regulate the physioal hazards of employment and 

to ~laoe striot limitations on the employment of women and 

ohildren. Seoondly, it has attempted to enforoe a minimum 
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wage and maximum hours of labour. Thirdly. it has tried to 

mediate in industrial warfare. 

The development in Canada has followed these lines, 

lagging somewhat behind the countries which were more rapidly 

industrialized. Regulati ons at the first type began to appear 

in the eighties but governments did not become deeply committed . 
to in torvention until the twentieth century. The d1 fficul t1 es 

of industrial organizati"on did not beoome acute until that time 

and What is more important, labour was not sufficiently well 

organized to apply insistent pressure on the legi.slatures before 

that time. Most of the regulation has dealt With the labour 

oontract or the use Whioh the employer makes of his property and 

therefore falls within provincial jurisdiction. Though varying 

in detail from province to province, there is a oonsistent pattern 

of development throughout. 

The first important measure appeared in N~a soot~a in 

the early seventies, when a Mines Regulation Act was passed, 

;limi ting tho omploymcn t of children and providing for safety 
(ll 

preoautions. English experience was drawn upon and government 

inspection to enforce observance was supplied from the beginning~ 

The pressure of organized labour was of prime importanoe in the 

scouring ot this measure as also in the oase of the ontario 
(2) 

Factories Act, established in 18840 ~uebeo followed 
(3] (4] 

with a Factories Act in 1885, Bova Scotia in 1901, 
(5) (6) 

Saskatchewan in 1909, and British columbia in 19080 The 

Eova Scotia Act for protection of workers in minas was 

ell Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1873, 0.10. For much 
earlier legislation which was never enforced, sec Statutes 
of Upper canada, 1837, c.18. 

(2l statutes of ontariO, 1884, 0.39; See also Logan, Trade
Union Organization in Canada. pp. 7l~96. 

(3) statutes of ~ucbec, 1885, c. 32. 

(4) statutes ot Nova scotia, 1901. o. 1. 

(5) statutes of Saskatohewan. 1909, c.10 •. 

(6) statutes of Br1t1sk Columbia, 1902, ~.15o 
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'71 (8) 
'followed in Ontario in 1890, ~uebeo in 1892, in the »orth 

(9) 
West Territories by 1896. ~itish Columbia had suoh legislation 

(10) 
on the statute book as early as 1877. 

Broadly speaking, the faotories and mines legislation 

deals with three different matters. F1rstly. it imposes 

speoial limitations on the employment of women and ohildrenp 

The employment of ohi1dr~n below a oertain ege and the 

employment of women and ohi1dren at oertain tasks is forb1dden D 

Maximum working hours for women and ohi1dren are fixed.. As 

time has gone on. amendments in most of the provinoes have 

progressively raised the age limit for employment of children 

and lowered the maximum working hours. 

Secondly" this body of legislation contained numerous 

provisions respecting sanitation. These vary with the kind of 

establishment; naturally the most stringent rules are applied 

in places where food is prepared. For example, bake-shop 

employees must be free from disease and sleeping quarters on 
(n) 

the premises are prohibited. The sanitation rules have 

grown more preCise and stringent with the advances in scientific 

knowledge and sanitary technique. 

Thirdly, it oontained a body of regulations for securing 

the physical safety of employees. These provide for such 

diverse things as guards around machinery, p~ecautioms in the 

use of electricity and adequate fire escapes. ~one of these 

rules respeoting factories and mines were left to the ordinary 

process of law enforcement.. Provincial inspectors were 

authorized to enter and inspect premises. Employers were 

obliged to keep records of the women and children employed and 

to notify inspectors of acoidents. 

(71 Statutes of ontariO, 1890, c.lO. 
(8) statutes of ~uebec, l89a, c.20. 
(91 consolidated ordinance, 1898, c.16. 
(101 statutes of British Columbia, 1877, 0.15; 1897, c027. 
(II) statutes of OntariO. 1897, c.51. 
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Co~rcial as well as industrial establishments 

increased in size and in the number of employees. While shops 

engaged in trade could scarcely duplicate the physical 

hazards of industrial work, nevertheless the workers in these 

shops were rarely organized and rarely able to bring any 

collective pressure on the employer for the improvement ot 

working conditions. Thus the Factories Acts were rapidly 

followed in Ontarid artd B~itish bolUmbia by the Sh9P Acts. 
(12) 

Ontario provided tor municipal inspection in 1888. By 
(13) 

1897 this had become provincial ihspection. British 

Columbia began with municipal inspection in 1900 and has 
(14 ) 

continued with it up to the present time. Quebec provided 

for the bringing of shops within the system of factory 
(15 ) 

regulation in 1934. Nova Scotia and S;::.skatchewan, ·where 

large commercial establishments are rare, have not established 

shop regulation. Generally speaking, the Shop Acts deal with 

the same matters as the Factory Acts, regulating the employ

ment of women and children and providing for minimum standards 

of sanitation and safety. 

All the provinces examined in this study have provided 

for periodic inspection of steam boilers and provincial 
(16 ) 

examinations and certificates for the operators of them. 

Ontario, Saskatchewan and Quebec have testified to the 

importance of the construction trade by providing for the 

regulation and inspection of the scaffolding and hoists used 
(17 ) 

in building. Because of the relatively untechnical nature 

ot the regulations and the superiority of local knowledge, 

municipal inspection has never given way to provincial inspection 

in this ~articular activity, 

(12) 
(13) 
(14) 

(15) 
(16) 

(17) 

Statutes of Ontario, 1888, c.33. 
St~tutes of Ontario, 1897, c.51. 
Statutes of British Coluubia, 1900, c.34. See now 
Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, c.261. 
Statutes of Quebec, 1934, c.55. 
Statutes of British Columbia, 1899, c .10; Statutes of 
Saskatchewan, 1906, c.15; StatUtes of Ontario, 1913, 
c.61; Quebec, 1894, c.30; Statutes· of Nova Scotia, 
1914, c.2. 
Statutes of Ontario, 1911, c.71'; Statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1912, c.18; Statutes of Quebec, 1921, c.76. 
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Provisions of the type discussed above will, if 

properly enforced, reduce the risk of injury to which the 

employee is exposed. It will not secure him from injury 

which may be due to his own fault or to the carelessness of 

the employer or of a fellow-employee, The implications of 

individualism were so built into the legal framework of the 
• 

employer-employee relationship in the early nineteenth 

century as almost to preclude the employee from recovering 

damages against his employer even where the injury was due 

to the carelessness of the employer or another employee. 

The reasoning was somewhat as follows, The 

employer offers work under what are clearly hazardous con

ditions. An employee who continues to work under these 

conditions must have judged it advantageous, from his own 

point of view, to accept the risk. Thus the older legal 

doctrine that he who accepts a risk must bear the consequences 

was read into the employer-employee relationship. 

At the same time, the common law liability of the 

master for the torts of his servants was read out of the 

industrial field and the employer was relieved of liability 

where the injury resulting from the carelessness of one 

of his employees fell on another employee. This latter 

development, which emerged suddenly in the case of Priestley v. 
(18) 

Fowler in 1837, is open to a Marxian interpretation but it 

can equally be attributed to individualistic assumptions. 

The liability of the master for the torts of his servant s 

involved the princi ple of liability wi thout fault and as long as 

(18) (1837) 3M. & W. 1. 
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industrial aooidents were looked at in moral teres rather than as 

a oost of production, it was impossible to say that the master was 

any more at fault than tho injured servant. The latter had legal 

recourse against his negligent fellow and the fact that the remedy 

was worthless in the circumstances was no fault of the employer. 

Denied a right of compensation for injury due to the negli-
(19) 

genoe of others, it wa.s clear that he could have no recourse in 

the case of a pure aooident or in case of his own carelessness,re

gardless of whether his oarelessness was due to fatigue or the 

speeding up of operations. The logic of individualism forced in

dustrial accidents into the categories of fault ,even though they 

fitted badly in many cases. 

Of oourse, the degree of the physioal hazards of employment 

in a particular industry always affeoted its costs of production. If 

an employment was dangerous, it generally commanded a higher wage 

than was paid for stoilar work'under safe oonditions. Thus. in an 

indirect way, industrial accident was always a cost of produotion. 

But as long as the insurance prinoiple and technique was lacking, 

the extra wages paid to the working staff as a whole did not protect 

the occasional worker who suffered injury. The extra wage whioh he 

himself got over a period of time did not compensate or protect him 

in oase of a serious. injury. 

Thus the enforcement of factory legislation by no means 

oompletely remedied the situation for the employee. This had been 

realized in E~land by 1880 when the Employers Liability Act re

moved the employer's defence of CODmon employment in a number of 
(20) 

industries. This legislation was copied in Ontario in 1886 and 
(21 ) 

in British Columbia in 1891. The British Columbia legislation 

(19) This is an oversimplification of the legal position and 
exaggerates the immunity of the employer in strict legal terms. 
But for the praotical results, as distinct from tre theoretical. 
position, the statement is approximately correot. 

(20) Statutes of Ontario, 1886, 0.28. 

(21) Statutes of British,Columbia, 1891, 0.10. 
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went further, providing that the mere faot of oontinuance in the 

same employ atter he beoame aware of dange~ous oonditions should 

not, of itself, be deemed to be a voluntary assumption ot the risk. 

This provision found its way into other provinoial enaotments, 
(22) 

modifying the application of the ma~im, yolenti non fit injuria. 

In 1902, British Columbia went still further and 

p~bv1deci that TfOrknien in hertain industries should be enti tied to 

oompensation from their employers in every oase except where the 

injury was due to the serious negleot or misconduot of the workman 
(23) 

himself. A -scale of compensation was set uP. provisions made 

for arbitrating olaims where the parties were able to agree to 
(24) 

arbitration. Saskatchewan established similar legislation in 19l1 

but e~oluded agricultural operations trom its terms. , 

This type of legislation extended the workman's rights 

to oompensation tremendously. Its plain tendenoy was to plaoe 

the burden of industrial acoidents on the employer who, in turn, 

naturally treated it as a cost of production. But it still left 

the employee in the position where he might be compelled to carry 

on an unequal and exhausting legal struggle in order to secure the 

amount to which he was entitled. Also, it left the employer to de

cide whether he should himself carry the risks involved or whether 

he should spread them still fUrther by J.nsurance. 

There were strong arguments for socializing the risks 

still further and for protec'ting the employee against insolvent 

employers and the perils of litigation over contested claims. 

This latter danger was a considerable one because an employer 

naturally felt driven to fight to the highest court any decision 

which broadened the interpretation of the statute and thus extended 

his liability. 

(22) Statutes of Manitoba, 1893, c.39; Statutes ot Nova Scotia, 
1900, c .1,. 

(23) Statutes ot British Columb~, 1902, c.74. 

(24) Statutes ot Saskatchewan, 1911, c.9, 
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The step suggested by these considerations was taken by 
( 25) 

Ontario in 1914. The Workmen's Compensation (Accident Fund) 

Act of that year provided for the establishment of a Workmen's 

Compensation Board and the maintenance, under its control, of 

an accident tund. The industries which .were brought within the 

scope of the act were to be classified by the board and employers 
• 

were obliged to contribute to the tund in aocordance with the de

terminations of the board, Workmen were entitled to oompensation 

out ot the fund exoept in oases where their injury was due to 

their own gross misoonduot. The amount of oompensation was to.be 

fixed by the board in accordance with certain standards set out 

in the act. The olaim upon the tund became a matter of administra

tive determination rather than of judicial deCision. In 1917 this 

distinction was emphasized by an amendment to the aot, introduoing 

what may be oalled the "cynical layman's olause". "The deoision 

of the board shall be on the real metits and justice of the case 
(26 ) 

and it shall not be bound to follow strict legal precedent." 
'. 

This clause has Since found its way into most of the provincial 
( 27) 

Nova Scotia set up 'similar machinery in 1915 and 
(28) (29) 

British Columbia in 1916, Quebec followed in 1926 with an 

act which did not come into force until 1928 and Saskatohewan 
( 30) 

established its Workmen's Compensation B9ard in 1929. These 

statutes vary from one another in detail. But they are all 

essentially designed to accomplish the same end, namely, to 

use a governmental agency to spread the losses arising from 

industrial accident over the industry as a whole and to ensure 

acrts. 

----------'-----_.. -'"'~. ----------
( 25) Statutes of Ontario, 1914, c. 25 0 

( 26) Ibid., 1917, Co 34. 

(27) Statut.es of Nova Scotia, 1915, c. 1. 

(28) Statutes of British Columbia, 1~15. o. 77. 

( 29) Statutes of Quebec, 1926, c. 32. 

(30) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1929, 0; 73. 
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that the amount of additional costs which a hazardous industry 

always has to bear are rationally distributed so as to compensate 

those who really suffer from the dangers of the particular 

employment. It is not, therefore, important to consider their 

minor ditterences. Some of the auxiliary and supplementary 

functions which have been.transferred to some or all of the. 

Wor~en's Compensation Boards may be pOinted out. 

In most provinces, certain industrial diseases have been 
(31) 

brought within the scope of the acts, In addition the 
(32) 

board has, in most cases, been given preventive powers, 

These may operate directly or indirectly. They operate 

directly when the board is given power to inspect premises 

and order the adoption of particular safety devices for the 

prevention of accident or disease. They operate indirectly 

through the powers of the boards to reclassify industries 

and individual plants according to hazard as revealed by the 

records of accidents and impose heavier contributions to the 

accident fund accordingly. In British Columbia, the board 

is authorized to conduct research and propaganda directed 

towards reducing the toll of accident and disease, after the 
(33) 

~anner ot the insurance companies. 

In most provinces the injured workman is made, in some 

resp~cts, a ward of the board. The same applies to his 

dependents when he is killed rather than injured. The award 

is not regarded as something to which the workman has an 

absolute right to apply as he pleases; it is eneumbered by 

the social purpose of restoring him as~ useful member of 

society. Hence supervision by the board of the medical care 

(31) 

(32) 
(33) 

e.g.,see Statutes of ~uebec. 1931, c.100; Revised Statutes 
of Ontario, 1937, c,204; Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 
1936, c.312. 
e.g., see Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, 0.312. 
Ibid. 
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of the injured person. instalment payments to prevent dissipation 

of the sum awarded. special treatment to avoid pe~anent disability 

and additional expenditures where it is thought necessary in order 

to rehabilitate the workman. And in case of the death. the board 

~ay use its discretion in allotting the compensation among the 

dependents. • 

This paternalism goes even further. Apart altogether 

from securing the recovery of the workman. the board may. in 

most provinces. divert payments to the dependents if they are 

satisfied that he is liable to use the money otherwise than 
(34) . 

for their maintenance, e.g., for gambling. Similarly. it may 

be diverted from the widow of a deceased workman for failure 

to maintain the children. Furthermore, in several provinces, 

it may withhold payments from the widow. regardless of the 

existence or maintenance of Children, if the board is satisfied 

that she is engaged in prostitution or is living with another 
(35) 

man as his wife without benefit of clergy. There is here a 

definite intervention in the field of morals. 

These additional activities of the Workmen's Compen

sation Boards may be regarded by some as a modern version of 

the Arab and the camel. A bureaueracy. once established with 

a little power, will always desire and find reasons for its 

own aggrandizeme~ It would be hard to deny that there is 

not some truth in this, for similar illustration can be drawn 

from many fields. It seems, however, that there are two 

other important and perhaps dominant factors to be taken account ot. 

Firstly, whenever any body is set up to attempt 

a rational solution of a so·cial problem, it is quickly discovered 

that the problem cannot be isolated. Its causes are found to 

(34) Revised Statutes of British Columbia. 1936. c.312, s.76. 

(35) e.g. see Statutes of Quebec, 1931, c.100; Revised Statutes 
of Ontario, 1937, c.204, s.47. 
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lie in other problems which logically should be tackled first. 

No doubt a careful investigation into industrial accident and 

disease would show that they are due in part to the health 

conditions of the worker outside the factory, in part to his 

eduoation and training, and in part to his inheritance. So 

health, education and eugenics are swept into the purview of 

the Workmen's Compensation Board. The logical connection is 

there and it is not merelt a vision in the mind of a bureau

crat. Once that .is realized, it becomes a matter, not of 

finding a solution of the whole problem in all its complexity, 

but of recognizing that objectives must be limited and that 

somewhere a more or less arbitrary line must be drawn. The 

limiting of the objectives must come from the policy-makers 

rather than the bureaucrats. 

Secondly, when compensation is paid out of a social 

fund and is not merely a transfer from the pockets of one indivi

dual to another, the paynents can scarcely esoape the impress 

of the dominant social morality. It seems safe to guess that 

public opinion would not tolerate the payment of compensation 

funds for the enjoyment of immoral widows. Collectivism, 

even in its milder forms, subordinates the individual to a 

more rigid social control. 

The wage contract seldom includes stipulations respecting 

the physical oonditions under which work is to be done. Thus 

faotory regulation is not so obviously a regulation of the 

contract between employer and employee. On the other hand, 

any intervention by government upon rates of wages and hours 

of work is an undeniable encroachment upon the principle of 

free eontract. This may be a partial explanation of why 

attempts to fix minimum wages lagged behind factory regulation. 

Equally, if not more, significant is the fact that organized 

labour was divided upon the wisdom of fixing minimum wages. 

The highly organized groups felt less need for such regulation 

and they were afraid that a fixed minimum might tend to 
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become a maximuo. At any rate the attempt to fix ninimum 

wages did not begin until the close of the Great War. 

Whatever may be the merits of the economic case against 

the fixing of nininuo wages, a nunber of circumstances 

conspired to ripen public opinion for its introduction. The 

employment of women in trade and industry was greatly accelerated 

by the War, thus expanding the low-wage unorganized group 
• 

who were ill able to bargain advantageously for themselves. 

The numbers who were entirely dependent for a livelihood 

upon the wage which their labour would bring, increased 

steadily. That is to say, the back-log of independence, 

supplied by the conditions of rural life and the solidarity of 

the family, began to fail us in the face of greater urbanization, 
• 

greater nobility of labour and the consequent weakening of 

family ties. The tragic plight of those who are unable to live 

on their own earnings became more acute. A nuch greater pro

portion of these were now found living under crowded urban 

conditions. The growing interest in public health and social 

problems and greater knowledge of the conditions which determine 

these things, revealed the part played by inadequate income in ill 

health and social delinquency. In addition, there was a growing 

belief that competition based upon sweated labour was unfair com

petition as well as an anti-social practice and that public 

authority should be used to equalize conditions for those 

employers who strove to pay a living wage. 

At a considerably earlier date, the Dominion and pro

vincial governments had recognized the anti-social character 

of disastrously low wages, and the inability of the workers 

to remedy this by their own bargaining power. This recogni

tion took the form of the establishment of certain standards 

ot wages and hours on government contracts and works aided by 

public money. This policy was inaugurated for the Dominion 

government by a resolutio~ of the House of Commons in 1900 

and its present content is set forth in the Fair Wages and 
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(35) 
Hours of Labour Aot of 1935. The same polioy began to be 

(37) 
adopted in the provinoes in 1905 and by 1914 most of the 

provinoes had acoepted it in a more or less extended form. 

The re~lations adopted under this policy vary in detail 

end in scope. Sometimes~ they provided for the payment of 

ourrent wages, sometimes fair wages, and sometimes a tmiDimum. 

wage With maximum hours. At first they were limited in soope 

to government contracts and govemment aided works. They 

hate been gradually extended. Some provinces require the 
, (38) 

policy to be applied to munioi pal publio works end some 

extended it to employers who are exploiting natural resouroes 
(39) 

under lioenoe from the Crown. The olear tendenoy is for 

governments to extend it to all undertakings an~~ich -they can 

bring their direct authority to bear. And, of oourse, there 

is, in every oase, provision for inspeotion and supervision by 

government offioials to see that the regulations are oomplied with. 

The earliest minimum wage legislation was limited in 

its applioation to women. This faot indioates that the inoreasing 

employment of women in trade and industry gave the first impetus 

to this type of regulation. British Columbia led the movement 
(40) 

in 1918. 
( 4:1) 

Quebeo and Saskatohewan enacted legislation in 1919 
(42) 

and Ontario and lITova Sootia in 1920, although the Q,ueboQ and 

Nova Scotia legislation did not oome into foroe until 1925 and 1930 

respeotively. By 1930 all the 

and New Bru~swick had provided 

provinoes except Prinoo Edward Island 
(43) 

for minimum wages for women. 

(36) Statutos of Canada, 1935, c.39. 
(37) e.g. see Statutes of OntariO, 1905, c.30, s. 225; Statutes 
of Saskatchcwan. 1905, 0.30, s. 150; Statutes of Nova Sootia,' . 
1905, c. 15, s.2; Statutes of British Columbia, 1905; c.32; s."318. 
(38) e.g. see Statutes of British Columbia p '1905; 0.32, s.318. 
(39) statutos of Nova Scotia, 1905p c.15, s.2; P.C. 2357, 
Doc. 3, 1929. . " " 
(40) Statutos of British Columbia. 1918. c.55. 
(41) statutes of ~uebco. 1919. c.ll; statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1919, c.84. 
(42) Statutes of ontariO, 1920. c. 87; statutes of Nova Scotia. 
1920, c.11. 
(43) For full details respecting minimum wagc'legislation see 
Study by A.E. Grauer on Labour Legislation, ch.3. 
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At this time, organized labour was willing to support an experiment 

ip the case of women workers but was not prepared to push a pro

gramme which included nales. 

The British Columbia legislation was extended to males 
(44) 

in 1925 s due to the fact that the pressure of cheap oriental 

labour was threatening the.wage standard for white workers in 

soree trades. In the other provinces, it was not until after 

the depression had revealed shocking· conditions that the legis-
(45) 

lation was similarly extended. The extension has not 

yet been made in Nova Scotia. Originally, in most cases, the scope 

of the legislation was limited to certain industrial occupations 

and to urban zones of a certain size. In most provinces, it now 

covers all industrial and commercial employment of any importance. 

Farm labourers and domestics are the most significant groups ex

cepted from its operation. 

The legislation itself did not attempt to fix a minimum 

wage but delegated that function to an executive body. Minimum 

Wage Boards were authorized to fix standards of minimum wages in 

different zones and employments. The authority of the boards was 

extended from time to time to enable them to close the loopholes 

which were discovered in the course of administration. 

For example, they were authorized in the western 

provinces to establish maximum hours of work, and in the eastern 

provinces, to fix the hours to which the wage applied; in all 

provinces, to fix rates for overtime and part-time work, limit the 

number of apprentices and learners in any establishment, and grant 

licences for the employment of physically handi.capped workers at 
(46) 

lower rates. Empl~yers were required to keep records and furnish 

Statutes of British Columbia, 1925, c.32. 
e.g. see Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1934, c.55; 
1937, c.43; Statutes of ~uebec, 1937, c.50. 
e.g. see Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 
c.190, s.6. 

Statutes of OntariO, 

1936, 
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statements to the boards which were given wide powers of super-
, 

vision and inspeotion. 

Minimum wage legislation is a limitation on free contract 

and it introduces an element of rigidity into the costs of 

production. However, it must be remembered that the individual 

Who does not secure a living wage becomes a social charge. Looked 

at from this angle, minimum wage legislation is a social decision 

that no industry is entitied to survive if it cannot meet its 

real costs of production. (This does not necessarily mean that aged 

and physically handicapped workers should not be employed at lower 

rates.) It can therefore be legitimately argued that such legis

lation is not so much an encroachment upon freedom of contract as 

one of the many limitations which public policy will always impose 

upon it. Beyond the minimum, it leaves the parties free to 

make their own bargains about wages. 

However, state intervention has not stopped at this 

point. In the last few years, a marked,tendency to enlarge the 

dictates of public policy has developed. The earlier policy of 

fixing fair wages for governmen·t; contracts is being extended 

to private industry. The movement began with the Arcand Act in 
(47) 

Qpebec in 1934, embodying the prinCiple of 1egal extension of 

collective agreements voluntarily reached by trade unions and 

,employers over the entire industry in question. In OntariO, Nova 

Sc'otia, Saskatchewan and Alberta, recent legislation provides that, 

after representatives of employers and employees in an industry 

have agreed upon a, schedule of wages and hours at a conference 

called for that purpose, the government may. extend the operation of 

the schedule throughout the entire industry, There are important 

differences in these two types of legislation. They are alike in 

that both enable public authority, in certain Circumstances, to 

make agreements or schedules cODcerning wages and hours binding 

upon employers and employees who have never agreed to their terms. 

(47) Statutes of Q,uebec, 1934, c. 56. 



The immediate reasons for such legislation are 

fairly clear. Where, as is otten the case, a labour agreement 

between a trade union and one or more employers does not 

cover the entire industry in the area in question, it is 

frequently found that firms,. which are not parties to the 

agreemerlt, maintain lower'wage scales and thus secure a 

decisive advantage in the market. In a time ot severe 

competi tion, a particular employer who is a party to the 

agreement, may repudiate it in order to secure such an advantage. 

Employees may acquiesce rather than take the risk of unemploy

ment. In any case, the conti~uance of the agreement and th~ 
(4A) 

scale of wages is imperilled. In suoh circumstances·, it 

seems desirable to the employees and to those employers, who 

wish to maintain their wage scales and harmony in their 

relations with their employees, to invoke public authority 

for the eliminat~on of nunfair"competition. In particular, 
(49) 

they wi sh to transform a morally binding agreement into a 

legally enforceable one and then to have it m~de applicable to the 

industry as a whole. The severity of the recent depression ,made 

such action seem highly desirable to labour groups at least, Their 

desire to mitigate cruel conditions coincided with a wave of 

public concern over the revelations of the Price Spreads' inquiry. 

(48) Marsh, the Arcand Act, (1935) '2 Canadian Journal of 
Econo~cs and Political Science, pp. 405, et seq" where the 
~uebec Statute is discussed at length. 

(49) Collective labour agreements are not enforceable at 
common law. See Margaret !/Ia6kintosh, Legislation concerning 
Collective Labour Agreements. (1935) 14 Canadian Bar ReView, 
pp. 97, 220. 
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The Arcand Act authorized the Lieutenant-Governor in 

Couhcil to extend a collective agreement upon petition of any 

association of employers or employees if it appeared that the 

agreement had "acquired a preponderant significance and 

importance for es~ablishing the conditions of labour in a 

trade or indus try" • Suc h an extended agreellEl nt was to be 

legally binding for the duration of the agreement but only within 

the region for which it had first been ado·pted. Only wage and 

hour provision~ were. to be extended. The work of supervision 

necessary to enforcement was to be performed by a joint committee 

of employers and employees, armed with public authority for that 
(50) 

purpose. 

The Ontario Industrial Standards Act was enacted in 
(51 ) 

1935~ It authorized the Mi~ister of Labour, on petition from , 

representatives of employers or employees, to convene a conference 

of employers and employees for discussing wages and hours and labour 

conditions generally. If the conference succeeded in reaching an 

agreement on these matters and the Minister was satisfied that the 

parties agreeing were sufficiently representative of employers and 

.employees, the Lieutenant-Governor might then declare it binding on 

the entire industry for a period of one year in the zone for Which 

the conference was called. The enfarcement of the act was given 

over to the Minimum 1/1age Board with the assistance of industrial 

standard officers. In effect~ the government was given a wide 

power to standardize labour conditions throughout the province. 
(52) 

The Ontario act was copied in Alberta in 1935. Nova 

Scotia followed in 19.36, limiting its applicat.ions to certain 

(50) Marsh, op.cit. p.405. 

(51) Statutes of Ontario. 1935, c.2a. 

(52) Statutes of Alberta, 1935, c.47. 

X: 75..:.:12· N4 
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(53) 
industries in a specified area. However, in 1936, the 

Ontario act was amended to meet difficulties rais.ed by deoia,ions 
(54) 

in the courts. The Alberta and Nova Sootia legislation still 

stands as originally enacted but the aot passed by Saskatohewan in 
(55) 

1937 is a copy of the Ontario aot as amended in 1936. 

In 1937. the Aroand Act was repealed alld a broadly 
(56) 

similar act substituted. • The principal ohange, from the 

point of view ot th~ present discussion, Is to expand oonsiderably 
(57) 

the powers of the government in extending agreements. A Fair 
(58) 

Wage Act was also passed. It is applicable to all employees,who 

have not, cannot or will not avail themselves of the aot just 

mentioned above. A Fair Wage Board is provided with power, under 

certain oonditions, to fix fair wages and wOl'king hours .for these 

groups of employees. The board is directed to work through 
I 

conciliation committe~~, trying, wherever possible to reaoh 

an agreenent between the parties ooncerned. Finally, the 

statute repeals the ~uebec Minimum Wage Law of 1920. 

The immediate causes of this type of legislation have 

been discussed above. It is a matter of oonjeoture how far it 

depends upon something deeper than empirical inspiration. The 

(53) Statutes of Nova Sootia, 1936, c.3. 

(54) Statutes of OntariO, 1936, c.29. 

(55) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1937, c.90. 

(56) Statutes of ~uebec, 1937, c.49. 

(57) Ibid, c.49, ss.2, 11. This Act has been amended in the 1938 
ses~ion of the ~uebec Legislature. The amendment gives the 
government power to "amend, II without any consultation of the 
parties to the agreement, any labour agreement which has al
ready been extended. This latest development indicates rather 
forcefully the tendency of the type of labour legislation under 
discussion. A government with power to extend labour agree
ments is likely to get impatient over the difficulty with which 
any desirable voluntary revision of an existing agreemen~ is 
reached by labour and capital. It is therefore tempted to cut 
the process short by authoritative decision and is likely to 
take upon itself the task of saying both what is just and ex
pedient in industrial relationships. 

(58) Ibid., c,50. -
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ourrent disillusionment with the free eoonomy has been very far

reaohing and many people have beoome impatient over the oeaseless 

haggling of employers and employe es and the oontinued viotimizing 

of unorganized wage earners. They believe that the state, by 

imposing a Roman peaoe on industry, will nourish a deeper sooial 

unity. Employers and employees will then settle their diffi

oulties without disrupting·eoonomio life and publioauthority will 

intervene deoisively in aid of the weak. That is to say, an 

element of oorporatism lurks in this kind of legislation but it is 

diffioult to know how muoh support is oonsoiously'given it on that 

ground. It is equally diffioult to know how far employers incline 

to favour such legislation as a oheok to the growth of militant 

trade unionism. No doub t they would regard it as an unpleasant 

'ohoioe but they might feel that government officials would be more 

amenable to reason than raw trade union officials who do not 

know what to demand nor When to compromise. Because.the ten-

dency of this kind of legislation has not yet been fully analyzed 

and its implioations have not been fully explored, it is at present 

oontroversial and there is no broad measure of agreement on its 

wisdom. 

Of oourse, the question of the relation of the state to 

industrial strife is not a new one in this decade. As soon as , 

trade union organization reached a point where it oould chal

lenge employers, strikes and lookouts became an ever present 

possibili ty. Any widespread cessation of productive work 

is a matter of public concern. Public interest in this 

matter has continually deepened with the advance of the 

modern economy. Increasing specialization has increased our 

interdependence and multiplied the number of industries whose 

interruption is a grave threat to economic and social welfare. 

At the' same time, industrial struggle, like modern warfare, 

has extended its front. Trade unions representing most, if 

not all, employees in a given industry confront employers' 

associations similarly representative and When negotiation 
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breaks down, the greater part of the industry, and not merely 

a few units, may be tied up. If the industry is one of strategic 

importance, an extended deadlock is serious. A state, which does 

not provide for compulsory arbitration, is at least obliged to 

attempt mediation and conciliat ion. 

Canadian effort, up until the present decade, has been , 

aL~ost entirely devoted to mediation and conciliation~' NovQ 
• 

Scotia provided for compulsory arbitration of mine disputes 
(59) 

in 1890, but the procedure was seldom, if ever used. Later 

acts were all of the mediatory type. 

The trade union movement began to make steady headway 
(60) 

in Canada in the eighties. Provincial concern over indus-

trial disputes began with the Nova Scotia acts just mentioned. 

Statutes providing for mediation followed in British Columbia 
(61) (62) (63) 

in 1893, Ontario in 1894, in ~uebec in 1901 1 and Nova 
(64) . 

Sootia adopted the conciliation method in 1903. No wide 

application was made of any of this legislation. 

The increasing strength of trade unions, coupled with 

economic recovery at the end of the century, resulted in serious 

labour difficulties. The existing provincial legislation was never 

vigorously enforced and the Dominion Parliament passed the 
(65) 

Conciliation Act in 1900, enabling government officials to 

mediate at the- reque st of the partie s. In 1906, the country 

got an object lesson in the seriousness of widespread strikes 

when the Alberta coal strikes threatened a coal famine in 

Western Canada. This experience was the immediate occasion of 
(66) 

the famous Industrial DisDutes Investigation Act of 1907. 
-----_.-----_._-- ------------------
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 

(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 

Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1890, c.7. 
Logan, Trade Union Organization in Canada, Ch.II. 
Statutes of British Columbia, 1893, c.2l; 1894, c.23. 
Statutes of Ontario, 1894, c.42. An earlier abortive 
act had been passed in 1873. See Statutes of Ontario,1873,o.26. 
Statutes of Quebec, 1901, c.3l; 1909, c.32. 
Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1903, c.37. 
Statutes of Canada, 1900, c.24. 
Statutes of Canada, 1907,c.20.A similar act applicable to 
railway labour disputes only had been enacted fou~ years 
earlier. See Statutes of Canada, 1903,c.55. No industry in 
Canada is quite so vital as that of transportation. 
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This act was applicable to the vital mining, trans

portation and public utility industries, It gave to the 

government compulsory powers of investigation and forbade 

strikes and lockouts until after reference of the dispute to 

a board of investigation, The findings of the board were 

not binding on the parties:.publicity rather than compulsio~ 

was relied on as a sanction, 
• 

Similar legislation, applioable to public utility, and 

sometimes to other industries, providing for investigation and 

conciliation by government officials, was passed by some of 

the provinces. Ontario conferr.ed such powers on the Railway 
( 67) 

and Municipal Board in 1906 and 1913. Quebec provided for suoh 
(68) (69) 

maohinery in 1921, Nova Scotia in 1925, and Alberta in 
(70) 

1926. However, the bulk of the work of investigation and 

conciliation gravitated into the hands of Dominion officials. 
(71) 

When the Snider Ca~e in 1925 held that Dominion authority under 

the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act was limited to those 

industries over which the Dominion had undoubted general legis

lative power, the provinces, preferrring that the Dominion should 

continue its work in the field, passed legislation which sought to 

legalize Dominion intervention in substantial~ its former broader 
( 72) 

terms. Indeed, the Alberta and Nova Scotia acts last referred to, 

were enacted to fill the gap created by the Snider Case. When the 
(73) 

expedient of "enabling legisiation" . was d~scovered, Nova 

Scotia repealed her act and Alberta amended hers to confine 

(67) Statutes of Ontario, 1906, c. 31; 1913, o. 37. 

(68) Statutes of Quebec, 1921, c. 46. 

( 69) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1925, c! 1. 

( 70) Statutes of Alberta, 1926, c. 53. 

( 71) Toronto Electric Commissioners v. Snider, 1925 A. C. 396. 

(72) e, g, see Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1926, c, 5; Statutes of 
Alberta, 1928, c, 42, 

(73) For an explanation of this device, see'.J. A, Corry, ru 
Difficulties of Divided Jurisdiction, ch. 2. 
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its operation to di sputes which did not come wi thin the provisions 
( 74) 

of the oombined Dominion and provincial enabling legislation. 

The tendenc~ until ver~ recentl~ was for the proVinces 

to rel~ upon the Dominion machiner~ Wherever it oould be made 

applioable and to oonfine their efforts to conciliation outside 

that area, Howev~r, in 1937 British Columbia repealed her 

enabling legislation and. provided maohiner~ of her own for the 
(75) 

investigation of industrial d2sputes. The Industrial Standards 

Acts, if vigorousl~ applied and enforoed, will presumabl~ reduce 

greatl~ the area in Which the Dominion legislation, as extended 

by proVincial enabling legislation, operates and throw a 

correspondingly heavier burden on provinoial admindstration in 

its attempt to seoure and extend oolleotive agreements and to 

oompel employers and employees to abide b~ them. And the Quebeo 

Fair Wage Aot of 1937 contemplates a oonsiderable extension of 

provinoial oonoiliation services. 

The total effort at labour regulation has meant a great 

inorease in the aotivities of Canadian governments. Government 

officials frame and enforce faotory, shop and mine regulations. 

Workmen's Compensation Boards transform .industrial accident and 

disease into one of the costs of production and spread its 

incidence over industr~ as a Whole. They supervise the re

habilitation of injured workmen and the adoption of safet~ devioes. 

Minimum Wage Boards fix schedules of minimum wages in great 

variety and detail. They establish various supplementary regu

lations and carry out inspections for the purpose of enforcing 

compliance. Fair wage officers establish and enforce fair wages 

on government cODtraets and in private industry in some provinoas~ 

Government officials promote conferences for the purpose of 

(74) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1926, c. 5; Statutes of Alberta, 
1928, c. 42. 

(75) statutes of British Columbia, 1937, c. 31, 
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seouring oolleotive labour agreements and supervise their 

enforoement. Governments extend their good offioes for the 

mediation of disputes and, in vital industries, they insist upon 

investigation and strenuous effort at settlement before a strike 

or lookout oan be oalled. 
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v. THE EXPANSION OF SOCIAL SERVICES 

The term "social services" is an expression lacking 

in definiteness. As used here, it covers several kinds of 

state assistance to indiViduals. First, it covers such things 

as unemploYment and poor relief, old age pensions and mothers' 

allowances, where the publ.ic purse supports direct money payments 

to certain classes of persons in acu~ need. Secondly, it also 

includes specific services made available through government 

officials, either to the public as a whole, as in the case of 

education and general health services, or to particular gr?ups, 

as in the case of employment exchanges or health insurance. 

~e manner and extent of contribution to the maintenance of 

these serVices, made by those who enjoy the benefits, will vary 

according to public policy and the nature of the service, Con

tribution in some form is always desirable, but tbe re is no need 

to complicate a discussion of tbe underlying causes of this 

development by entering into that aspect of it. 

Nor will the nature and extent of particular servioes 

be oonsidered here in any detail, 
(1) 

A separate study de~1ng with 

them has been prepared. Eduoatton is an acoepted and widely 

understood publio servioe and emphaSis here will be ltinited to 

the increase of more specialized kinds of education. State 

provision for public health is a mixture 

and will be considered in some detail in 

of regulation and servioe 
(2) 

a separate section. 

The main purpose of the present section is to outline some broad 

considerations which have rulctated t~ expansion.of the more 

controversial of tbe SOCial services, 

Discussion of this subject is frequently in terms of 

the decline of self-reliance and growing dependence on the state. 

(1) See A. E. Grauer, Public Assistance and Social Insurance. 

(2) See Section VI of this study. 
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Tho latter is certainly n very sinister aspect of some of our 

present methods of relieving distross. However, speaking in 

those torms tends to obscuro a consideration which is basic to 

the whole discussion. It seems to imply a golden age in the past 

when the individual stood by himself in sovereign self-reliance. 

Al though unusun1. indi vidunls may have come o1.ose to doing so, 

generally speaking, it is ~ fancifUl idea. The individual has 

nevor boon ablo to stand as an individual except when ho wns 

underpinne~ by various social supports. The strong North American 

belief to tho colttrary is due to the fa(!t th/'o t we have generalized 

from two isolnted and limited phenomena. One is the individualism 

which hns marked tho more outward aspects of economic life in 

tho last hundrod and fifty yenrs. The othor is the mucb-quotea 

self-relianco of the North American pioneer. 

The. individual is only able to stand as a member of a 

group, without which he could not bo an indi vidua1.. Elementary 

discussion of the naturo of society or reforence to tho social 

history of any ago makos that c1.oar. To take only the examples 

of se1.f-rel1ance mentioned above - the pioneGr history of North 

America is more a record of the solidari ty of the family than it 
(3) 

is of individual. self-reliance. The members of the self-sufficient 

family w.o:med together as an economic unit in the struggle to push 

back tho forest. Their earnings were thus pooled in sueh a 

fcshion as to defy separation. The misfortunes which overtook 

particular mambers, such as disease, injury and old age, were 

spread over the family as a whole. A good deal of this spirit 

of solidarity still lingers in rural communities in spite of the 
• 

completo change in thQ neture of agricultural economy. And, of 

course, what was true of pioneer North America was equally true 

(3) What we have described as individual self-reliance was 
really a remarkable resourcofulness, bred of the constant 
struggle ageinst naturn1 obstaCles. Being directed at natural 
obstacles and not at the exploitation ot people, there was no 
need to subordinate it to social cantrol and it flourished 
oxtraordinnrily. 
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of peasant agrioulture in Europe. To a losser extent, it was 

also truo of tho handicr~fts worker in that stage of development. 

The family uns tho ooonomic and sooio.1 unit which provided the 

individual with security. 

The Industrial Revolution ,brought the workers to tho 

faotories in the towns. The family ceased to be an eoonomio unit 

~d it thus lost muoh of its oapaoity to oushion the misfortunes 

of its members. It was weakened as n social unit by giving a 

sepnrnte wr.ge to cnch >lorking member of it. The incrensing 

mobility of the worker end the mnny distraotions of the wider 

sooinl intercourse affordod by urban living further weakened 

fcm11y ti es. Both the wi 11 and the capaoi ty of the 1'am11y to 

afford security to its members declined. However, while 

ccpo:ci ty declined in direct proportion to the shift from rural 

to urban living, the culturel lag, which makes social patterns 

UlOre durable than their causes, slowed the peee of change in the 

mores of the family. At any rate, the permanent significance of 

the change did not become marked until the twentieth century. 

Even assuming an adequate wage and the absence of 

unforeseeable disasters, there are many who have not the foresight 

and fortitude to secure their own independence. Particularly 
( 4) 

powerful solvents of these qualities are presently at work. 

Thus when the individual in distress is unable to rely on the 

family :ror support" assistance is naturally sought from a larger 

group. This is a fact of vital importance ,in any discussion of 

state assumption of soci?l servioes of' tho 'fi.rst type mentioned 

above. When tho argument is framed in terms of individual se11'

relianoe versus dependence on the state, it,is frequently 

forgotten thnt the supports which bolstered the individual in 
, 

an older order are failing and are not likely to be renewed. 

(4) See pp. 77-00 post. 
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Something Should also be said generally about the 

extension of those speoific servioes, rendered by,public servants 

and officials, of the seoond type mentioned above. Extension 

of services of this kind is mainly due to two things. One is 

the paramount social importanoe of maintaining oertain minima 

in such things as health and eduoation - things which partioular 

families and communities le~t to themselves might neglect. 

Neglect of these standards} of course, is always likely to involve 

higher costs to the taxpayer through increase in disease and a 

lowering of efficiency. The other is the discovery that, by making 

social provision for some services. it is possible for the individual 

to get a much better service in return for his contribution than if 

he spent the same amount individually. Not only does it enable 

improved services to be secured but it also makes possible the 

extension of the service to lower income levels which were previously 

denied it. Education was once taken care of by the family and later 

by private enterprise. In both Circumstances, it was denied to the 

great mass of poople who could neither employ governesses nor 

send their children to private schools. The same considerations 

apply to health insurance and other services. The dollar goes 

further when spent socially than When spent individually. The 

inevitable standardization of mass production is, of course. 

involved but the real quostion is whether it is better to havc 

that than nothing at all. In respect to many serVices, the answer 

is clear. 

The reasons for the extension of· such services as un-
employment and poor relief and pensions of different kinds may 

now be considered further. Mass unemployment, while not an entiroly 

new phenomenon in the twentieth century, has acquired a new 

significance. due to more violant fluctuations in tho business 

cycle and the accelerating paoe of technological change. The 

increasing size of the industrial unit, through the complexity of 

~ts financial structure and organization, leads to greater rigidity 
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in the economy. A number of factors c ontri buto to thi s ri gidi ty 

which slows up the rato of adjustment to business fluctuations 

and thus postpones the taking up of the slack in employment. The 

seasonal character of much Canadian industry is an added 

complication hore. Various indications point to the conclusion 

that widespread unemployment is a natural feature of our economy 

in its present stage of development. 

The average worker faces the prospect of recurrent 

unemployment. The fact that he is paid intermittently interferes 

with his budgeting to meet such mischances. Normally, he does 

not make provision for these things and his plight, in urban 

conditions, is a pitiable one~ The open frontier, which always 

provided an escape for some up until the Great War, has been 

closed. Increasingly, the worker hns lost his former links with 

rurnl life and he is no longer able to tako shelter from the 

economic storm at the fnmily homestead o 

In addition to poriodic unemployment due to business 

fluctuations, tho pace of technological change brings about 

repeated dislocations and this intensifies tho problem of un

employment. At the same time, local communities are very unequally 

oquipped to meet these increased burdens of public assistance for 

the unemployed. It therefore seems certain that unemployment 

relief has become a permanent concern of senior governments. It 

alSIC> means that preferences in employmen t wi 11 go "\,0 younger men 

and that WOlKers will find their way to the industrial scrapheap 

at an earlier age. The worker, already subjected to periodic 

unemployment, is to be given a still shorter working life in which 

to save for his old age. At the same time, science increases 

longevity. The result is and will be increasing old age dependenoe. 

This is vastly more serious in urban than in rural surroundings. 

The family is both less able and less willing to undertake the 

care of tho aged under crowded urban conditions. 

The perils 'of indigence, unemployment and old age, 
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oombined ui th the failure of tho family n.s a provider of soouri ty~ 

oreato n problem too great for haphazard private oharity_ Tho 

ohoioe becomes one of starvation or public assistance. The lament 

of the moralists about the decline of personal responsibility does 

not indicate a practicable alternative. Its wide currency, howevor, 

requires that somothing be said about it. 

To n considerable extent, personal responsibility has 

always beon a middle class ideal preached to the poor rather 

than a discipline imposed by the poor on themselves. The failure 

of the practice among the poor to coincide with the ideal was 

obsoured by the fact that the h~bits of the poor were not closely 

studied. This assort ion does not go the length of saying that 

personal responsibility rumong the poor of fifty or a hundred years 

ago was a myth. It did exist and was of real significance but 
1\ 

we exaggerate it in retrospect because our knowledge is largely 

gc:thered fro-m... ~.:pu.J.J..e.d.-.tha~'V'&4iI-'I1p)-y-th.Iti..:rt>- end ~lf

denial. 

Of course, a serious decline in the practice of thrift 

has taken place. Its decline seems to be closely associated 

With economiC and social changes. In a simpler SOCiety. 

calculations could be made for providing security by the virtue 

of thrift with much more assurance than is possible today. It 

was easy to persuade the farmer to save for the building up of 

an enterprise which grew under his hand. In urban oonditions. 

the simplest comparable kind of saving is home ownership. However. 

When labour is required, at its peril. to p~ssoss mobility, it 

argues against the possession of immovables. The simpler forms 

of saving are not attractive and savings are tempted into more 

speculative ventures where they are frequently lost. Indeed, the 

experience of many is that acquiring an equity in a house is elso 

a hazardous speculation. Thus, saving of any serious nature 

is severely discouraged. One can get some idea o~ the magnitude 

of the psychologioa1 effect by recalling how ronny supposed~y 
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"sefo investmonts" woro oraoked open by tho last doprossion. 

At tho samo time, an increasing proportion of our 

population live in urban oontrcs, \mere all so~ts of attraotivc 

gc.dgots. and di vorsi ons are nl,mys on di spIny. The dnily contact 

with these things multiplies mmts and, combined with the 

blnndishments of modern r..dvertising, it broaks down sales rosist

r~oe. Poople become so muoh loss nble to sacrifice the enjoyment 

of today for tho socurity of tomorrow. The greater thriftiness 

of rural and villnge folk is, to a considerable extent, explained by 

the lack of tomptations. 

Devices like the press, radio and moving pictures which 

explain to one-hOlf of the world how the other half lives have 

made the poor acutely aware of in?idious contrasts. The standards 

of consumption set by tho highly successful or fortunnte few 

inevitably tend to become tho desirable social standards which 

all pursue. Apart a1 together from the class bitterness which this 

newly discovered consciousness of deprivations promotes among 

·the less favoured, it makes for the constant erosion of frugalit,r. 

It may bo added that tho mass production industries 

depend, to a great extent, for their prosperity on their· abil! ty 

to tap the lOVler income Itvels. Therefore, there is enormous 

pressure applied, through advertising and devices like instalment 

selling, to put these articles in tho hands of the many. \7hen 

all these things are considered, it is clear.that n great modifi

cation of the thrifty virtues was incv1table~ 

Those who suffer from insecurity have learnod the 

advantages to be gained from political pressure and better moans 

of communication have made it easier to organize for that purpose. 

Most of those actually unemployed or in want are massed in large 

urban centres. They are news for the new9papers and the whole 

country is made aoutely aware of their plight and widespread human 

sympathies support their claims for assistance o This is a 

significant change from a time when the unfortunato were more 
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Widely scattered and their sufferings were less widely known. 

Furthermore, the society now has a capacity to act in alleviation 

of their sufferings Y/hich it did not possess when an economic 

surplus and transportation facilities were lacking'. The whole 

question of social security has bocomo a political one which 

gove~ents cannot ignore • 
• 

The responsibilities which Conadian governments have' 

thus far assumed may be 

the Maritime Provinces, 

briefly outlined. With the exception of 
(5) 

Conada has never made specific provis~on 

for the care of the poor, comparable to the English poor laws. 

Municipalities in the other provinces were authorized to provide 

poor relief bu~ it is a neat question whether any legal 
(5l 

responsibility was thereby imposed. Municipalities did supplement 

private charity ond provincial governments camo to tho aid o~ 

municipalities in times of stress. The Dominion government has 

always denied responsibility and i~ came to tho financial assistance 

of the provincial and local authorities for the first time in the 

post-war distress of 1921-22. 

Want arising from unemnloyment was realized to be 

subject to different consider~tions than those applicable to 

indigence. But no distinction wn~ ~ade in the haphazard assistance 

provided by gover1,U4ents before 1930. In that year, the Dominion 

acknowledged a ~ facto responsibility for providing financial 

assistonce to the relief of victims of uncm~loyment and drought 
(7) 

where these were of unexampled severity, and has continued to do 

so in the succeeding Relief Acts up to the present time. In 1935, 

the Dominion parliament enacted a measure designed to establish a 
(e) 

national system of unemployment insuronce. The Privy Council 

(5) e.g. see Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, c. 59 0 

(61 Cassidy, Unemployment and Relief in Ontario, 1929-32, pp.77-~. 

(7) Statutes of Conada, 1930, (2nd Session) c. 1$ 

(8) Ibid., 1935, c. 38. 
" 
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(9) 
declared th1s schemo unconstitutional in 1937j whereupon the 

Deminion roquosted tho previnces to g1ve their consent to an 

oncb11ng amendment of tho British North Americn Act. Unanimous· 

consont hns not been obtnined and there the mnttcr rests at the 

prosent time. Moanwhile, some of the provinces continued to 

use tho federal grants for unemploymen~ relief indiscriminately 

for thoroliof of indigenco as well nnd it was not until 1939 

that the Dominion governmc~t began to insist upon the segregation 

of the employable from the unemployable in order that·ultimately 

its contribution might be limited to the relief of the former 
(10) 

group. 

Until the federnl grant for old age pen . .-!" ?ns wns mde 
(11) ~.' 

available in 1927 the care of the agnd who were in wnnt was left 

to private charity and munibipal provision. In most of the 

provinces, the municipali ties or tbe counties maintained "houses 
(12) 

ot refuge" for destitute aged persons. Old age pensions were 

discussed continuously from 1907 but the provinces were reluctant 

to embark upon such a costly programme. I~ 1927, Pnrliament 

authorized federal assumption of 50% of the 

schemes, established by the provinces. The 
(14) 

cost of Old age pension 
(13) 

WesteTn Provincos 

ond Ontario rapidly took advantage of this legislation and provided 

systems of old age pensions. The Maritimes followed after the 

Dominion raised its contribution from 50 to 75%, and in 1936, ~uebee 

(9) Attorney-Genoral for Canada v. Attorney-General 'for Ontario, 
1937, A,C. 355. 

flO) e.g. soo Tho Rolief Agroement botweon the Dominion and the 
Province of Nova Scotia for 1938, pa:. 4. 

(11) statutes of Canada, 1927, o. 35. 

(l~) e.g. in Ontario, counties, cities and towns had boen authorized 
to establish houses of refuge by 1877. See Revised Statutes of . 
Ontario, 1877, c. 174, s. 435. Before 1927 this beca~e compulsory. 
See Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1927, c. 348, s.l. Provincial aid 
to these institutions was provided for in 1890. See Statutes of 
ontario, 1890, c. 78. Soo also Revised Statutes of British . 
Columbia, 1911, c. 170, s. 186, and .statutes of British Columbia, 
1935, c. 66, where the Lieutenant-Governor is authorized to establisb 
a provincial homo for the aged. . 
(13) statutes of British Columbia, 1926-27, c. 50; Man1toba, 1928, 
c. 44; saskatchewan, 1928, c. 70; Alberta, 1929, c. 24. 
(14) Statutes'of Ontnrio. 1929, c,,73. 
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In tho rural environment, the mother and children 

generally managed to carryon the work of tho fa~ and provide 

for their security somehow after tho death or disablement of 

tho father. Under urban conditions, a similar disaster leaves 

the family quite helpless •• This seems to bc the basic reason 

for mothers' allowancos provided by public tunds o Thus, it seems 

curicus that the first mothers' allowances were provided by the 

Prairie Provinces, the least urbanized part of ce~ada. However, 

a close examire.tion will show that the Prairie Provinces have been in 

the van with respect to most extensions of social services. The 

high degree of economic specialization and the isolation or the 

prairie farm have no doubt been factors in the drive for spreading 

risks over the wider group. Also the tone of western society has 

been largely set by individualists who were in revolt against the 

bleaker aspects of individualistic doctrine lind practice and, up 

until the thirties. at any rate~ they had no difficulty in reconcil

ing equalitarianism with unrestricted freedom of opportunity for 

indi viduals .. 

At any rate, Manitoba made provision for mothers' 

allowances in 1916. saskatchewan and Alberta followed in the 
(16) 

succeeding years. Ontario and British Columbia made similar 

provision in 1920 and Nova 
(17) 

Scotia followed in 1930. Generally 

spenking, these acts provide assistance to mothers with children 

uhen the husband is dead or pe~~nently disabled by disease, 

accident or insanity. In some provinces, it has been extended to 

cases where need arises through paternal delinqucncy such as 
--------------- .. _ ... _---_ .. _-------........... 
(15) Statutcs of Quebec, 1936, c.l. 

(16) statutes of Manitoba, 1916. c;,. 69; Saskatchewan~ 1917 (2nd 
Session) c. 68; Alborta p 1919, C.~D 

(17) statutes of OntariO, 1920. Co 89; Statutes of British
Columbia, 1920, c. 61; Statutes of Nova Scotin, 1930, c. 4. 
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(18) (19) 
desertion or detention in prison. 

During the War, assistance was given to the dependants 

of soldiers in active service. The Dominion has provided pensions 

for disabled ooldiers on the principle that relief against 

disabilities incurred on behalf of the society should be borne 
(20) 

by tho sociotyas Il ~ole. In addition, it has been recognized 

thet the rigours of war se~vice would lead to the premature ageing 

o't the men who bore the brunt of it. Acoordingly in 1930. tho 

Wer Veterans Allowance Act provided for allowances in special 

circumstances to former soldiers who had recched the age of sixty 
(21 ) 

yer:rs. Finnlly. in 1937 amendments t~ the Old Ago Pensions Act 

provided for federal nssistance to those provinces which are 

prepared to provide public assistance to needy blind persons 
(22) 

over forty years of age. 

The total.cost of this public assistance. granted on 

various grounds, is one of the largest items in our public 

expenditures. It is sometimes forgotten that this cost is not 

entirely made up of payments to pensioners. Large additions to 

administrative machinery have been necessary. In each caso, a 

separate administrative authority has boen Bet up to mnke regulations 

governing the grant and to give speedy determination of the claims 

of particular persons for assistance without significant cost to 

the applicant. The ordinary courts are not suitable bodies for such 

tasks ~d greatly increased administrative activity has been the 

resul t. 

(18) statutes of British Columbia, 1920, c. 61; statutes of 
Alberta, 1936, c. 38; Statutes of Ontario,.192l. c. 79. 

·(19) Stntutes of Bri tish Columbia, 1920, c. 61; stntutes of 
scskatchewnn. 1927, c. 60. 

(20) Soe Revised statutes of Canada, 1927, c. 157. 

(21) statutes of Canada, 19ID, c. 48. Amcndr.lents in 1936 lower 
tho age in certain· circumstances to fifty-five. Sec Statutes 
of Canada, 1936, c.48. 

(22) Statutes of Canada, 1937, c.15e 
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The aotivities of governments in providing servioes of 

the seoond type mentioned at the beg1nning of this seotion.will 

now be outlined. Eduoation will be briefly sketohed first. 

About tne time of Confederation, the provision of free elementary 

sohools by munioipalities was made oompulsory. Grants by the 

oentral governments to sohoolsalready provided by the looal 

aut~orities began somewha~ earlier and, as is usual, these grants 

were rapidly followed by oentral supervision. The period sinoe 

C6nfederation has seen a steady inorease in central grants and 

a corresponding extension of central control. The provincial 

governments lay down uniform standards of curricula and teachers' 

qualifications, provide training schools for teachers, and enforoe 

the maintenance of standards through inspection. In ~87&. Ontario 

replaoed its earlier improvisations by a Department of Eduoation 

with a staff of experts and a responsible Minister at its head 

and most of the other provinces have since given similar prominenoe 

to the publio interest in a unifonn standard of elementary 
(23) 

education. 

The early secondary schools were religious or private 

institutions. some assistance was given those by central govern

ments beforo Confederation but free secondary education with 

centra1 assistance and supervision did not come until after 1870. 

The early colleges devoted to higher education were founded by 

religious denominations. In Eastern Canada, they have remained 

free of public control but receive substantial grants from the 

provinoi~l gov~rnments. In Western Canada, a desire to esoape 

denominational dissension and rivalry and to push provision for 

higher eduoation more rapidly than was possible under private 

auspioes, led to a public monopoly. University education was 

placed under the control of provincial institutions almost entirely 
(24) 

supported by publio funds. 

(23) Sec Encyolopedia of Canada, Yolo II, pp. 255-70. 

(24) Ibid., PP. 270-9. 
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The elementary education s,ystem, at the time it was 

establiSbed, was primarily designed to secure a literate 

population. Secondary education, originating in academies for 

the sons o~ the well-to-do, followed the linos of development 

already marked out, after it came under public control. and laid 

its main emphasis on preparation for the professions. But 

commercial and industrial aqtivity bocame of compelling 

importance in the later days of the· nineteonth century. demanding 

a Wide variety of clerical and mechanicql skill. A desire to 

devolop industries already established. to promote diversity of 

enterprise, and to meet foreign competition both at home end 

abroad, pointed to tho need of a high technical efficiency. In 

the modern diversifiod economy, constantly compellod to mako spoedy 

adjustment to chango, the importance of ready adaptation of 

workers to new tasks, as well as present technical competence, is 

difficult to exagger~te. 

The urgent social interest involved justifies publio 

action to persuade individuals to pursue opportunities not 
• 

otherwise availablo to them. The apprentice s,ystem in the older 

trades did not provide the skills made necessary by the development 

of electricity and 1ihe internal combustion engine - to mention 

only two of many. Private enterprise in alerical training did not 

provide the quality or range of skills desired o Thus a movement 
, 

grew to give a more practical twist to public education and to 

offor training in special skills at public expense. 

Nova Scotia led the way in 1888 by ostablishing night 

schools for minors and again in 1907 by imposing central super .. 

wision over all technical education in the province. Public 

technical schools were established in Quebec and Ontario about 

tho turn of the century and provincial assistance and supervision 

wcre establishod beforo anothor dccade elapsed. The other provinces 

followed slow~y but· were hampered by financial difficulties. 

The Royal commission on Industrial Training end Technical Education 
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appointed in 1910 recommended foderal aid to tho provinces. ~o 

War intervened and postponed action until 1919 when the Technical 

Educa~ion Act provided for annual grants for a period of ten 

years. This led to a great expansion of facilities for technical 
(25) 

educntion in nll the provinces. 

In many trades, wh~ch are recruited by a system of 

apprenticeship, the system has faltered under modern conditions. 

The' more impersonal oharaoter of the relationships in large 

scale industry interferes with the quality of training given. 

During the lay-off whioh aooompanies deprossion~ training in 

some trades almost entirely oeases. In the result, there is a 

shortage of skilled labour· when industrial activity revives. 

Ontario in 1928, and British Columbia in 1935, moved to establish 

gover.nmont supervision of the apprenticeship system in a numbe~ 
(26) . 

of trades. The object of these aots is to promote the establishment 

of a permanent system of training in the partioular trades conoerned. 

Inspeotors are provided for with power to supervise apprentioeship 

and, among other things, to reqUire apprent~oes to attend olasses in 

technioal sohools at the employer's expense. 

The importance of agrioulture in the Canadian eoonomy 

need not be dwelt on here. One of the first ooncerns of all 

Canadian governments since Confederation has been to increase 

its effioiency. From the first, it has been olear that the 'only 

effeotive way to do this was to devise more efficient methods 

and persuade the farmer to adopt them • a problem of combining 

researoh and education. As the world market grew in importanoe 

and world competition be~ame keener and as the benefioiai applioations 

of scienoe to agriculture multiplied, the governments intensified 

(25) See vocational Education, (1928) Bulletin No. 26, 
Department of Labour, Ottawa; Enoyclopedia of Canada, Vol. II, 
PP. 279-281. 

(26) statutes of Ontario. 1928. o. 25; British Columbia, 1935, 0.3. 
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thoir efforts. All govornmonts, provincial ond Dominion, have 

osteblished Departments of Agriculture. Ontario provided for 

tho first provincial agriculture college in 1874 and has since 

The Dominion boen followed by most of the other provinces. 
(27) 

and some of the provinces maintain experimental farms and stations. 

The detail of this immense effort on behalf of agriculture 

cannot be considered here. -It should be said however, that one 

or the most d1rt1cult parts of the programme is to w1~ OTer the 
. . 

consarvatively-minded farmer to new methods. Tha'~ has meant a 

heavy concentration and large expenditures on field demonstrations 

and extension work, the maintenance of field workers and the 

fostering of many kinds of agricultural societies, dedicated to 

the improvement of agrioulture. In addition to its own programme, 

pushed forward by its Department of Agriculture and its experimental 

farms, the Dominion government made annual grants in aid of 
(28) 

agri cultural instruction in the provinces between 1913 and 1924. 

A social service of great importance is the public 

employment office. In a simpler SOCiety, where the available 

employment was almost entirely local, the man and the job were 

easily brought together by the gossip of. the neighborhood. When 

the neighborhood became a great industrial city, gossip ceased to 

provide an effective labour exchange. Wi~ the growth of so many 

specialized occupations, the need of searching out the right man 

for the right job became acute. The modern economy demands mobility 

of labour over a wide area but cannot get it unless it can tell 

the man about the distant job. A clearing house for information 

about workers and jobs becomes vital to its proper fUnctioning. 

And the necessity is greater in a country like canada which has a 

high proportion of seasonal employmen.t. 

Private enterprise, Which developed marvellous facilities 

for bringing buyers and sellers of commodities together, did not 

overlook the opportunities of the labour ~arket. However. the 

(27) Ganada Year Book, 1930, pp_ 191-203. 
(28) statutes of Canada, 1913, c. 5. 
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private 'omployment office has always been marked by grave ~buseso 

These are largely due to the fact that the interest of the 

employment exchange does not run with that of the worker. The 

exchange thrives on labour turnover and has no interest in placing 

workers in permanent employment. This~ added to the fact that the 

worker is always in the weaker bargaining position, has made the 

private employment agency ~omething of a racket. In Canada,. its 

unsat1sfactory recOl'd included the exploitation of the particularly 

helpless immigrant worker~\ Furthermore, no employzent office can 

perform its full service unless it is oc.:,.ordinated with all other 

employment agencies.Within the area of the labour market. so as to 

ensure the Widest possible range of relevant information. For these 

reasons, a public monopoly of the employment office business is 

preferable to an attempt at public regulation of private enterprise. 

Public employment bureaux serving farming districts 

were operated as early as 1904.. During the period of heavy 

immigration from 1906 to 1914, the Dominion ~mployed special agents 

to assist in placing farm workers and domestic servantso Ontario 

began a similar practice in a few industrial centres in 1907 0 

Quebec, in 1910, was the first province tO,make comprehensive plans 

for a provincial system. Apart from these, private employment 

agencies hcld the field. 

In 1913, an era of rapid expansion came to an end and the 

fact that Ontario, British Columbia and the Dominion all embarked 

on extensive inquiries into the labour situation in 1914 shows that 

governments were aware of an oversupply of labouro The War turned 

the surplus temporarily into a deficiencyo Howeve~, attempts at 

effective industria1 mobilization confinned~ from another point of 

View, the need for a comprehensive employment service. The coming 

demobolization of overseas troops provided an added argument, if 

more was required. Ontario made legislative provision for a system 

of employment offices in 1916 and the Western Provinces followed 

between 1917 and 1919. At the snme time, most provinces made 
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provision for gradual or summary liquidation of private employment 

agencies. 

The DOminion government was faced with the re-establishment 

of the soldiers in civil life. It was also realized that the 

provincial systems would require co-ordination in the national 

interest. Accordingly the Employment Office Co-ordination Act 

was passed in 1918. It a~thorized the Minister of Labour to 

assist in the organization"and co-ordination of employment offices~ 

to foster unifo~ty of methods, and to provide clearing houses 

for exchange of infonnation and to compile labour statistics. In 

addition, Parliament authorized an annual gran~ to the provinces 

to aid in the establishment and maintenance of public employment 

offices. Under this stimulus, a nation-wide public employment 
(29) 

service has been developed. 

There are a number of other social services of either 

minor or declining importance maintained by Canadian governments~ 

By the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment Act, the Dominion Parliament 

authorized a system ot vocatio~l ~raining and other assistance in 

order to hasten the 
. (30) 

of the War. 

ab sorption of soldi ers into civil life at the 

close The Soldiers t Settlement Act provided specia~ 
(:31) 

assistance to soldiers who chose to take up farming. The Dominion 

and a number of provinces make 

of their farms at low rates of 

loans to farmers on the security 
(:32) 

interest. Most of the provinces 

have established an administrative authority to encourage and 

supervise private philanthropy and municipal enterprise in their 
. (BB} 

efforts to take care of neglected and abandoned children. Some 

(29) On the whole question of employment service in Canada, seo 
Bryce M. stewart, The Employmen~ Service of Canada, 27 Queen's 
Quarterly, pp. 37-61; Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc.; 
Administration of Public Employment Offices end Unemployment 
Insurance, pp. 20-8. 
(30) statutes of canada, 1918, c. 42. 
(31) Statutes of Canada, 1919, c. 71. 
(32) e.g. see Statutes of Canada, 1927, c. 42; Saskatchewan~ 1917, 
c. 25; Alberta, 1917, c.l0; OntariO. 1921, c. 320 

(33) e.g. soe Statutes of OntariO, 1893, c. 45; Saskatchewan,190B. 
c. 3lj British Columbia, 1910, c. OJ Nova Scotia, 1917, c.2. 
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provinces have appointed government officials who arc specially 

charged vith supervising the estates and protecting the interests 
(34) 

of infant children and lunatics. 

Other services of a minor character could be added to 

tho 11 st. Na turally, th e Wi sdom of publ1 c provi s ion of a 

particular service or of the partioular methods employed may be 

open to question. Life itself is an experiment and gropings 

for solutions cannot hope to be uniformly successful. The' 
• 

only alternative to a continued groping is an autboritarian 

regime which denies the experimental character of the process. 

The final justification of the free, as against the authoritarian 

system, is that it makes room for progress through experiment 

over the whole area of human activity. But al1 progress means 

oha~ge and whilo economic change pays large dividends to the 

society as a vmole, it inevitably inflicts severo hardship upon 

partioular individuals. and oommunities. Much of this hardship 

can no longer be attributed to tho fault of the sufferers as it 

is brought about by inoaloulable forces beyond their control. In 

a sooiety as complex as that of the twentieth century, it is a 

social ~ost of freedom and the argument that, as far as possible, 

the burden should follow the benefit, is irresistible. 

This explains why, in the short period of our national 

eXistence, f;.mctions which were performed originally by the family, 

have become of concern, first to munici'pal, then to provincial 

and finally to the Dominion governmonts. Our national growth 

has brought to us, as a whole, great material benefits. However, 
. 

as we divorsified our industrial pursuits, as we shifted our 

emphasiS from one kind of industry to anothor and as we became more 

and more dependent on a Widely fluctuating world demand for our 

staple products, the costs of that growth have been very unevenly 

4istributcd. As this development went on, there has been a tendenoy 

to spread many of these costs over Q wider aad wider group. In the 

last we have been spreading them progressively 

.oover whole • 
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VI PUBLIC HEALTH 

Government intervention for the protection of public 

health 1s not a new kind of activity. Health legislat10n can be 

traced back to the ~uarantine Aot of Lower Canada in 1794 

requiring incoming vessels to submit to quarantine in order 

to pr.event the introduction at pestilential diseases from 
. (1) -

abroad. Local boards of ' health were authorized and provided 

with compulsory powers for inspection and cleansing or 

premises in Upper Canada in 1833, following an outbreak of 
(2) 

cholera. In the case of malignant diseases in crowded areas, 

they were authorized to move occupants of premises while 

disinfection measures were being taken •. In 1849, on another 

outbreak of cholera, an act was passed by the Province of 

Canada providing for the establishment of a central board 

of health, It was to be brought into operation by proclamation 

of the Governor in the event of the outbreak of a "formidable 

epidemic". It gave a considerable range of coercive power 

to the central board for cleansing of streets and houses 

and remova} of nuisances but only for the limited purpose 

of combatting an existing epidemic. In such circumstances, 

local authorities could be required to ~point local boards 
( 3) 

of health. These powers were used only during the serious 

epidemics of cholera in 1849 and 1866. 

At the time of Confederation, the value of preventive 

measures was only dimly perceived. It required further 

scientific research as to the role of the microbe and the meaps 

of fighting him, combined with a campaign of public eduoation, to 

demonstrate the immense importance of preventive measures. The 

efforts of central governments were limited to attempts to 

prevent the introduction of malignant diseases from abroad and to 

looalize them after their a~pearance. Public opinion would go no 

(l~ (1929) 20 CanaEiian Public Health Journal, p. 114-5. 
(2 Ibid., p. 141. 
( 3) Statutes of Canada, 1649, c', 6. 
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further than allow an appeal for central intervention in times of 

serious epidemic. Indeed there was strong opposition to the 

legislation of 1849 on the ground that it was unjust to burden 

the general public with the cost of assistance to purely 10c81 
(4) 

misfortune. The health problem was regarded as an essentially 

local matter. • 

Ignorance about the causes of disease made it easier 

so to regard it. Furthermore, the significance of the limited 

means of' communication exist1ng at the time must not b,e for

gotten. The natural obstacles to widespread mingling of people 

assisted greatly in the control of infectious disease and 

lent force to the argument that health WBS8 local problem. Since 

that time, our modern system of transportation has come into 

existenee, and the increase in range, quantity and veloc1ty o~ 

human c1rculation is quite incalculable. It is only the growth 

of scientific knowledge of the causes of disease and the methods 

of control and prevention combined with the incressingly vigorous 

use of this knowledge by governments, which has made the modern 

mobil1ty of populations SOCially tolerable. 

However, at the time of Confederation, health was 

considered a local problem and, except on a few special and 

minor pOints, it did not engage the attention of the framers 

of the British North America Act. As a result, Dominion power 

in the field is very limited and general health jurisdiction, 

as a matter of local and private nature, fell to the provinces. 

NO doubt, an epidemic may reach such proportions as to justify 

Dominion intervention under the general clause relating to 

peaoe, order and good government. The Dominion did re-enaot 

the main provisions of the 1849 legislation of' the Province of 

Carada respeoting "formidable epidemics" in its first Quarantine 

(4) (1929) Canadian Public Health Journal, p. 140. 
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(5) 
Act of 1868 but dropped them a few years later. The enduring 

provisions of the Quarantine Aot set up administrative oontrol 

ot health precautions to be observed by vessels entering Canadian 

ports and by travellers entering by land. A system of inspection 

was provided in aid of enforoement. This was supplemented by 

machinery for the medioal examination and exclusion of immigrants 

whose state 
(6) 

c1tizens. 

of health makes them undesirable as prospeotive 
• 

Apart from these measures, there was no further Dominion 

legislation or importance until 1899 when the Public Works Health 

Act was passed. This act enabled the Governor-General in Council 

to make regulations for preserving health and fighting disease 

in connection with the construction and operation of sll.publio 

works of Canada and all such work.s and undertakings a·s railways 

and canals which fall within the legislative competence of 
( 7) 

Parliament. 

The use of unsuitable curative measures has almost as 

injurious effects on public health as complete neglect. The 

trade in patent medicines plays upon deep-seated weaknesses 

of human beings and deceives the credulous who are vastly 

more in n~ber than the merely ignorant. In the unregulated 

trade, many of these are acutely injurious to health. The buyer 

has nQ means of testing their content and as a result, the 

odium attaching to the harmful product spreads to the merely 

harmless and the useful preparations. In 1908, when several 

provinces were contemplating some regulation of t.he trade, 

Parliament passed the Patent Medicine Act. It required the 

registration of all patent medicines and a confession of their 
(8) 

content to the administrative authority charged with enforcement. 

The usual apparatus of analysts and officers to procure samp~es 

for analysis was set up. All packages were required to be 

(5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
(8) 

statutes of Canada, 1868, c.63, as amended by Ibid.,1872,c.27. 
Statutes of Camada, 1869, c. 10. 
Ibid., 1899; c.30. 
Ibid., 1908, c. 56. 
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labelled with registration number and name and address of the 

manufacturer and the use of certain ingredients was prohibited. 

The Opium and Narcotic Drugs Act or the same year 

provided severe penalties for unauthorized distribution of these 
. (9) (10) 

dangerous drugs. In 1919, the manufacturers of patent medicines 
(11) 

and in 1920, manufacturers. of and dealers in narcotic drugs 

were required to secure ~ licence from the Minister. 

The Adulteration Act of 1884, expanded into the Food 

and Drugs Act of 1920, and the Meat and Canned Foods Act of 1907 
(12) 

discussed :i.n another section of this study. They were 

designed for the protection of health as well as for the 

curbing of fraud and are an important part of the Dominion 

activities in this field. The Dominion also maintains .marine 

hospitals for the care of sick and injured seamen. It 

exercises general health jurisdiction over the national parks 
(13) 

and the territories which are outside provincial jurisdiction. 

A Dominion Department of Hea1th was established in 1919 

to administer, subject toone or two exceptions, the legislation 
. (14) 

outlined above. It was charged with the conduct of research 

and the promotion of public education on health matters. In 

addi ti on, it was to co-opera te wi th the province s in ,,>ordina ting 

public health work throughout the country. Its establishment 

with these objectives is a recognition of two important things. 

First, health problems are so similar everywhere that the over

head cost~ of a vigorous attack upon them can be reduced by the 

pooling of effort in many matters. Secondly, owing to the direot 

(9) Ibid., 1906, o. 50. 
(lO)Ibid., 1919, c. 66. 
(ll)Did., 1920, c. 3l. 
(12)See Section II, Regulation of Marketing. 
(13)Canada Year Book, 1937 p. 983. 
(14)Statutes of Canada, 19i9, c. 24. 
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bearing of health on eoonomic effi~ienoy and the extreme 

mobility of the. population in the twentieth century, there 

is a national interest in the state of health in every 

oommunity. The War brought both the problems of public 

health and the possibility of dealing with them very forcibly 
(15) 

to the publio mind. 

This reoognition of the interest of' oentral governments 

in public health went forwa~d rapidly as between the provincial 

governments and the munioipalities in tho last quarter of the 

nineteenth oentury. The allonation of responsibility at the 

time of Confederation has been pointed out above. With the 

exception of serious epidemics, public health was a local matter. 

The Municipal Aot of 1859, relating to Upper Canada, gave 

municipalities power to make by-laws for the maintenance of 

health, abating of nuisances, prevention of pollution of water

supply, destroying of tainted food, banning of slaughter houses 

and the providing of drainage aud sewers. These powers were 

merely enabling and did not ensure comprehensive health measureB. 

Members of municipal councils were ex officio health officers 
(15} 

but they were authorized and not required to act. 

Under the division of powers at Confederation, public 

health remained a matter of a local and private nature and the 

Ontario ~ealth A~t of 1873 substrumtially re-enaoted ~~e health 
(17) 

legislation of the Province of Canada. Xn the absen~ of an 

actual or threatened epidemic, the central authority had praotically 

no functions to perform. Under normal conditions, everything 

depended on the initiative of the looal authorities. They had no 

permanent organization for health purposes and there were no 

minimum standards to whioh they had to conform. 

The beginning. of a movement in this direction came with 

the Public Health Act of 1884. It provided for a permanent 

Provincial ~oa:~.Of Health and for the oompulsory ~anizat1on ot 

5 
16 
17 

See p: ~04. ~o 
Statutes of ~da,·!859, c. 54. 
Statutes of OntariO, 1673, c. 43. 
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local boards of health. The local boards were authorized to 
(18) 

appoint medical health officers and sanitary inspectors. 

A serious epidemic of smallpox broke out in Montreal and ~uebeo 

in the following year, resulting in 7,000 deaths. Ontario carried 

through a rap1d organization under the oct of 1884 and kept the 
(19) 

deaths through smallpox in that year down to 18. 

After this demonstration of the values of an ~ganized . . 
attaok, ~uebeo e::aaoted similar legislation in 1885 and the· other 

(20) 
provinoes rapidly followed. The evolution through furthet 

provincial superVision and assistance to municipalities to direct 

central organization of various health services can be 5~ffioient-
. 

ly illustrated by following the case of Ontario. The act of 1884 

extended existing municipal powers to abate nuisanoes, destroy 

unsound food, and supervise waterworks and sewage dispos~l. 

Powers for the control of contagious disease were also extended 

and provision was made for disinfeoting the houses of the poor 

at public expense. 

In the same aot, there is to be found the first 

illustration of a prinoiple which has sinoe expanded central 

authority again and again in this field. Local au~horities were 

required to submit their plans for water supply and sewage disposal 

tor the approval of the provino 181 board and it was author ized to 

lay down general rules respecting the construction of suoh 

facili ties. Only a 1'ew great c1 ties can oommand the soient1fio 

medioal and engineering sexvioes whi(?h are available to oen tral 

governments. Smaller munioipalities would be crippled by the 

overhead oost. Frequently also, they are ignorant of the aid 

which soience offers and sometimes they are so rooted in the 

ancient ways that they 1'ail to use it even after it is brought to 

their attention. Thus, as the body of testei ec~~ntifio knoWLedge 

relating to public health has grown with great rapidity, the ~ole 

played by the ~nt~ has grown ~orrespond!ngly. 

n8I (19 
{20 

Ibid., 
( 1929) 
Ibid. 

1884, o. 38. 
20 Janadian Publio Health Journal, p. 141. 
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In 1895, the centre extended further its supervision 

Of the construction 
(21) 

and operation of local waterworks and 

sewers. In 1911, the appointment of medical health officers 
(22) 

inspectors by municipalities was made compulsory. and sanitary 

In 1912, the province was divided into health districts with 

a district officer of health in charge of each one. Provincial 

inspectors were provided for and the Provincial Board of Health 

was given increased powers of inquiry in~ and inspection of . . 
local health efforts. The Provincial Board was authorized to 

make regulations for the destruction of buildings unfit for 

human habitation and the medical health orficer was given power 
(23) 

to close dwellings, which in his opinion, were so unfit. In 

1927, the Provincial Board of Health was superseded by a Depart· 
(24) 

ment of Health with a responsible Minister at its head. 

During this period, there was a steady increase in the 

power of the municipality to spend public funds for the mainte

nance of health conditions which individuals could not afford, 

to maintain themselves. For example, the cost of oleaning and 

disinfeoting premises, of medical attention for the indigent, and 

medical and dental services in the schools, became oharges on the 

municipality. And at the same time, the province pushed forward 

a system of health services in the unorganized territory which 

lacked municipal institutions • 
• 

Ontario seems to have provided the model ~hich the 

other provinces adopted and the pattern of development is 

essentially s~ilar. There are, of course, variations in detail. 

Many of the other provinces preceded Ontario in establishing a 

full-fledged Department of Health. Some have increased the 

regu~atory powers of the central authority in certain directions 

more than others. For example, Mani tobe and British Columbia 

have authorized their central authorities to license plumbers, to 

supervise health conditions in work-camps, and to regulate the 
(25) 

construction of tenement'houses. Others ush authorit further 
21 Statutes oOn ar~o, e ,c. 49. 
22 Ibid., 1911, c.67~ 
23 Ibid., 1912, c. 5~. 
24) Ibid., 1927, c. 73. 
25) Statu'Ces of British Columbia, 1904

1 
c.23; 1911, c.19; 

statutes of Manitoba, 1911, c.44; 915, c~a. 
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in other directions. 

The most striking and perhaps most important or recent 

development has been the movement towards the county health unit. 

The social services bear most heavily on sparsely populated 

areas, and health services in rural areas and smaller towns and 

c1t1es have always been inferior to those maintained by large 
• 

u::-l:!&n centres. The gap has g!'own wider as the latter took 

advantage or scientific knowledge and expert personnel. Statistios 

tend to show that rural health, which was once superior to urban 

health, is no longer so. The part-time medical he~lth orficer 

and sanitary inspectors cannot give as effective a service. It 

has been seen that there is great possibility or improvement in 

grouping a number of municipalities into a larger health unit. 

Overhead costs are reduced and, with the financial assistance or 

the central government, the maintenance of a .~ll-time health 

service becomes possible. 

Central ass:!.stance always 'involves some kind of central 

control. Furthermore, maintenance of municipal responsibility 

in such health units involves the crea'Gion of a. joint authority, 

which always lacks vigou::- in administration. Accordingly, when 

provision for the first or these full-time units in Canada was 

made by Quebec in 1926, the provincial government reserved the 

right to appoint and control the medical health officer, who was 
(26) (27) (28) 

to have charge of the unit. British Columbia, Manitoba, 
(29) (301 

Saskatchewan. and Alberta' have since adopted the rull-time 

health unit plan and have made progress in putting it into 

operation. In ea(,h oJ.se, the provinoial government <).)ntributes 

to the cost, appoints or approves the appointment of the medical 

(26) Statutes of Quebec, 1926, c.54; 1928, c.68; 1933, c.74. 
(27) Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, c.21. Experiments 

with health units had been going on in British Columbia 
for several years before this date. 

(28) Statutes of Manitoba, 1929, c.41. 
(29) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1928, c.71. 
(30) Statutes of Alberta, 1937, c.91. 
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~ealth officer in. charge and supervises his activities. 

A study, based primarily on the statutes, reveals the 

range of coercive powers and the steady increase of central 

control through the establishment ot minimum standards and inspeo

tion to ensure their observance. It oannot d~ justice to the 

manifold activities which the provinces and the municipalities 

have undertaken. The full scope of public health activities is 
• 

the subject of a study by Dr. A. E. Grauer. This study limits 

itself to the discussion of general trends. MUC2 of the service 

aspect of public health work is not reflected in the statutes. 

However, some reference to the service aspect must be made to 

indicate wbat private health now owes to public care. 

Provincial financial assistance is given to various 

municipal activities. The central authority reaches out its hand 

in many other ways. Public health nurses inspect schools. make 

home visits and conduct home-nursing classes. They pay special 

attention to maternal and child welfare. Diagnostic clinics aid 

in the discovery and la~elling of diseases. Bureaux of sanitary 

engineering conduct research and education. Free distribut~on of 

vaccines and serums is provided. Laboratory analysis of a wide 

variety of noxious specimens is offered. Statistics are collected 

and studied and a constant campaign of education is carried on by 

means of demonstrations, exhibits, bulletins and other methods. 
. (31) 

The 1:ist could be continued •. 

Apart from general health work, the provinces have made 

special attacks on particular diseases. The post-war alarm over 

venerea..l disease led in 1919 to a Dominion grant to the provinces 
(32) 

in aid of efforts to control the disease. This grant was renewed 

each year up until 1931. In order to earn the grant, the provinces 

were required to establish clinics, competently staffed. They 

(31) A summary of the public health activities of both Dominion 
and provincial governments will be found in the Camda Year Book, 
1937, PP. 981-988. For a more extended report on the Province of 
Saskatchewan, see (1928) 19 Canadian Public Health Journa1~.255-60. 
(32) Statutes of Canada, 1919, c.76, vote no. 522. 
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were obliged to provide hospital aooommodation and free treatment 

Bnd to launoh a programme of diagnosis and eduoation. Under this 

stimulus, legislation was enaoted in most provinoes providing for 

oompulsory notification, oompulsory examination of suspeots smd 
(33) 

oompulsory treatment of infec,ted persons. When the Dominion 

grant was withdrawn in 1931, provincial efforts were.oonsequently 

diminished to a oonsiderable extent. 

Tuberculosis has also been singled out for special 

attack. Of the five provinces specially examined here, British 

Columbia, Saskatohewan, Ontario, and Nova 

provincial sanatoria for treatment of the 

Scotia have established 
(34) 

disease. The provinoe 

controls the administration and meets the cost of treatment given 

to indigent patients. Saskatohewan and Alberta 

ment to all, the costs being met out ot general 

give free treat
(35) 

taxation. 

~uebec has not established provincial sanatoria but is making 

special efforts to fight the disease. Dispensaries and travelling 

olinics have been established. Attempts are made to place urban 

ohildren, who are threatened with the disease, in the care of 
(36) 

fa~ilies in the oountry and the provinoe bears the cost ot trans~. 

The province also makes grants to the various sanatoria. 

A similar programme for cancer was lmunched in 

Saskatchewan in 1930 by the appOintment of a Cancer Oommission. 

Diagnostic and treatment clinics have been established and pro

vision is made for the treatment of all victims - indigent patients 
(37) 

to be a charge on the municipality. 

Insanity is coming to be treated as a disease and the 

provinces have largely taken over from private enterprise the 

task of isolating the insane and have thrown resources into 

seouring medical and psychiatrio treatment of mental disease. All 

the provinoes speoially oonsidered in ~his study exoept Quebec, 
( 38) 

have provinoially owned and managed mental hospitals. as they 
(33) e.g. see Statutes of British Columbia, 1919, c.36; Statutes 
of Ontario, lSlB, c.42; Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1916-19, 0.13. 
(34) Statutes of British' Columbia, 1921, c.67; Statutes of 
Saskatchewa~, 1910-11, c.l0; Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1917, c.7. 
(35) 'Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1928-29, c.61; Statutes of Alberta, 
1936, c.50. 
(36) Statutes of Quebec, 1924, c.21; 1930, c.83. 
(371 statutes of Saskatchewan, 1930 c.64, , 
138 statutes of British Columbia, 1897 1 °.17. Statutes of~-

92 -22,° 1 75: ~evised Statutes of Ontar~o,1877, c.220;Statutes of ' 
Nova Soot~a, 1921, 0.7. 
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have come to be called. The treatment of indigents is primarily 

a charge on the municipality but, in most cases, the provincial 

government contributes. In addition, ~uebec has provided for sub

sidies to existing institutions. These subsidies are conditional 

on the institution submitting to some measure of government control 

and supervision. The province has the statutory right to appoint 

the medical superintendent in these institutions. He controls 
• the medical services and reports to the Provincial Secretary. 

(39 ) 
The cost of maintenance of indigents is shared by the province. 

Finally, in all these provinces, private insane asylums are subject 

to government superVision and inspection, even though they receive 
(40) 

no grant. 

Provincial aid to or establishment of institutions for 

persons suffering from other afflictions is also found; Nova 

Scotia and Saskatchewan have made legislative provision for 

supervising and sharing the cost of training and care of 
( 41) 

mental defectives. British Columbia has established a home 
(42) 

for persons suffering from incurable disease. Ontario makes 

special provision for the care of epileptics and offers assistance 

to cities of over 100,000 population which set up psychiatric 
( 43) 

hospitals. 

The burden of providing hospital care for patients who 

are unable to pay the cost of treatment is too great for the 

general hospitals in many municipalities to bear. The problem 

Which arises in all the social services is found here also. It 

is precisely those municipalities with the most slender resources 

upon whom the heaviest load of charity treatment falls. At the 

same time, hospitalization has become a service which, it is 

( 39) 
(40) 

(41) 

(42) 
(43) 

ReVised statutes of ~uebec, 1909, c. 4. 
ReVised statutes of British Columbia, 1924, c. 158, s. 6; 
Revised statutes of Ontario, 1914, c. 296. 
Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1921, c. 8; statutes of SaSkatchewan, 
1930, c. 71-
Statutes of British Columbia, 1922, c. 60. 
RevisedStatutres of Ontario, 1937, c. 392, s. 56; Ibid., 
c. 393. 
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deemed, should be available to all - not only for the sake of the 

patient himself but for the sake of his family and the publio at 

large. Under the oonditions ot urban orowding, home-nursing is 

less praotioable than in earlier times. Also the modern 

hospital, with its range ot speoialized services, oan give the 

patient attention whioh he oannot seoure under the most favourable 

~mme-nurs1ng oonditions. This problem has been met 1m the usual 
• 

way - the oentral government makes grants to the general hospitals. 

These are generally on a per patient per day basis. With this 

aid oomes supervision. Hospitals receiving aid may not reject 

charity patients. They are generally required to make returns, 
(44) 

to submd~ to inspeotion by provinoial health officials. In the 

feudal period, cities and guilds purcbas~a immunities with grants 

of money. This process seems to·have been reversed in the 

twentieth century. 

Individualistic sooiety has made great progress in 

so~ializing risks by insurance. One of the most serious risks 

facing the individual is illness and the insurance principle has 

been applied to it in many countries, being made compulsory for 

the wage earning groups. Besides zpreading risks, its contri-

butory teatures invol~ a method of individual saving for 

emergencies. State and employer contributions swell the fund. 

Combined with the fact that the fund can secure competent medical 

services more economically, this devioe means that a better 

medical service is provided tor the partioipating g::roup as a whole 

at a much smaller total ex>at than would be possible under oon

ditions of ~ugged individualism. This is ot immense importance 

in the low inco~e groups and it is at least plausible to argue 

that the prospeots of greatly improved health conditions in this 

group make publio eo,ntl'ibutions to suoh he-alth inBurence schemes 

a sound investment. 

(44) Revised Statutes of Britieh Columbia, 1924, c. 105, .s.5; 
Revised Statutes of Saskatebewan, 1920, c.2l2; Revised 
Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, 0.54; Revised Ststutesof 
Ontario, 1937, 0.390. 
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Although it was introduced in England as long ago as 

1911, it has seemed to carry social provision for health further 

than we were prepared to go until the present decade. Its impli

cations for the medical profession are, of co~,se, debatable and 

the coolness of the professio~ towards it has contributed to the 
( 45) 

postponement of experiment. However, Alberta in 1935 and 
(46) 

British Columbia in 1936 .enacted health insurance acts. Both 

provide for a health insurance commission to administer the fund 

which is to be built up from compulsory contributions of wage

earners and employers. The main difference between the two sc~emes 

is that the former c.)ntemplates piecemeal adoption by districts, 

after a majority of those concerned in the district have voted in 

favour of its application while the latter is to have province-

wide operation on praclumation by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. 

As yet, neither of these schemes have gone into operation. Whether 

they will be brought into operation and whether similar schemes 

·will be adopted in other provinces, belongs to the sphere of 

prophecy. A full treatment of the problem of health insurance will 

be found in Dr. Grauer's .study on public health activities. 

However, the trend of the last 75 years should be clear 

from what has been said in this section. It has moved constantly 

towards the making of wider social provision for public health -

the spreading of the risks of disease over the society as a whole. 

It is true, e.~ course, that this movement has got some drive from 

purely humanitarian impulses. But more calculating reasons have 

carried great weight. The development of the modern specialized 

economy has resulted in widely unequal capacity of different local 

communities to meet the burden of social services demanded. At the 

same time, it has teen realized that the ill-health of some, in an 

urban and highly mobile society, is a menace to the health of all. 

Disease reduoes the efficiency of the sooiety, a truth which the 
3 

discovery of the C army during the War has driven home in a most 

forceful manner. 
(451 statutes of Alberta, 1935, c. 49. 
(46) statutes of British Columbia, 1936, c.23. 
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The War had another very signirioant influenoe on 

publio health development. The raot that, tor the first time 

in history, vast armies were kept almost entirely free of seriouS 

disease, demonstrated the effeotiveness of preventive medioine. 

It dawned upon us that a high degree or publio health oan be 
3 

seoured and the C proportion of the population greatly diminished 

at a prioe. The publio, as a whole, are beoom1~g inoreasingly 

willing that that prioe should be included in the overhead oosts 

of government. At the moment, the tendenoy is to make the 

provinoe the finanoial and administrative unit for this purpose. 

The movement towards increased participation of the provincial 

.governments in health aotivities is due, in oonsiderable measure, 

to the unequal oapaoity of the munioipalities to oarry the burden. 

In so far as unequal oapacity to maintain health, and other 

services manifests itself as between different provinoes, the logia 

or the development discussed has at times led to the spreading of 

some of these oosts over the oountry as a whole and points to the 

increasing participation of the Dominion government in health and 

other similar servioes. Thus rar, however, the partioipation of 

the Dominion government has consisted almost entirely in giving 

a lead and temporary assistanoe to the provinces in meeting their 

health problems. 
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VII CONTROL OF INCORPORATIONS AND THE SALE OF SECURITIES. 

Under a tree economic system, the individual is allowed 

to draw from the national income, in competition with others, as 

large a share as his talents and a variety of fortuitous circum-

. stances enable· him to take. He is also permitted to make his own 

determination as to how much of it he will save and in what way 

his savings will be .... n;"'r:B a-ted... That is to say, the function ot 

providing capital is decen tral1 oz:ed and dispersed among manY pepple. 

The logical counterpart of individualism on the saving 

side would be complete individualism on the investing side - each 

ind1 vidual etI1ll1.oy1Dg ani! lI'Janag;i.ng 1115 saJrings in soma 3Itt£u:pr:Ii.Be 

d 111s own. During the last century, the relative importance ~ 

isolated individual enterprise has vapidly decreased. This 15 

due largely to the advance of industrial technique. 'Theuse at· 

maehinery and the economies of 1aTge scale production have 

required great accumulations of capital for the operation of a 

single unit ·of pro.duet1.o!1 - accumulations which were far beyond 

the resources of anyone or even a few individuals to supply. And 

even where one individua+ could supply the vast sum required, it 

was generally imprudent to venture so large a sum in a single 

enterprise. Thus it isimperati-ve. .tor-OUl.'jlX'&Sent mode of pro

ductiOn., to reassembl.e ... f'or investment the saved. porti.ons of the 

incon:es which have been dispersed. 

The most important device for this purpose is the joint 

stock company in which'a large number of investors entrust ~heir 

savings to the mana~ement of a few individuals. These companies 

are constantly growing in numbers,in the size of their operations 

and the complexity of their financial structure. As economic 

opp~rtunities become, more difficult to ca1~ulate and as the 

corporate device flowers in all its intricacy, it becomes more 

and more difficult for the average investor to assess the merits 

of the a1terna,tive ventures which solicit his funds. At the very 

time when he is canpe11ed more amI mo:re to seek out corporate 

securities as an investment, he becomes less able, by his own . . 

efforts, to amass the information necessary for an appraisal. With 
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respect to the complicated financial structure ot the giant 

corporation, he would not always have the ability to appraise, 

even it he had the information. 

Having selected his investment with as much care as 

possible, his difficulties are by no means over. He has put his 

property into the hands of other individuals tor them to manage 

and that always puts him at the mercy of those .he trusts. It has 

always been found necessary·to fix such individuals with special 

duties and obligations. Eut it is not possible to take the easy 

road of equating the position of the company director with that of 

a trustee, because the object of the joint stock company is not 

security but an adventure fraught with more or less peril. 

Controls of a somewhat different nature must be devised. 

The last fifty years have seen constant experiment with 

means of controlling the. use of the corporate device. Regulation, 

as far as the Dominion is. co~cerned, has had three main objectives. 

The first has been to se~ure the disclosure of mat~~lal information 

to prospective investors at the time of incorporation or issue 

of securities. The second has been to secure to shareholders the 

right to full and accurate information respecting the affairs of 

the company and the right through meetings, whether special or 

general, to get action on the basis of that information. The 

third has been to provi~e some protection to creditors through 
• the providing of information and the forbidding of the grosser 

kinds of raids on the capital of the company. A fourth objective 

appears to be emerging, if one c~n judge by' recent legislation. 

It is to impose some limitations on the classes of shares and on 

the use made of voting rights and other privileges which are both 

mystifying to the public and useful as instruments of manipulation. 

An examination of the development of company legislation in tho 

provinces shows a concentration on the same objectives. But, of 

course, the provinces did not proceed uniformly nor at the same 

pace as the Dominicn. 

A great deal ot this regulation has been instituted merely 
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by a change in the law, leaving enforcement to the courts. Far 

example - the stringent 1:1."J.b1l1ty of directors for untrue state

ments in the prospectuw was established by an alteration in the 

law of tort. In such cases, no additiona1 functions are saddled 

on the executive branch of governmen t and there is no increase of 

government activity as the term is used here. The discussion which 

follows, therefore, will touch only those points where an increase 
• 

of administrative authority has been established in the effort to 

protect investors and others dealing with joint stock companies. 

A grant of incorporation must be sought from an executive 

officer - the Secretary of State in the Dominion, the Provincial 

Secretary or a Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, as the oase 

may be, in the provinces. Normally, he has no power to refuse an 

applioation which is satisfactory on its face; his duty is 

limited to the ministerial one of seeing that formal requisite~ 

are met. At the time of Confederation, this was his sole function. 

Since then, he has got power to require the filing of a wide 

variety of informaticn both before and after incorporaticn. This 

infcrmation is not in aid cf wide inquisitorial pcwers whioh he 

possesses over the ccmpany. The cbject is to make certain 

important information available to. thcse who are interested in the 

affairs cf the company. In additicn, he has acquired limited 

powers cf interventicn in special circumstances. 

A sufficient indicaticn cf the nature of these additicns 

to administrative powers and duties can be gathered from an cut

line of the more impcrtant ones given to the Secretary of State 

respecting Dominion companies. The first Dcminion ecmpanies Act 
(1) 

of 1860 is silent CD matters cf this kind. This act was recast 

in 1877. Any contraot providing fcr the issue cf shares for a 

ccnsideraticn other than cash was 
(2 ) 

required to. be filed with the 

Secretary of State. Any increase or decrease of capital by the 

(1) Statutes cf Canada, 1869, c. 13. 
(2) Statutes cf Canada, 1877, c. 43, s.83. 
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oompany beoame subjeot to his being satisfied of its expedienoy 
(:3) \ 

and bona fides. 

In 1902 the direotors were required, if requested by 

summary setting out the share capital position of h:i!m, to file a 
(4) 

the oompany. In 1917 an annual summary became oompulsory and 
(5) 

its required oontent was muoh expanded. Any oompany offering 

shares to the publio was required to file a prospeotus or a 

statement in lieu of a pro~peotus, oontaining oertain information_ 
(6) -

wi th the Seoretary of state. At the same time, oompanies were 

required to make returns to him containing parti culars of the 

securities given by them to secure borrowings a~ he was required 
( 7) 

to keep a register of corporate mortgages and oharges. 

Where the Oompany failed to appoint an auditor to 

conduct an annual audit, he was empowered to do so and to ensure 

the auditor of a full access to tho books of the company. Further-

more, the Secretary of State got power, at his discretion, to 

appoint an inspector of the company's affairs 

what he- deemed to be a sufficient minority of 

OR the application of 
(8) 

the shareholders. 

It is worth noting that this latter power had previously been 
(9) 

invested in a court. Here again administrative discretion has . 
ousted judicial authority. 

Later amendments have expanded the variety of information 

Which must be contained in the prospectus and various returns which 
(:).0) -

must be filed. A development, similar to that outlined above
r 

can be traced in the provincial legislation respecting companies:
l

) 

(3) Ibid., o. 43, s. 23. 

(4) Ibid., 1902, c. 15, s. 89 

(5) Ibid., 1917, c. 25, s. 13. 

(6 ) Ibid., c. 25, s. 7. 

(7) Ibid., c. 25, s. 9 0 

(8) Ibid., o. 25, s.ll. 

(9) Ibid •• 1902, 0.15~ s. 79. 

(IO) See Statutes of canada, 1934, 0.33; as-amended by 1935, 0.55. 
(II) e.g. see The Companies Infonnation ~ot,'statutes 
1928, o. 53; Statutes of Quebeo, 1930, c. 87e 

of Ontario, 
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It differs somewhat in detail and generally - though not ~lways ~ 

moves more slowly to experiment than that of the Dominion. 

In addition to incorporating and exercising some super

vision over their own companies, the provinces require that all 

"extra-provincia].." companies carrying on business in the province 
. (12); 

must reglster or secure a licence. These provisions arc revenue 

rather than rogu1atory measures aXIl need not be di·scussed bore • 
• 

It is, however, important to point out that these provisions 

generally impose upon companies incorporated in a foreign country 

or in another province much the same obligations with respect to 

prospectus and annual returns as apply to locally incorporated 
(13) 

companies. 

From time to time there have been attempts by the 

Dominion and the provinces to get uniformity in companies' 

legislation. In the past these efforts have not met with success~ 

Marked progress with an ambitious programme of uniform legislation 

is being made at the present time by a committee set up by the 

Secretary of State following a resolution unanimously adopted by 

the Dominion-Provincial Conference of December. 1935. This work 

has proceeded under the assumption that the present diVision of 

3urisdiction over company law will continue, and its objects are to 

draft a uniform companies act Which might be adopted by the 

Dominien Parliament and the provincial legislatures and to provide 

for greater uniformity and simplicity in administration. Thus 

it has been proposed to establish a central bureau at ottawa which 

will facilitate exchange of information between security 

commissioners. A certification of inwestigation by one security 

oommissioner could then be accepted by commissioners in other 

provinces, thereby eliminating duplication of administrative effort 

and expense as well as delay. Similarly a greater degree of 

uniformity in company returnJl, is ,sou~!._,_." , 
(12) e.g. s60 Revised Statutes of British Columbia. 1936~-c. 42, 
sSG 1?8~203. The provisions in the other provinces are broadly 
Eimilar. 

(13) Sec Note (11) above. 
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The rapid economic development of the first decade of 

this century produced a heavy crop of ill-starred oorporate 

ventures. This gave rise to a demand that more drastic measures 

should be taken to curb the fraudulent and grossly optimistio 

flotations of corporate seourities. The incorporation acts 

provided little more than a degree of publicity. From 1912 on, 

several provinoes resorted to administrative oontrol of the sale 
(14) 

of shares and other seourities. These aots forbade any person 

or oompany to offer the securities of any oompany for s~e in the 

province until a lioenoe or certifioate had been secured. Before 

a licence would be issued, detailed particulars of the company's 

projeot and financial pOSition were required to be filed with the 

Public Utility Commission, the Looal Government Board, or some 

other exeoutive body, If that body found the company to be 

solvent, its internal struoture and proposed enterprise "to provide 

fo~ a fair, just and equitable plan for the transaction of 

bUSiness ••• ", it would then issue a certificate to the company 

and a licenoe to its agents or salesmen. Otherwise, a oertificate 

would be refused and under oertain,oiroumstanoes, a oertificate 

,already issued, oould "be oanoelled. 

The constitutionality of this legislation, in so far as 

it applied to 

and found to 

Dominion oompanies, was challenged in the courts 
(15) 

be ultra vires, Thus the provinoe was denied 

control over a Domdnion oompany seeking to sell its shares in the 

pr~vinQe, At the same time, it was fairly olear that, once the 

shares of a Dominion company had been sold outright by the company, 

Dominion legislation, which sought to oontrol the resale of those 

shares to the publio by a,broker or investment house, would be 

equally·- unoonstitutional. As it was beooming inoreasingly the 

normal praotioe for companies to sell large blooks of their 

,-

(14) e.g. se:e Statutes of Manitoba, 1912, o:'7Q; Statutes of 
Saskatchewan, 19l~, o. 18; Statutes of Alberta, 1916, c, 8; 
Statutes of Quebeo, 1924, o. 64. 
(15) Lukey v. Rutheni~n Farmers Elevator Co" 1924, S,C.R~55;A~tq_rney
General of Manitoba v. Attorney-General of Canada,1929, A.C, 260. 
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seourities outright to brokers aad investment houses, anot"her 

method of oontrol was sought out. 

This ohallenge to legal ingenuity brought forth the 

Seourity Frauds Prevention Aots, the prinoiple of whioh has 
" (16) 

suooessfully withstood the sorutiny of the Pr~vy Counoil. The 

germ of the idea on whioh these aots are based is to be found in 
• 

a Nova Sootia statute of 1924, providing for the registration of 
(17) . 

brokers. This aot was never put in foroe but the prinoiple of 
(18) 

it was amplified and expanded in the Ontario aot of 1928. The 
(19) 

Ontario legislation has sinoe been oopied by the other provinoes. 

In substance, this legislation forbids anyone to oarry 

on the business of trading in seourities unless he is registered 

under the aot. In some provinoes, a speoial seouri ty frauds 

oommission, in others, the Attorney-General, is oharged with 

administ~ation and enforoement. Every applioant for registration 

must fur~sh suoh bond as the authority requireb, the bond to be 

fo~feited if the broker is found to have oommitt~d a "fraudulent 

aot", as defined by the legislation~" 

The authority oan refuse an applioation for registration 

on any grounds whioh it thinks suffioient. It is given a wide 
• 

power to investigate any allegation ~at a "frauduJ,.ent act" 
"' 

has been or is about to be oommitted. This phrase is so defined 

as to oover almost ~l the devioes by which fraudulent stock 

promotions are foisted on the publio as well as same of the more 

objeotionable praotices in whioh same brokers engage on their own 

(16) Mayland and Mercury. Oils Ltd. v. Lymburn and Frawley (1932) 
I. W. W. R. 578. " 

(17) Statutes of Nova'Sootia, 1924, 0; 12. 

(18) Statutes of Ontario, 1928, o. 34 • 
• 
(19) e. g. see Statutes of Nova Scotia, 
Britisl1 Columbia, 1930", c. 64; Statut$s 
Statutes of Saskatohewan, 1930, o. 74. 

, 
1930, c. 3; Statutes of 
of ~uebec, 1930~ c. 88; 
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account. 

Upon being satisfiod of the commission of a "fraudulent 

act" or its imminenoe. the authority may suspend the registration 
, 

of the offending broker, reveal the schome to the public and 

securo an injunction against fUrther trading by the culprit. 

Some specific brokers' pr~tices such as selling against 

customers' orders aro forbidden. Those provinGtes, where stock 

exchanges exist, have made the stock exchanges responsible for 

seCUring an annual audit of the financial position of brokers 
(20) 

trading on the exchange. In tho other prOvinces, ~e authority 

charged Wi th administrati on of the act. is empowered to seCUI'"e 
(21) 

an annual audi t of brokors' b'ooks. 

The Security Frauds Prevention Acts have a two-fold 

purpose. They provide for the reguln.ti on of brokers and the 

revelations of the early days of the depression showed that 

regulation of some kind was needed. Their main object, however. 

is to put a curb on the fraudulent flotation of securities. 

How far the Vlide powers Which they give V ill. enable a government 

to discourage onterprise which it merely thinks unwise is difficult 

to say. Howeverr it is clear that a government which rules to say 

that certain enterprises are unwise as distinct from fraudulent 

is both stifling the exporimenta~ procedure by which we make 

progress and preparing itself to direct and to guarantee economic 

development. A public policy, Which' is co~uitted to the system 

of free enterprise, must err, if at all, on the side of liberality. 

The state cannot safely go further than to check actual 

fraud, require full publicity and insist upon an intelligible 

and reasonable corporate structUre without ac~uiring some diroct 

onsibili for the success of the ven~tu~t~e~.~ __ ~~~ __ ~ ________ _ 
OntariO, ~uebec. and British COlumbia. As to ontariO, 

see Statutes of Ontar~.o. 1930. c. 39. 

(21) Novo Scotia and Saskatchewan. 'As to the lntter. see 
stntutes of Saskntchcwnn, 1931, c.75. 
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VIIr - REGULATION OF INSURANCE, TRUST AND LOAN COMPANIES 

The regulation of insurance. trust and loan companies 

is a case of the regulation of business and, therefore, might 
(1) 

be considered under that general heading. Rowever, certain 

peouliar considerations apply to·these businesses just as to 

public utility enterprises. and it seems preferable to treat them 

separately. 

Insurance performs an immensely important function in 

an individualistic society. Where individuals are given the 

advantages of personal freedom. they must, to a great exte~t, 

assume the burden of possible misjudgments or misfortunes. 

Naturally, everyone is anxious to evade or, nt least, to spread 

the se rt sks. Life insurance spreads the risks of mere 11 ving 

as well as those involved in the assumption of sooial obligations~ 

It has also become the least unpopulnr ~thod of practising thrift 

ond therefore of great importance. In the scme way, insurance 

is used more and more widely to cover business risks. It would 

be difficult to estimc.te how fnr it has aided economic development. 

Many risks, which would otherwise have daunted private enterprise 

end p~rr.lysed development havo been tr.ken cr-.re of by insurance. 

In cnnada, the development of insurcnce hns tnken pICCO 

almost entirely since Confcderntion. Fire end mnrino insuranoe 

were recor,nized businosses bofore thnt tinobut they wore on a very 

smr.ll scnle. The phenomennl growth of lifo insurance did not como 

until ofter Confodorntion. Tli.ilre docs not: appear to have bElen any 

regulntion of life insurance prior to that dnto and such rogulation 

as there was of other forms of insurrmce \'ins of n very simple 
(2) 

nature. 

(1) See Section XI of this Study. 

(2.) See statutes of cannda, 1860, c. 33. 
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Regulation of the insurnnce, trust end loan businesses 

h~s been of three distinct types. In tho first plece, governments 

hcve always ~mposed specinl conditions upon tho grp~ts of corporate 

privileges to persons entering this field. Special st~tutes 

governing tho incorporntion of insurance, trust and loan companies 

hevo beon enected by the Dominion and by most of tho provincos • 
• 

Secondly, insurance, in particular, is whnt ~ny be called Q 

sophist1cnted commodity. The ordinary purchaser does not understnnd 

the signific~nce of many of the provisions which the company, 
, 

a specialist in these mntters, has introduced into the contract. 

This means an inequality of bargaining position where the maXim, 

caveat emptor, loses its vnlidity. Consequently, there has been 

regulation of the terms and incidents of the contrnct. The 

constitution allots such matters to the provinees end each province 

hes estnblished a variety of conditions end n number of incidents 
(5) 

to be implied in every insurance contract. This has been entirely 

regulr_tion by law. onforcement being loft to private initintive in 

the ordinnry courts. 

The third type of regulation hns been concerned with 

trying to secure tho solvency of insur~nce companies. through public 

suporvision. Those soeking tho protection of insuranco are rarely 

able of their own efforts, to judge of tho financial strength 

and probity of the insurers. These vital matters are'hidden in nn 

unseen environment at which they can only guess. Furthormoro p tho 

contract of life insurance, by its very naturo. puts the insurod 

at an additional grave disadvantage. He is obliged to perform his 

part of tho contrnct now, while the insurer postpones his 

performa~ce for, perhaps, fifty years. For aught tho insured 

knows or can do, the insurer may abandon its present business 

caution and become insolvent long before the fifty years elapse 9 

(3) e.g. see Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1937, c. 256. Parts 
III to IX inclusivo. 
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This exp~ains the insistence'that the state should intervene and 

add its weight to the integrity, caution and wisdom of the insurer 

so that the insurer will still be in existence and able to porform 

When his obligation matures. 

Similar, thuugh not such overwhelming considerations 

apply to trust and loan companies. Both are entrusted with tho 

care and invostment of the fUnds of others, p.mounting to many 
• 

times their capital and the argumonts which led to the regulation 

of banking suffieod to bring them under government supervision. 
, 

Governments have been given n considerable measure of 

control over the operations of these three kinds of companies. 

Generally speaking. it consists in requiring a special licence, 

to be granted only on certain ~nditions~ a doposit of a cons1dc~~a 
. ' 

sum and a oCareful linii ting of the typo of the seouri ty in which 

they may invest their Ogn funds or the funds entrustod to their 

care. In addition, they are required to make annual returns, to 

~hrow their books and reoords open to inspection by governmont 

officials. They are, at a11 times, subject to the canoellation 

of their licences, if their solvency is doomed to be imperilled 

by the officials who make these investigations. 
(4) 

This type of regulation appears to have begun in 1850 

when foreign fire insurance companies were required to secure a 

licence in ordor to cnrry on business in the Province of Cnneda. 

On the assumption that it hnd power to regulp.te insurnnce, the 

Dominion parliament rcpenlod this early act in 1858 and provided 

thnt nIl insurp~ce companies must socure n licence from the 
(5) 

Ministor of Financo. Provinc1alcompnnies doing business 

solely in their homo province were excepted and never sinco has 

the Dominion tried to rogulate ~hem. The licenco was conditional 

on n deposit and the possossion, by foreign compnnies t of a 

(4) See note (2) above. 

(5) statutes ot Cnnada, 1866, c.48. 
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certain amount of unimpaired capital. All companies wore requirod 

to filo annual statements wi th the Minister of Finance, who, in 

turn, was obliged to lay them before Parliament. That is to say, 

legislative rather than administrative supervision was contemplatod. 

Administrative supervision came in 1875 when the 

appointment of a Superintendent 
• 

the efficient attninistration of 

o~ Insuranoe was au thor! zed 
(6) 

the insurance buslne ss" • 

"for 

His main duty was to examine the companies' statements as to 

their affairs, investigate fully their financial position where 

he thought necessary and report serious situations to the Minister 

of Finance who might take steps to cancel a company's licenceo 

In the same year the control of the Superintendent was extended 
(7) 

over life insurance companies .. 

By 1906, a list of authorized investments for insurance 

companies had been established and investment in foreign securities 
(8) 

had been brought under control. In 1917, as a result of a Privy 
(9) 

Council decision, the Dominion relinquished its claim to supervise 

provincially incorporated companies but continued and extended its 
(10) 

provisions with respect to Dominion and foreign companies o An 

examination of the Revised Statutes of 1927 shows a further 

consolidation of control. If at any time, a company's Canadian 

liabilities exceed its assets locally situate in canada, its licence 

may be withdrawn if the deficiency is not made good. The Super

intendent is authorized to appraise assets Which he thinks are over-

valued and he can require Canadian companies to dispose of un

authorized investments. Life companies are required to maintain a 
. , 

(6) Ibid., 1875, 0.20. 

(7) Ibid., 1875, c.21. 

(8) statutes of Canada, 1905, 0.34. 

(9) Attorney~General of Canada v.Attorney-Generel of Alberta (1916) 
26 D.L.R. 288 .. 

(d) 
(10) statutes of Canada, 1917, 0 .. 29, SSe 2 ,4. 
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reserve for unmatured obligations and the Superintendent 
ell) 

considerable powers in connection therewith. 

is given 

These interventions are all obv1ou~ly aimed at safe

guarding the solvency of insurance companies. Therefore, when 

the Privy Council decided in 1932 that the Dominion had no power 

to regulate insurance companies under the headings of Italiens" 
(12) 

and "regulation of trade and commerce", Parliament merely shifted 

its 

the 

ground to "bankruptcy and insolvency" and based 8ubstantially 
(13) 

same structuro of regu~ation on this new foundation. Of 

course, the question whother much of this regulation of highly 

solvent companios can be supported as legislation on bankruptcy 

and insolvency has not yet been judicially considered. 

(14) 
in 1914. 

Dominion rogulation of trust and loan companies began 

Except for 

must secure a liconce 

the requirement that British loan 
(15) 

from the Secretary of State~ the 

companies 

Dominion 

has limited its intervention to companies with Dominion charters~ 

The number of eompanies securing Dominion charters and thus making 

regulation of them by the province more difficult persuaded the 
(16) 

Dominion to establish uniform regulation. In 1914, such companies 

were required to make annual returns and became subject to 

inspection by government officials. Trust companies were limited 

to a list of authorized investments. 

In 1920, the supervision of these companies was h~ded 

over to the Superintendent of Insurance and they became subject 

to substantially the same scrutiny of their financial position 
(17) 

as already endured by insurance companios. In 1922, loan 

(11) RevJsed Statutes of Canada, 1927, c.101. 

(12) Attorney-Goneral for Quebec v. Attorney-General for cana~a. 
1932, A.C. 41. 

(13) statutes of Canad~. 1934, cc.27, 36~45. 

(14) Ibid., cc. 40, 55. 

(15) See Revised Statutes of Canada, 1921, c. 28, ss.99-105~ 

(16) House of Commons Debates, 1914, pp •. 1125-30. 

(17) statutes of Canada, 192O, cc.14, n~ 
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companies were limited in their ~hoioe of investments and the 

Superintendent was given power to require disposal of unauthorized 

investments and to appraise overvalued real property of any trust 
(19) 

or loan oompany. Finally~ in 1927, these oompanies were required 

to take out an annual licenoe which the Minister of Finance might 
(20) 

on certain grounds .. refuse 

Provinoial regulation of insuranoe companies began 

with the small provincial companies which the Dominion never 

attempted to touch. Tho oase of Ontario whioh has been the main 

competitor With the Dominion in the insuranoe field may be, sketohed 

here. In 1875, the legislature first intervened and required all 

insuranoe companies Wi thout a 'Dominion licence to secure one from 

the Provincial Treasurer. A deposit was required and,powers of 

inspection were given. Each company's annual report was to be laid 

before the legislature and provision was made for application to a 

court for Q winding-up order against nny company which was 
(21) 

fincncially unsound. 

This combination of legislative and judicinl. co,ntrol 

is an excellent example of the Whig idef.ll of government which 

still dominates our theory but not our practice. This field, like 

so many others, came more and more to demand expert and continuous 

supervision. Accordingly. by 1887, provision had been made for 

an Inspector of Insurance upon Whose report the provinc~n1 
(22) 

By 1914. Secretary was authorized to suspend and cancel licences. 

a Department of InSUrance with a Superintendent had been providea 
(25) 

for and the Dominion structure of regulation clOSely copied" 
--~~--:...-- --._----- ~------ .. ,._-- - - -. 

(18) !b'id •• 1922, c.. 31. 

(19 ) Ibid., 1922, 00 .. 31, 51 .. 

(20) lbid., 1927, co. 51, 72. 

(21) statutes of OntariO, 1875, o. 23 .. 

(22) See Revised Statutes of OntariO, 1887, c. 157. . 
(23) See Revised Stntutes of Ontnr1 0, 1914, c. 183 .. 
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When doubts began to be thrown on the validity of' the 

Dominion regulation of insur~noe companies, the provinoe extended 

its lioensing provisions to all oompanies. It provided. however, 

that lioenoes should issue as a matt~r of oourse to Dominion 
(24) 

lioenoees. In addition, the provinoe has oome to oxact licences 

from all insurance agents, brokers, adjusters and underwriters 
(25) 

agencies. Gonerally speaking, these lioon$ing provisions are 

as much revenue as they arc regulatory devices. 

In 1897, Ontario began to regulate tho financial affairs 
(26) 

of trust and loan companies. Taking into aooount the legislation 

of later years, the pattern established is essentially similar to 

that of the Dominion in the same field; annual lioenoes and reports, 

a list of authorized investments, inspeotion and cancellation of 
. (27) 

licence on adverse report of the inspector, etc. 

Of the other four provinoes speoially studied, British 
(28) (29) (30) 

Columbia. Saskatchewan, and Quebeo have provided for a 

substantially similar struoture of'regulation, though none of 

them entered the field as early as Ontario. British Columbia 

did not provido for the administrativo oontrol of loan oompanies 
(31) 

until 1927 and Saskatohewan left both trust and loan oompanies 
(32) 

free o~ any close and oontinuous regulation until 1936. As if 

making up for lost timo, her now legislation provided, in addi~ion, 

for extensive control of investmont oompanies on similar lines. 

~uebec, whilo providing for the lioensing of loan oompanies, bas 

(24) Statutes of OntariO, 1924, c. 50, s. 25 (7) 

(25) See Revised Statutes of OntariO, 192?, o. 222. 

(25) statutos of Ontario, 1897, ec.37, 38. 

(27) Sec Revised statutes of OntariO, 1937, o. 257. 

(28) Statutes of British Columbia, 1911, cc. 9,26; 1913, c. 33; 
1914, o. 13: seo now Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1937 
oc. 45, 133. 

(29) statutes of Saskatohewan, 1913, o. 37; 1915, 0.15; see now 
Revised Statutes of saskatohewan, 1930, 0.~01. 

(30) Revisod Statutes of Quebeo, 1925, co.243, 248. 
(31) statutes of British Columbia, 1927, e.62 o 

(32) statutes of saskatohewan, 1936, 0.310 
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(33) 
taken no substantial powe~ of regulation. Nova sootia stands 

outside this patte~n as far as the regulation of insurance is 

concerned. In 1916, she gave up the attempt to regulate insuranCe 

and provided that all companies doing business in the province 
(34) 

must hold a Dominion licence. 

The nature of the insurance, trust and loan businesses 

is such that some public supervision is nocessary. This super

vision has been mainly directed at trying to maintain the solvency 

of the companies engaged in the business. ·The state does not' 

guarantee that they shall remain solv~nt but rather seeks to 

prevont insolvency arising from practices ~ich long experience 

has shown to be dangerous o Thus th~ are made subject to licenco, 

compelled to maintain certain reserves and limited to certain 

types of investment. Frequent reports and periodic inspection 

arc provided for in order to ensure the observance of these 

regula ti ons. 

(33) Revised statutes of Quebec, Co 252. 

(34) Statutes of 
of trust and loan 
is provided for. 
ce .. 181, ].82. 

Nova Scotia, 1918, c. 15. Provincial regulation 
companies', similar to that found in Ontario, 
See Revi.sed Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923~ 
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IX RAILWAYS, HIGHWAYS AND PUBLIC UTILITIES. 

Before the coming of the railways, tho maintonance of 

trunk roads was dictated by military and political consid

erations. These mnin ronds'uere thorefore a mutter of anxious 

concern for the governments in the different colonies. Some 

were oonstructed by the govornconts uith these considerations 

in mind. Others were built by turnpike trusts >.dth the aid 
• 

and encouragement of the governments. Local roads were ot 

minor importance in the scheme of things and were left to the 
(1) 

initiative of the localities which used them. When extensive 

railway development began about 1850, it diverted tho atten

tion of governments fram the highways. Railways promised an 

immensely better moans of rapid conounication betuoen distant 

parts of the country. They also promised to opon up the 

country for an econanic dovelopment Wbich would have been 

quite impossible under the older methods of transportation. 

Thus, by tho time of Confederation, roads had receded 

to the status of local works and undertakings. Their 

principal function was to furnish systems ot local cacmuni

cation and to act as feeders to the rapidly d~veloping railway 

systma. Central governmonts displayed little more than a 

mild interest in them until the boginning ot the twentieth 

century. On ~he other hand, they cont~nued their policy of 

encouraging the building of railways with loans and subsidies. 

Although complaints about excessive railway rates began 

as early as 1860, any concern which this may have caused was 

camp)etely overshadowed by the desire to p'ush construction as 

rapidly as possible. In so far as regulation was considered 

to be a problem, two answers suggested themselves. The first 

was that compet1tion betuoen linos would be a ~uffic1ent 

(1) Canada and itsProv1ncos, Vol. X. pp. 359-65. 
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regulator. The second showed some distrust of this laissez-

1'aire belief by putting in rail\l'ay charters a provision that 

dividends should 
(2) 

capi tal stock. 

not exceed a certain percentage on the 
(3) 

was generally placed about 15% The figure 

and as long as this optimistic mood prevailed there was 

no opportunity to test the effectiveness of the limitation. 

The Railway Act of 1859 dfd provide that the tolls fixed by 

the company were subject to the approval of the Governor in 
( 4) 

Council but this clause appears to have remained a dead letter. 

Apart from this provision and a few others enabling government 

inspectors to secure adequate safety precautions in the operation 

of the road, the act is a general clauses act, respecting 

the incidents of incorporation, and the procedure to be 

followed in incorporating companies. 

Complaints about excessive rates continued to grow. 

The abuses which had marked the free conduct of the railway 

business in other parts of the world appeared also in Canada. 

Discrimination between different localities and between 

different individuals became common. These were hidden from 

view by secret rebates and drawbacks of various kinds. 

Roads enjoying a monopolistic position failed to maintain 
(5 ) 

reasonable accommodation. And when extensive amalgamations 

in the eighties began to reveal the logic of monopoly which 

is inherent in the nature of transportation enterprises the 

public faith in competition as a regulator faltered and the 

--------- ." -----_ •.. --_ .. _-------
(2) Ibid •• Vol. X. pp. 459-70 •. 

(3) e.g. See Consolidated Statutes of Canada, 1859, c.55, s. 118. 

( 4) 

(5 ) 

Ibid •• s. 28, 

See Report of the Royal Commission on Railways, l888,(2nd 
Session) Sessional Po.persof Canada 8 A. 
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(6) 
demand for regulation became insistent. Legislative 

regulation had been tried in the United States but had failed 
(7) 

because no authority had been provided to enforce the law. 

England had experimented with judicial control by placing a 

discretionary power in the hands of the judges. This device 

had been abandoned because railway regulations presented 

highly technical questions which required the attention of 
. (a) 

experts. In both cases, reliance had come to be placed upon 

an administrative' commission, appointed by the government but 

not under its direct control in its daily work. 

A Royal Commission was appointed in 1886. It reported 

that more stringent regulation was desirable and declared 

itself in favour of an administrative authority, though not 
( 9) 

quite convinced of the advisability of an irresponsible commission. 

Accordingly, the Railway Act of 1888 conferred on the Railway 

Committee of the Privy Council the power to regulate rates and to 

decide disputes which arose respecting them. In addition railways 

were required to maintain reasonable facilities and to abstnin 

from di scrimina tion between persons and locali tie s and from unjust 

preferences. The Railway Committee was given power to decide 

disputes respecting these matters - to give concrete meaning to 

these general expressions in particular cases. It was also given 

a limited power to make regulations respecting maintenance and 
(10) 

operation of railways. 

This body proved to be unsatisfactory. Its personnel 

kept shifting with political fortunes and it made a political 

(6) Canada and its Provinces, Vol.X, p.470. 

(7) Mosher and Crawford, Public Utili ty Regulation, p.l6 

(8) Robson, Justice and Administrative Law, Pll.92-l01. 

(9) Report of the Royal Commission on Railways 1888, op.cit. 

(10) Statutes of Canada, 1888, c.29, ss.ll, 223-40. 
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approach to .technical questio~s. Agitat1oncontinued until an

other investigation was undertaken at the turn. of the century. 

As a resjU t .of its recommendations, the Board of Railway Commis

sioners f formally independent of political control, was set up in 
(11/ 

1904. This body inherited all the powers of the Railway Com-

mittee and it aoquired - then and at subsequent dates - a great 
(12) 

many more as well. The Board has power to hear and determine 
• 

any applioation alleging the failure of a railway eompany to oarry 

out any of its statutory obligations - a wide judicial authority 

over disputes arising out of railway operation. A ver,r extensive 

power of making rules and regulations for the construction, opera

tion and management of railways has been conferred upon it. Further. 

more, farm, highway and railway orossings, junctions, spurs, bridges, 

Wharves, tunnels, telegraph and telephone lines constructed by a 

railway company must have its approval •. The railway must provide 

traffic accommodation in accordance with .its orders, made on the 

report of its inspectors, ~nd the Board may prevent the opening 

or procure the closing of a lille. which is not so constructed as 

to reduce the dangers of operation toa level which it thinks 

reasonable. 

An adequate sketch of this comprehensive administrative 

control of railways cannot be given in a few weids. 

can only be fully realized by perusal of the Railway 

Its extent 
(13) 

Act and the 

proceedings of the Board. It applies., not only to railways which 

oross provincial boundaries into other provinces or into.the United 

States but also to all other railways which have been declared by 

Parliament to be for the general advantage of Canada. The compre-
(14) 

hensive declaration in the Railway Act of 1883 and the fact of 

widespread absorption of provincial lines into the two great national 

systems have left very few railways outside its control. Its powers 

also extend to inter-provincial telephone and telegraph companies 

(11) Statutes of Canada, 1903, c.58. 
(12) Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906, c.37. 
(13) See new Revised Statutes of Canada, 1927, c.170. 
(14) Statutes of Canada, 1883, c.24, s.6. 
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whose tolls and facilities for service are subject to the approval 

of the Bourd. 

In addition to those wide regulatory powers possessed 

by its creature, the DOminion government exercises other regula-

Since Confederation tory powers over transportation facilities. 
(15) 

exercised powers of inspection over steamboats. the DoDinion has 

These powers have been expanded from time to time partly for the 
• protection of passengers and properT.y and partly for the safety 

of seamen employed upon the vessels. The C~ada Shipping Act of 
(16 ) 

1934 reveals the extent of the supervision. In 1919, the 

Dominion government was given wide powers to regulate air trans

portation. The Governor General in Council was authorized to 

prescribe routes, construct and maintain aerodromes. Provision 

w~s also made for licensing
l 

regulating and inspecting all~ilots, 
(17 

aircraft and aerodromes. 

In the Tra~~nsport Act of 1938, the Board of Railway 

COIll:J.issioners became the Board of Transport Comuissioners with 

greatly extended powers. Subject to certain wide exceptions, 

entry into the business of transporting goods or passengers by 

air or by water is made to depend upon the securing of a licence 

from the Board. The principal exceptions cover water-borne 

transport of goods in bulk and the coastal shipping of the 

Mari time Provinces and British Columbia. Generally speaking, 

the licence is not to issue unless the Board is satisfied that 

public convenience and necesaity require such transport service. 

Every licenoe is su~ject to oontro~ by the Board, similar to that 

exercised by it over the railways under the Railway Act. In par

tioular, tolls are made ~3ubject to the approval of the Board. 

Lioencees are forbidden to give undue preferences or to exercise 

unjust disorimination and are required to avoid unreasonable 

delay and to provide reasonable facilities. The substantial 

determination of dis~utes which may arise respeoting these 

(15) Ibid., 1868, c.65. 
(16) Ibid., 1934, 0.44. 
(17) I~id., 1919, c.ll. 
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provisions is in the hands bf the Board. 

When the federal government came into existence, it 

found itself committed to the building of the Intercolonial Railway 

by pre-Confederation bargains. This road was built and operated as 

a government enterprise. The manner in which it was expanded to the 

gigantic proportions of the Canadian National Railways need not be 

discussed here. The excessive optimism of polit~cians and 
• entrepreneurs contrived to make it easy for the Canadian people to 

realize their desire for public ownership of railways. However, in 

a vast but sparsely settled country, dependent for national exist

ence upon an extended transportation system as is' Canada, it is 

.' very doubtful whether there was any hope of escape from public 

owne'l'ship of railways. Publicregulati on was inevitable and it was 

bound to be used to promote the public interest even' at the expense 

of the railways. The public interest demanded cheap transportation 

which is scarcely economically feasible in Canada. Vital industries 

which cease to pay are not abandoned; they become a public service. 

While the maintenance of public h~bours is not a new 

activity of governments, it has made added demands upon governments 

since Confederation. In the larger harbours, the older method of 

administration by a local harbour master under the loose super

vision of a central department soon gave way to management by a 

harbour co~ission composed of local persons but directly super

vised by the Department of Marine. This system in turn became 

unsatisfactory. Local pressures interfered with administration in 

the national interest. Extremely heavy costs of maintenance and 

operation were due, among other things, to competition between 

neighbouring harbours for business. Sir Alexander Gibb was ap

pointed by the Dominion government in 1931 to investigate the sit

ution and he reported in favo~ of unified central management 
(18) 

. of the larger and more important harbours. Accordingly, in 

(18) House of Commons Debates, 1936, pp.1262-3. 
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1936 the management and control of seven of the largest harbours 
(19) 

was placed under a National Harbours Board. A central authority 

which can tap the best of technical and scientific competence in 

aid of administration is better equipped for the job. Naturally, 
• 

remote control gives rise to some counterbalancing disadvantages. 

For example, it is charged that the national board does not show 

the vigour and resourcefulness which the local commissions dis

played in trying to divert traffic away from American ports. 

Many railways were first developed as enterprises of 

purely provincial or local interest and this brought the provinces 

into the field of railway regulation. In fact the first Dominion 

act was modelled on an earlier statute of the Province of Canada. 

However. as provincial and local railways were absorbed into the 

inter-provincial systems, provincial regulation became of diminish

ing importance and has now almost reached the vanishing point. 

An examination of the railway legislation in the five provinces 

speoially considered in this study shows that control has followed 

the Dominion pattern closely in type and in scope. Administrative 

oontrol over rates and service was first given to a Railway 

Committee of the Executive Council. British Columbia, Nova Scotia 
(20) 

and Saskatchewan never shifted this control ~o other hands. 

Ontario established the Railway and Municipal Board for this and 
(21) 

other purposes in 1906. Q,uebec set up the Publio Servtce 
(22) 

Comm~ssion in 1909. But the chief function of these and 

(19) Statutes of Canada, 1936, c.42. 

(20) See Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, 0.180; 
Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1930, c.25; 
Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, c.240. 

(21) Statutes of Ontario, 1906, c.31. 

(22) Statutes of Q,uebeo, 1909, c.li, s.23. 
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similar bodies later established in the other provinces has 

been to regulate public utilities other than railways. 
(23) 

activities in this field will be outlined later. 

Their 

It has already been pointed out that the interest of 

the central government had been diverted from trunk roads to 

railways before Confederation. The provincial trunk roads 

fell into disrepair and the provinces tended to shift respons-
• 

ibili ty for them to county and municipal management. A 

similar fate gradually overtook the toll roads because the 

companies were unable to maintain them as traffic declined o 

Broadly speaking in the period from Confederation to 1900, 

the responsibility for the 

roads fell to the counties 

construction and maintenance of 
(24) 

and the municipalities. 

This allocation of responsibility did not promote the 

rapid development of a system of good roads but it was a 

tolerable policy until the last decade of the nineteenth 

century. Naturally, the standards maintained by the munici

palities varied greatly according to the terrain, density of 

population, taxable capacity and the ingenuity shown in 

getting results from statute labour. However, as long as 

traffic was casual and almost entirely local, it could be 

assumed that local facilities would keep pace with what were 

thought to be local needs. 

This condition was a transient one which passed rapidly. 

As urban centres developed, they drew into their orbit large 

areas comprising a number of municipalities. As communities 

grew, communication links between them gained in importance. 

Thus the roads in a municipality came to concern many people 

who did not live within it. The farmers' interests expanded 

wi th his markets and an improved system of roads was demanded 

(23) pp. 134-138, post. 

(24) (1938) 51 Eugineering and Contract Record, p.88. 
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on grounds of economio effioienoy and a vigorous community 

life. 

Good Roads Associations began to be formed in the 

nineties. It was easy for them to show the waste and in

effioiency which attended the statute labour system. The 

first fruits of the activi tie s of these associations is to 

be found in the Hi8hway~ Improvement Act of 1901 in Ontario, 

Providing for assistance to the oounties in improving their 
(25) 

roads. 

When governments began to think about the roads of the 

provine e as a whole, the need for spe cial emphasis on heavily 

travelled market roads and a system of feeders, supplementary 

to them, made clear the advantages of central planning of 

the highway system. After the motor vehicle had linked looal 

roads to a provincial or wider system, the logio of suoh a 

step beoame irresistible. 

Other faotors prevented this central responsibility 

for the highways system from being merely a scheme of finan

cial aid to and supervisi on of the local authori tie s. 

Perh~s the most serious defect of looal enterprise had been 

its lack of knowledge of the scientifio principles of road 

construe tion. Roads which would meet the needs of the motor 

vehicle involved reliance upon engineering knowledge and 

techniques not ava.ilable to the municipality. At the same 

time, the development of massive labour-saving road machinery 

drew the construction and maintenance of roads into the hands 

of larger units. The methods of large scale enterprise beoeme 

applioable to the oons·truo tion and maintenance of highways. 

Provincial departments of highways supplanted in a large 

degree the unoo-ordinated and amateur methods of the munioipalities~ 

(25) Cambridge History of the BritiSh Empire Vol. VI. p.5el. 
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Of courBe, the wisdom of the colossal expenditures 

on highways in the last twenty years may be open to the gravest 

doubt. The plunging of so much of our resources into magnificent 

highways and the construction of hundred-miles-an-hour vehicles 

while a large peroentage of the population live in slums and second

·hand cars, will have to search far for its social justification. 

However, when ingenuity took the direction of developing cheap 

motor cars instead of exploring, for example, the possibilities of 

cheap and a~tractive housing, the highway frenzy became almost 

inevitable. 

The motor car brought with it other extensions of the 

activities of government. In the first place it introduced 

serious problems of public order. The hazards of reckless 

driving pointed to the licensing of drivers and vehicles. 

The facilities Which it put into the hands of the criminally 

minded is amply illustrate~ by the liquor smuggling phase of our 

history. The need for a system of easy and accurate identification 

of these swift and anonymous machines accounts largely for the 

elaborate requirements of registration. These include licensing 

of dealers and garage proprietors and the filing by them of complete 

and accurate records of their activities. Secondly, when the 

use of motor vehicles for tran~orting passengers and freight for 

hire was introduced on a large scale, most of the arguments which 

lead to the regulation of public utilities became applicable to 

them. 

The development of the activities of central governments 

with respect to highways and highway traffic can be sufficiently il

lustrated by reference to the case of Nova Scotia. Until the 

beginning of the twentieth century, the direct responsibili~ of 

the provincial government was limited to "the charge and maintenan ce 
(26) 

of the great roads ", Author! ty for provincial assistance to 

----------,._._--_._---'------------
(26) Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1884, c.44. 
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municipalities also existed on the statute book. Any grants that 

were made were supplements to statute labour and municipal super

visors decided upon the work to be done, the method of doing it 
(27) 

and the adequacy of performance. The traffic laws of the day 

consisted merely of the rule of the road and provisions regulating 
(28) 

the width of vehicles. 
• 

There were attempts to provide informal checks on the 

quality of road work done by contract under the supervision of 

municipal officers. If two justices of the peace certified that 

the work was not properly one, the municipal council was bound to 

investigate and decide what deduction, if any, should be made from 
(29) 

the contract price. Some statutory standards of road main-

tenance were introduced in 1900. However, provincial standards 

always seem to call, sooner or later,for provincial inspection 

and in 1907 a Provincial Road Commissioner and provincial in-
(30) 

spectors with considerable power were provided for. This led in 

1917 to the Public Highways Act establishing a Provincial Highways 

Board to take over the duties of Road Commissioner. It was , 
given a wide power to make regulations, conduct research into 

highway methods, plan a provincial highway system~ .set up standards 

of construction and maintenance and to take over the control of 

road machinery. It was also authorized to appoint a superintendent 

of highways in each municipality and to direct and control his 

activities, Municipalities were required to get the approval of 
(31) 

the Board before embarking on any permanent improvements, 

(27 ) Ibid., c.46. -
(28) Ibid. ,c.48. 

(29) Ibid.,c.46 s.ll. 

(30) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1907, c.2. 

(31) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1917, c.3. 
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In 1920, the muniolpal1tie s were required to seoure 

plans and speoifioations from the Board before they could prooeed 

and the Board was given powers to make regulations respeoting 
(32) 

highway traffio. Finally. a Department of Highways under a 

responsible Minister was established in 1926 and provision was made 

for the appointment 
(33) 

Departmen t. 

of a Chief Engineer to be attached to the 
• 

Meanwhile, the motor oar had appeared, In 1907, a 

system of lioensing and registration was introduoed along 
(34) . 

with a few simple traffio regulations. In 1914. the regis-
(35) 

tration of ohauffeurs was required and in 1918, the reg! s-
(36) 

tration of dealers. In 1919 regulation of the load of 

vehioles was introduced and various provisions were made about 
(37) 

width of tires and width of vehioles. A steady stream 

of amendments to the Motor Vehioles Act poured out in the 

twenties and led to a oonsolidation of the Aot in 1932. Dealers 

are now licensed and required to keep reoords. Garages have been 

caught up in the meshes of records and licences. For example, 

they must notify the Department of any substitution of engine blocks 

which they may make on any vehiole. A systan of inspeotion to 

enforoe complianoe is provided. A provincial traffic authority 

is set up to manage and supervise highway signs and signals 

and power 1s given to the Minister to oancel permits and to 

(32) Ibid. , 1920, c .47. 

(33 ) Ibid. , 1926, c.31 

(34) Ibid. , 1907, 0.44. 

(35) Ibid. , 1914, 0.43, s.29. 

(36) Ibid. , 1918, 0.12, s.6. 

(37 ) Ibid., 1919, c.l. 
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(38) 
suspend or revoke licences. 

In 1923, the Motor Carrier Act was enacted. It gives 

to the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities power to 

regulate all motor carriers operating for hire. It fixes 

schedules of rates and classifications, makes regulations for 

securing safety and good service to the public and requires a 

uniform system of accounts and the filing of annual reports. No 

one is permitted to operate a motor vehicle for hire without a 
• 

oertificate from the Board. The certific~te may be refused for 

cause as also it may be suspended or canoelled. The Board may 

assess special taxes on motor oarriers and it requires them to 

furni sh a bond 
(59) 

accident. 

to oover damage to persons or property through 

In 1927 the Minister of Highways was authorized to 
(40) 

appoint inspeotors to enforce the provisions of the act. 

The pattern of development respecting highways and high

way traffic is so similar in the other four provinces examined 

that there is no need to refer to them separately. The problem 

was essentially the same in all provinces and the response varies 
(41) 

only in minor detaiL The only serious qualification on this 

is that the nature of the early municipal responsibility varied 

considerably from province to province, and that central control 

advanced at va:..'ying rates. A Department of Highways was prov'ided 
(42) 

for in Ontario in 1915, ~uebec in 1913, Saskatchewan in 1917. 

There do not appear to be any significant differences in the nature 

and scope of central regulation of and responsibility for highway 

development. 

-----,--_._------._---_ .... _-_ ..• __ ._-_._----
(58) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

Ibid., 1952, c.6. 

Ibid •• 1923, c.l. 

Ibid., 1927, c.27. 

For the outline of the development in Ontario, see Cambridge 
History of the British Empire, Vol. VI, pp.581-4. 

Statutes of Ontario, 1915, c.17; Statutes of ~uebec, 1913, 
c.34; Statutes of Sasr~tchewan, 1917. c.7. 
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The group of industries whioh are oalled publio 

utilities supply services which are essential to the modern 

way of life and at the same time they have, for a variety of 

reasons, an inherent tendenoy towards monopoly, The whole 

case for freedom of economic enterprise from state control 

is that competition supplies more efficient and rational 

regulation. Where competition fails to work as a regulator 

in an industry of serious importance, one of two things must 

be done in the public interest. Either public authority must 

intervene to prevent unfair advantage being taken of a monopoly 

position or public ownership and management must succeed private 

enterprise. 

As already pointed out, we were not quiok·to realize 

that the immense initial cap~tal cost of railway enterprise would 

be an effective deterrent to competition. Certain other factors 

postponed still further our discovery of the need for regulation 

in the other public utility industries. With the exception of the 

telegra~h, those which are founded upon eleotricity, did not coma 

into general use until late in the nineteenth century, Further

more the supply of gas, water, electrioityand tramwBY trans

portation are essentially urban enterprises and any serious 

need for regulation had to await a considerable urban development. 

Consequently public utility regulation did not become a live issue· 

in Canada until the dawn of too twentieth century. By that time 

the administrative commission had justified itself as an instrument 

for controlling public utilities. Aooordingly when the provinoes 

moved into the field of regulation they establ.ished bodie s similar 

to the Board of Railway Comnissioners. Nova 

the Board of Public Utility Commissioners in 

(43) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1909, c.l. 

Scotia established 
(43) 

1909. 
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It took over the powers which had already been conferred oli the 

Governor in Council to regulate telephone and electric light and 
(44) 

power rates. By 1913 it had been given wide powers over the 

rates charged and the services offered by heat, light, water, 

power and telephone companies. It was given power to value the 

property of public utility ~ompanies for the purpose of finding 

a rate-base and it could require them to keep suitable accounts 

and to furnish reports as required. No service could be aban-
(45) 

doned without consent of the Board. By 1923, this control 

had been extended to tramways and the legislature had ruled that 

public utilitie s were to be limited to an e% return on the fair 

value of their assets. Where an area was already served by a 

public utility, the consent of the Board became a necessary con

dition to the establishment of a new competing service in the 
(45) 

area. 

In 1905, Ontario set up the Railway and Municipal 

Board with extensive powers of a similar nature over steam and 

electric railways, telephones and telegraph, water, gas, 
(4? ) 

electric light and power industries. It now includes power to 

establish an examination system for selecting motormen for street 

railway and to mediate in labour disputes in the industries under 
(48) 

its control. Some of its functions respecting the control of 

electric light and power services have since been transferred to 

the Hydro Electric Power Commission. 

(44) Ibid., 1903, c.33; 190?, c.40. 

(45) Ibid., 1913, c.l. 

(45) Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, c.128. 

(4?) Statutes of Ontario, 1905, c.3l. 

(48) Revised Statutes of Ontario, 193?, c,50. 
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The Publio Servioe Commission was provided for in 
(49) 

~uebeo in 1909 with power to regulate rates and servioe 

offered by transportation, telephone and telegraph. heat. light 

and power oompanies. By 1925. water and sewage companies had been 

added to the list and supervisory power extended to control of 
(50) 

equipment applianoes and safety devioes of public utility oompanies • 
• 

In 1935, provision was made for subjeoting the establishment of 
(51 ) 

gasoline stations to the approval of the Commission. In the same 

year, provision was made for the establishment of a separate 
(52) 

Electricity Commission to oontrol eleotrio light and power companies. 

In BritiSh Columbia, oontrol over the tolls oharged 

and some aspeots of the servioe offered by tramway. telephone 
(53) 

and telegraph oompanies is in the hands of the Minister of Railways. 

The supply of water for irrigation purposes is a servioe of the 

publio utility type and British Columbia has established a Water 

Board with extensive powers to regulate the uses of water, inoluding 

the supply of it to oities and towns. In addition the Water Board 

is given power to regulate the tolls and servioe of eleotric light 
(54) 

and power oompanies. It may plaoe valuations on their property 

in order to reaoh a basis for fixing a just rate and it may order 

extensions and improvements of service, 

Saskatchewan oame later into the field of regulation 

of public utilities beoause most of her important publio 

utilities were either under Dominion control or publioly owned. 

However, in the late twenties, when private power interests began 

(49) Statutes of ~uebeo; 1909, 0.15. 
(50) Revised Statutes of ~uebeo. 1925, 0.17. 
(51) Statutes of ~uebeo. 1935, 0.13. 
(52) Ibid.,1935,o.24.See also 1936,0,12 where prov~s~on is made for 

abolition of the Public Servioe Commission,presumably in 
favour of the ~uebec Eleotrioity Commission. 

(53) See Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, 0.241, ss.257-
61, 283. Control of the tolls of rural telephone oompanies 
is in the hands of the Minister of Publio Works. Ibid.,1937, 
0.284. 

(54) Ibid., 0.305, ss.139-l57, 324. 
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buying municipally-owned power plants, the Lieutenant-Governor 
(55) 

was authorized to control the rates of public utility companies. 

Municipalities were forbidden to sell their public utilities or 

give a franchise to a private corporation without consent of the 
(56) 

Board. Since 1935, no pipe lines tor gas or petroleum can be 
(57) 

laid in the province without its consent • 
• 

Thus, in the provinces specially considered here, legis

lative provision has been made in the last thirty years for 

a comprehensive administrative control of public utilities. 

The extent to which these powers are used varies widely and it 

appears that they are not vigorously enforced everywhere in Western 

Canada. In the meantime, the advance of public ownership has 

reduced greatly the area over which public contro~ is needed and 

the threat of expropriation by public authority is always an 

informal control upon the activities of the private monopoly. 

The large adventure in public ownership, embarked on 

by the Dominion in acquiring the Canadian National Railways 

has already been mentioned. Since 1932, the Dominion has 

been making steady proeress 
(58) 

towards establishing a public monopoly 

in radio broadcasting. Early in this century, the Prairie 
(59) 

Provinces acquired or established provincial telephone systems. 

These provincial enterprises were mainly prompted by a desire to 

hasten the development of telephonic communication in the newly 

opened prairie and to diffuse it more widely among a scattered 

population than would have been possible it the service had been 

(55) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1928-9, c.10. 

(56) Ibid.,1930, c.13. 

(57) Ibid. ,1936, c.32. 

(58) Statutes of Canada, 1932, c.5l. 

(59) Statutes of Manitoba, 1906, c.89; Saskatchewan, 1908, c.5; 
Alberta, 1908, c.14. 
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provided by private enterprise •. 

In the other provinces, departures from private owner

ship of telephones have been limited to municipal enterprise. 

"Gas and water socialism" has made great headway in all provinces 

in water, gas, electric light and power and tramway enterprises. 

A few municipal waterworks had been established in Ontario prior to 
(50) 

~882. In that year, s~ecial statutory powers were given to 

municipalities, enabling them to acquire existing waterworks or to 
(51) 

construct neVi ones of their own. Similar powers to acquire or 

build gas and electric power plant s were given in the following 
(52 ) 

year. By 1933, all but 90 out of 585 waterworks in the country 

were publicly owned. Half the enterprises for supplying manufactured 

gas were municipally owned. In the supply of natural gas, on the 

other hand, the hazards of the business have made it unsuitable for 

public ownership and it has remained almost entirely in private 

hands. In 1931, 21 out of 59 electric railways in Canada were 

owned by municipalities. In 1932, 454 municipalities either gener-
(53) 

ated or bOUght electric power for distribution. 

There has been a vast increase in municipal ownership 

since the beginning of the century. During the same period some 

of the provinces have gone into the business of generating and/ or 

distributing electricity at wholesale and retail. The earliest and 

most impressive venture of this kind is, of course, the Ontario 

Hydro. The Hydro Electric Power Commission was established in 1906 

as a wholesale distributor of power and in 1917 it entered the 
(54) (55) 

generating field, Nova Scotia and Manitoba followed in 1919 

(60) Canada and its Provinces, Vol. XVIII, p.475. 

(61) Statutes of Ontario, 1882, c.25. 

(62) Ibid.,1883, c.21. 

(63) See Hankin and MacDermot, Recover~ by Control, 1933, ch.5, 

(64) Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1919, c.6; 1928, c.3. 

(55) Statutes of Manitoba, 1919, c.30. 
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establishing power commissions for the generation and distribu-

tion of electricity. The New Brunswick Electric Power Commission 
(66) 

was established in 1920 and the Saskatchewan Power Commission 
(67) 

in 1929 for the same purpose. In 1937 ~uebec made provision 

f'or setting up a "National Electricity Syndioate", the pro

posed purpose of' which is to assure "state oompetition" in the 
• (68) . 

generation and distribution of eleotricity. 

The underlying reasons for this development may be 

pointed out. In Ontario, it was pushed forward mainly by a wave 

of' enthusiasm for public ownership. Certain additional factors 

operated in all provinoes but more strongly in the later entries 

into the field. When a method of' transmitting eleotrio energy 

over high tension wires for oonsiderable distanoes without serious 

loss was disoovered, the s~l1 looal generating plant beoame 

teohnioally antiquated. An immense oompetitive advantage acorued 

to the large oentral station whioh could oombine domestio and 

industrial demand and reduoe overhead oosts by mastering the 
(69) 

"peak-load" problem. If' municipal enterprise in the electric 

utilities was to be saved from the super-power systems of private 

companies, a similar combination had to be ef'feoted. The only 

effecti ve way of achieving that was by the provinc ial government s 

rationalizing the municipal systems. That involved the 

entry of the provincial governments into the business of' 

generation and wholesale distribution of eleotrioal energy. 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

Statutes of New Brunswick, 1920, 0.53. 

Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1928-9, 0.3. 

Statutes of ~uebeo. 1937, 0.24. 

For a di scus sion of the "peak-load" problem see 
Hankin and Mac Dermot , op.cit., pp.9l-3. 
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An extensive system of public ownership in publio 

utilities raises a variety of problems. For example, the 

publicly-owned utilities, taken as a whole, enjoy a very 

consid~rab1e exemption from taxation. Thus, where they 

compete with privately-owned utilities, they have, in this 

respect, at least, an undue competitive advantage. Where, 

as in the case of most municipal utilities, they have a 
• 

monopoly of the particular field, exemption from taxation 

means that a correspondingly greater burden of local taxes 

has to be shouldered by other industries and persons. 
(70) 

If, as governments are insisting more and more, private 

industry should carry its real costs of production, the 

same should hold true, in general, in publicly-owned utilities. 

In almost every field of government intervention, the policies 

adopted have effects and implications which have not yet been 

fully analyzed. 

Some of the provincial power commissions are armed 

with powers of regulation as well as the power to carryon 

business. For example, the Ontario Commission is authorized 

to make and enforce regulations respecting the construction 

and operation of municipal distributing systems. It may 

regulate the rates charged by any distributor who buys his 
(71) 

power from the commission. No electric utility company 

can construct, alter or operate an enterprise in SaSKatchewan 

without the consent of the Power Co~ssion. It also has a 

wide power of regulating and inspecting the plant and services 
(72) 

of private companies. These sweeping powers were given by 

the legislature in order to for estall the movement of large 

(70) e.g •• see p. 59 supra. 

(71) See Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1937, c.62, s.86. 

(72) Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1928-9, c.3. 
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private utility companies into the province at the end of 

the twenties. 

Transportation, communication, water, light, heat and 

power services are vital to the economic and social structure 

which has been built in Canada since Confederation. Because 

of the inherently monopol~stic features of these services, 

public regulation has reached out to each of them as they became 

of significant importance. viisely or unwisely, great sectors 

of these enterprises have been swept into public ownership. 

Thus the control of these v~tal services has meant a tremendous 

increase in the activities of governments. 

A very significant recent movement has been the 

tendency to expand the concept of a public utility. As 

pointed out above, motor vehicles carrying passengers or 

freight for hire have been subjected to the publ~c utility 

type of regulation in most of the provinces. Similar 

regulation has been imposed on the distribution of milk 

and gasoline. The extent of this regulation and the 

reasons for its emergence are discussed in other sections 
(73) 

of thi s study. 

(73) See Section II, Regulation of Marketing, and Section XI, 
Regulation of Business. 
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X CONSERYATION 

It is the function of the state to safeguard the 

common interests of the society. These common interests 

require that the available natural resources should be employed 

economically in terms of their present use. They also 

require that, as far as is reasonably possible, the resources 
• 

should be used in such a way as to ensure permanently an adequate 

industrial ostablishment, The state, because it is the most 

permanent of social organizations concerned with material 

interests and has the broadest command of means, is the 

appropriate agent. 

A society will not move to conserve that which seems 

inexhaustible but only those things of which there is a 

present or prospective scarcity. The North American pioneer 

saw no reason for the conservation of natural resources. At 

the same time, he was compelled to conserve labour and capital, 

which were scarce. Accordingly, a collibination of these 

factors for the sake of a maximum return dictated a prodigal 

use of natural resources. Under these conditions, wha~ we 

have come to call ruthless exploitation was inevitable~' 

Indeed, it was not exploitation at that time, it was the 

most economical use that could bo mail.e of the total available 

resources, including labour. and capital, 

However, when the ratio of resources to labour and 

capital changed, the combination of productive factors was bound 

to change also. As the re20l~oes were whittled away, the popu

lation increased and capital aocumulated. The older methods 

bec9Ille wasteful and it became clear to the reflective that 

they would have to be revised radicallY,if the resources were 

to remain adequate for the sup?ort of a larger population and 

if industry was to be placed on a permanent basis. Naturally, 

the rooted habits of exploitation and the a t'titudes appropriate 

to them carried over in such a way as to endanger seriously, 
if not ac~ually to des'troy, some valuable resources. For 
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GxamplG. WG have gonG vn talking about our boundlGss natural 

rGsources and acting as if they were so, long after the 

approximate limits of them ware determined and known. 

This explains why we did not adopt conservation measures 

at. an earlier date and why many of our wasteful habits have 

not· yet been curbed. Faced with the consequenees, as we are, 

the waste now seams appalling. Timber stands were destroyed 
• 

on lands that are useless for any other purpose wit~ no provision 

for thei.r restoration. Fires. which t.o a great extent could 

have been preventGd by reasonable caution, have destroyed far more 

timber than we have cut. The forest cover has been torn away at 

the headwatGrs of thG rivers, making them dGstruc·tive torrents 

at one timG end dry beda at another. Agricultural soil in certain 

areas was needlessly exposed to erosion and it was exhausted by 

ceaseless cropping. streams were polluted, destroying their 7 

amenities along wi~h the fish that lived in them. Fisheries were 

depleted and the oystGr-bGds almost completely denuded. Various 

valuable forms of wild life were slaughtered and driven from their 

habi.tats until some speci~s becama entirely extinct. 

Some consGrvation mGasurGS were introduced in the 

nineteenth ~entury but they were poorly enforced in the pre

vailing mood of public opinion. Here and there voices were 

raised against the continuance of thoughtless exploitation 

but little heed was paid by gover~ents or by the exploiters. 

But a body of public opinion grew steadily as concrete evidence 

of depletion piled up. Organi~ed agitation began about the 

beginning of the twentieth century. For example, the 

Canadian Forestry Association, which takes a wide interest in 

almost every aspect of conservation, was first formed in 1900. 

Meanwhile, the United States had discovered the limits of its 

resources and President Roosevelt gave a great impetus to 

conservation measures by calling a conference of Governors 

of the States in 1908. A National Conservation Commission. 
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grew out of that meeting and President Roosevelt later 

invited Canadian and Mexican representatives to a conference 

in 1909. As a result the Canadian Commission of Conservation 

was established in 1909 and began its work in the following 
(1) 

year. 

The Commission w~s charged with making an inventory of 

the natural resources of the country. It was required to 

study the question of waste and consider measures for con

servation and better utilization of resources. It was required 

to make its discoveries available to the public and to frame 

recommendations for more careful husbandry of resources. 
(2) 

The Commission carried on extensive work between 1910 and 1920 

but it was disbanded in 1921 and its work distributed among 
(3) 

various government departments, 

When conservat.ion began to be studied, it :was seen to 

call for four different kinds of action. First, it was necessary 

to impose and enforce limits upon exploitation. This involved 

the use of coercive power and was therefore exclusively a state 

function. Secondly, artificial methods of restoration were 

urgently needed, for example, reforestation and fish hatcheries. 

This activity fell largely to governments because such enter

prises can rarely attract capital and they have a very limited 

appeal to philanthropy, Although it is true that some of the 

most distinguished conservation work is done under private 

auspices, the main burden, nevertheless, falls upon governments. 

Thirdly, it was discovered that no programme of govern

mental action could be launched or maintained without a vigorous 

campaign of public education. Private agencies played a larger 

part in this work but governmenta also entered into it. The 

drive for conservation is closely connected with government 

--------------------- - ---------
(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

Statutes of Canada, 1909, c.27, and see Report of the 
Comnission of Conservation, 1910, p,5. 

See the annual reports of the Commission, 1910-19. 
Statutes of Canada, 1921, c.23. 
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assistance to agricultural 

in another section of this 

and techmlical educati on, di scussed 
(4) 

study. Fourthly snd perhaps DOSt 

importan~, the will to conserve and the exercise of public power 

to enforce that will. are likely to be misdirected and largely 

fUtile in the absence of exact knowledge of What to do~ The time 

for closed seasons and the place for sanctuaries for wild life 
• 

cannot be determined Without close study of the life and habits 

of the creatures in question. Artificial incubation and other 

methOd of restoration can only be successfUl When based on 

adequate research. The control of parasitic destruction involves 

scientific study. It is highly important to know how far man's 

uninst~ucted acti vi ty has upset the na tural balance which na turs 

maintains in the animal kingdom and thus has brought about additional 

evils. In fact, the question of this natural balance is a basic 

study of great difficulty in all groping for adequate conservation 
(5) 

measures. 

Thus scientific ~esearch forms an immense part of any 

programme of conservation. Here again private and state action 

are intertwined. Governments give financial aid to private 

research and government agencies conduct research projects of 

their own. 

It snould be added that, as the programme developed~ it 

was found$ as with most government activities, that it over

flowed into other fields of activity_ It linked up With 

agricultural research and education. Conservation of natural 

resources involved the conservation of human resources and 

led into public health and housing. The regulation of the 

flow of streams could not be separated from the problem of 

the destruction of msn-made resources by floods, and the 

study of fi re losses showed the t fire had just as bad a 

record in the destruction of buildings as in that of forosts~ 
- ,- --~". -~.-..... ,,_ .. _--------

(~) See Section V of ~is Studyo 

(5) See Commission of Conservation, RepOrt of a committee 
on Fish, Birds and Gamel> 1915, pp. 61-900 
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This led to movements for regulation of building construction 

and the beginning of town-planning schemes. Conservation 

measures were not limited to natural resources. 

The conservation movement as it has developed in Canada 

is a combination of government enterprise and public-spirited 

private initiative. It has come to cover a very wide range 
• 

of aotivities. An accurate and revealing account of the 

participation of Dominion and provincial governments cannot 

be constructed from the statutes and the other sources are of 

a most scattered nature. In the following outline of Dominion 

and provincial activities, no attempt is made at an exhaustive 

account of conservation measures. What follows is 'merely a 

summary of the salient points in the development. 

The earliest conservation measures in Canada were those 

applicable to fisheries. A federal Department of Marine and 

Fisheries was established at Confederation for the regulation 

of the fisheries which were then thought to be entirely under 

Dominion control. The Fisheries Act of 1868 provided for a 

substantial amount of resulation and 

of fisheries officers with powers to 

authorized the appointment 
(6) 

enforce the le gi sla ti on. 

Enforce~ent was not vigorous in the early years and effective 

regulation was hampered because of a failure to bring scienti

fic knowledge to bear on the problem. It was not until 1892 

that the Dominion appointed a Fisherie s Commissioner with a 
(7) 

scientific training. Since that time, the knowledge of 

effective means has constantly improved, the need far stricter 

control has become clearer and Dominion regulations have been 
(8) 

much better adapted to the need. 

(6) Statutes o~ Canada, 1868, c.60. 

(7) Annual Report of the Commission of Conservation, 1913, 
pp.87-98. 

(8) See Statutes of Canada, 1932, c.42. 
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In the meantime, the Dominion lost, through constitu

tional interpretation, tho power to administer and enforce its 

own regulatiOns over the inland fisheries. The provinces had 

been much dissatisfied with Daminion administration, which 

was thOUGht to be wooden and unresponsive to local conditions 
(9) . 

and needs. Accordingly, when ·they secured a restriotive 

interpretation of Dominion powers, they began to move into 

the UeJ.d. Not only were they entitled to manage the enforoe

ment of the D;)minion regulatiOns respecting inland fisheries 

but prOVincial proprietorship of these fisheries enabled 
. (10) 

them to establish a variety of regulations of their own. 

These have grown progressively stricter and enforcement has 

been more vigorously pushed through administrative officers 
(11) . 

since the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Neither the Dominion nor the provinces have been 

satisried to rest with restrictions upon the taking of fish. 

Artificial methods of replenishment have been undertaken. The 

Dominion has established hatcheries, special retaining ponds 

and egg collection stations. A number of provinces also 

supply the same service, Furthermore, since 1892, the 

Dominion has established a number of bi~logioal stations for 

the problems of fish life and the the scientific study of 
(12) 

fishing industry. The Biological Board was appointed in 

1912 to supervise the work of these stations 

research generally in connection With allied 

and to Gonduct 
. (13) 

subjects. 

----_. __ ._-_ .... _- _.- ---'---.......,.------,------.-----
{ 9) 
(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
(13) 

Canada and its Provinces, Vol. XXII, pp.449-55. 
See statutes of Quebec, 1883, c.8; Ontario, 1885, c~9; 
British Columbia, ~901, 0.25. . 
See Revised statutes of Quebec, 1925, 6.83; Ont~rio. 
1937, c.353; British Columbia, 1936, c.l0l. 
1937, Canada Year Boo}:;, pp.321-3. 
Statutes of Canada, 1912, c.6. 
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Generally speaking, the Dominion and the provinces have 

followed a policy of refusing to alienate Crown lands to 

timber operators ever since Confederation. This statement 

is subject to some qualification in respect of the Maritime 
(14) 

Provinces. Timber operators, cutting timber on Crown lands, 

were required to secure licences upon which conditions might 
(15) 

be imposed. The conditions of the licences have become 

progressively more restrictive and more recently they have 

beEn aimed at securing a wiser timber-cutting policy. Pro

vision has been made for inspection by government officials 
(16) 

to secure their observance. 

The conditions imposed on the earlier timber licences 

made no sufficient provision for dealing with brush .on cut

over lands. It remained a fire menance which destroyed the 

young growth and swept on to ravage mature forests. Careless 

timber operations, combined with the thoughtlessness of 

settlers and campers, made Canadian forest fire losses colossal. 

The first effort to meet this situation dates from 1885 when 
(17) 

Ontario appointed the first fire rangers. ~uebec followed 
(18) 

sometime later and British Columbia appointed its fir st 
(19) 

fire rangers in 1910. Since that time increasing care 

and emphasiS has been placed on protection of the forests 

from fires. Special regulations were imposed upon railway 

companies in 1912 and enforced by the Board of Railway 
(20) 

Commissioners. Steady improvements in the techniques of 

forest fire control, such as the use of the aeroplane, have 

made efforts increasingly effective. 

(14) 1937 Canada Year Book, p.290, 
(15) e.g. see Revised Statutes of ~uebec, 1888, art. 1309; 

Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1877, c.26. 
(16) e.g, see Statutes of Ontario, 1928, c.15; 1936, c.22. 
(17) Canada and its Provinces, Vol. XVIII, p.594. 
(18) Ibid., Vol. XVI, p.549. 
(19) Ibid., Vol. XXII, pp.496-8. 
(20) Statutes of Canada, 1912, c.22. 
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The next logioal step after fire proteotion is a study 

of other faotors affeoting preservation of the forests, suoh 

as the ravages of inseots. Early in the oentury, ~uebeo 

established a provincial forestry servioe as a bureau of 
(21) 

researoh and exploration. The other provinoes with large 

forest interests have sin~e followed suit. This has led,.in 

turn, to extensive researoh and to reforestation projeots. 

Several objeots are served by the establishment of 

forest reserves. Areas of forest are preserved from exploitation, 

a sanotuary for wild life is established and the souroes of 

rivers are kept under forest cover. The first reserve of this 

type was set aside in 1887 when the Banff National Park was 

established. Ontario followed with the Algonquin Park in 

1893 and ~uebec with the Laurentides Park in 1895. Since 

that time, both provinces and Dominion have set aside vast 
(22) 

national parks areas as forest reserves and provincial and 

and have provided extensive administrative services for their 

maintenance and protection. 

As long as the Dominion retained control of the natural 

resources in the Prairie Provinoes it had considerable timber 

lands under its control. Its policy, with respeot to leasing 

and fire protection, followed a similar evolution to that of 
(23) 

the provinces. The Do~inion also developed a forest service 

for the purpose of investigation into forestry matters. 

Forestry stations were established at various points and 

nurseries, assisting tree planting and reforestation programmes, 

were established. Since 1930 when the resources were returned 

to the provinces, the Dominion forestry 
(24) 

itself almost entirely to research. 

service has devoted 

-------------..... --------_. __ ... 
(21) 
(22) 

(23) 
(24) 

Canada and its Provinces, Vol. XVI, p.550. 
For the present extent of these see 1937, Canada Year 

Book, p.288. 
St~tutes of Canada, 1883, c.17, ss.46-52. 
1937 Canada Year Book, DP.290-7. 
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Losses by fire are by no means limited to forests. 

Buildings are always exposed to fire bn~ards and this is 

greatly aggravated in urban oonditions where wooden buildings 

predominate, as they do in many parts of Cannda. Municipal 

provision of varying strictness existed for prevention of fire 

hazard. But the wave of concern over these matters which 

developed in the early years of this century led to provincial 

regulation ot fi~e hazards. Most of the provinces between 

1913 and 1923 provided for tho appointment of Provincial Fire 
(25) 

Marshals. They were !ll;.thorized to enter any premises and 

require the removal of fire hazards and the maintenance of 

fire prevention measures of a certain standard. The object 

was to ensure a minimum. of precautions against loss by f1re. 

In most of the provinces these acts were supplemented by 

further legislation for the regulation of electrical 

installations providing for inspection of them and sometimes 

for the licencing of persons engaged in the business of 
(26) 

installations. 

One of the purposes served by forest reserves and 

national parks is to provide sanctuaries for wild life and 

in most of these areas, hunting is prohibited. Legislation 

providing for closed seasons on certain birds and animals 

antedates Confederation. But no administrative prOVision 

was made in the earlier years for the enforcement of such 

1egis1at~on. By l888
l 

Ontario had authorized local authorities 
271 

to appoint game wardens. By 1897, provision had been made 

for the appointment of a Provincial Beard of Fish and Game 
I 

Commissioners and a number of game wardens with wide powers 
(28) (29) (301 

to enter and search. Q.uebec and Nova Scotia made 

(25) See Statutes of Q.uebec, 1913, 0.38; Ontario, 1914, ~.41; 
Nova Scotia, 1919, c.30; Saskatchewan,-l916, c.17; 
British Col.umbia, 1921,(2nd. Sess.l c.15~ 
See Statutes of British Co1umbia, 1922, 0.23. 
Revised statutes of OntariO, 1887, 0.221. 
Ibid., 1897, c.287. . 
Revised Statutes of Q.uebeo. 1888, art. 139~-1420. 
Revised statutes of Nova Scotia, 1884, c.76. 
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provision for appointment of provincial enforcement officers 

somewhat earlier but on the whole, no serious attempt at 

conservation of wild life occurred before the nineties. That 

period was marked by Dominion action for the protection ot 

wild birds and animals in the North West Territories. From 

that time forward, game officers have been granted wider 

powers and restrictions bave increased. For example, the 

Migratory Birds Convention Act between Canada and the United 
(31) 

States ensured extended protection to birds. The provinces 

amended their legislation to confoDn to the convention and 

theyc.o-operate in enforcement. In addition, most of the 

provinces have set aside sp$cial areas as sanctuaries for 

wild life. 

The serious regulation of water resources is, in the 

main, of fairly recent date. The Dominion provided for 

regulation of the use of water on Dominion lands for irrigation 
(32) 

purposes in 1894. British Columbia, from an early date, made 

use of water power for mining and irrigation purposes and 

therefore, moved to comprehensive central control as early 
(33) 

as 1897. But long distance transmission of electric power 

did not become impo~tant until the twentieth century. When 

the possibilities of hydro-electric power development opened 

up, the safe-guarding of the flow of water gained new 

significance. In 1910, ~uebec provided for a Streams 

Comwdssion to conserve and to regulate and facilitate the use 
. (34) 

of running water in the province. Similar legislation 
(35) (36) 

followed in Nova Scotia in 1914 and in Ontario in 1916. 

The Dominion \i:l.ter Power Act was passed in 1919 covering the use 
(37 ) 

of water on Dominion lands. "#hen the Prairie Provinces 

31 statutes of anada, 1917, c.18. 
32) Ibid., 1894, c.30. 

(33 ) See Statutes of British Columbia, 1897, c.45. 
(34) Statutes of ~uebec. 1910, c.5. 
(35) Statutes of Nova Sc~tia. 1914, c.8. 
(36j Statutes of Ontario, 1916, c.21. 
(37 Statutes of Canada, 1919, 0.19. 
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took over their na~ resources the1 enaoted similar 
(38) 

measures for control. In each case an administrative 

authority is authorized to make regulations governing the 

use of the water, and to supervise and enforce compliance with 

the regu~ations. 

These principal conservation acti~itieB have been 

bare~y sketched. Their full significance can only be seen 

when the fu~l story is told in detail. In addition, there 

are many other conservation activities of governments which 
(39) 

F~ example, both Ontario have not been touched at all. 
(40 ) 

and Alberta. have created. a dministrative agencies. for the 

conservation of gas resources. The ravages of drought and 

unwise farming methods in the Prairie Provinces have. led the 

Dominion and provincial governments to the .. 
programme designed to restore dry areas to 

There are many others of lesser importance • 

adoption of a large 
(41) 

useful purposes. 

e.e;. see Statutes of' Saskatchewan, 
Statutes of Ontario, 19&1, c.l? 
Statutes of A~berta, 193&; c.6. 
Statutes of Canada, 1935, c.&3. 

1931, c.a. 
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XI - REGULATION OF BUSINESS 

In almost every section of this study, activities 

of governments, Which have the effect of regulating economic 

activity - or business -. have been discussed. These insinuations 

of public authority into the economic sphere have been classified 
• 

and dealt with under separate headings because it was felt that, 

With one or two possible exceptions of recent date, they are 
(1) 

not primarily directed at the regulation of business. They are 

designed rather (it is believed) at fixing the conditions upon 

which or modifying the social environment in which private 

enterprise 1a to be ~ermitted to conduct its operations. These 

interferences of government, for the most part, are not aimed 

at taking the vital core of economic decision away from those 

immediately involved. In so far as that decision is modified 

as a result of these interpositions of public authority, it is 

incidental to the main purpose of se~ting the boundaries of 

socially permissible practice. Of course, there is no exact 

logical disjunction corresponding to this distinction. It is 

useful for practical purposes, however, because it enables one to 

throw emphasis on what seem to be the different reasons for 

intervention in different situations. 
.-

This explains why various cases of what is, in the 

rosult, regulation of business have been dealt with under separate 

headings. It must not be assumed, however, that this section 

is to deal specifically With the other type of intervention. 

where government imposes its fiat upon the core rather than on 

the periphery of economic decision. That is not the case. It 

would be more nearly correct to say that this section is a catc~ 

all for those activities of governments Which do not fit into any 

(1) Naturally, the cases where public ownership has ousted 
private enterprise are instances of complete state regulation 
of business. 
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of the other categories set up. It might better have been 

labelled a miscellany but for the fact that three of the 

activities to be discussed here are so important and so pervasive 

in their effects upon business that the title chosen seems to be 

justified. Apart from these three, the others are of a miscellane~ 

character. But. with one or two excoptions to be noted, none of 

thom differ in type from the interventions discussed in other 

sections. Generally spenking. they are designed to set the 

condi tiona in Which economic acti vi ty is to be cc.rried on.' 

In 1879, the policy of a protective tariff followed 

by previous governments, was broadenod into n national policy. 

It has since been followed conSistently by all governments. though 

Uith vnrying vigour. While particular tariffs have been raised 

and lowered, extondod and restricted, there has been no general 

reversal of direction. The policy of protecting home industries 

from effective foreign competition is a nationa1 policy. 

In 1879, tho maintenance of protection dDuld scarcely 

have been called on activity of government in the sense in which 

the term is used here. ~ariffs were established by parliament 

and they were enforced by the government subject to the final 

scrutiny of the courts. The government was required to carry 

out the law as declared and interpreted by other author! ties.' This 

position was not seriously qualified by the 
( 2) 

Bocrd of customs in 1888 and the extension 

establishment of the 
(~) 

of its ,power in' 1904~ 

The Board wns given no more than r. qunsi-judicinl power to give 

cuthoritr.tive interpretation of the tnriff legislation, thus 

mc.king possible the speedy ndjudicntion of disputes between 

importers and customs officials, which arc desirable to all 

concerned. Parli!l!l1ent remained in full contr'll of the tariff' 

policyp which w~s very definitely markod out in the legislation. 
, . 

(2) statutes of Cr.nn.da, 1888. 0'.14, s.5. 

(51 Ibid., 1904, c.lO, s.4. 
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However, in recent yonrs, there has been a steady 

increase of executive discretion in tariff-making. Instead of 

Farliament giving tariff protection from year to year, the 

executive has been authorized, in certain special circumstances, 

to give it from day to day. In substance, this amounts to a 

policy of insulating particular groups from all the serious 

shocks of foreign competition~ 
• This growth has been outlined 

(4) . 
in the brief presented by the Province of Manitoba."9.nd it need 

not be refe~red to here. It has not been seriously checked 

since its inception. Both political parties have railed against 
(5) 

it while in opposition but neither of them have made any substantial 

renunciation of these powers while in office o 

The point to be noted is that, through the exercise 

of these discretions and through the investigations made by the 
(5) 

Tariff Board, the government of the day, rather than Parliament, 

has come to play the dominant role in tariff-making. Row far this 

development is due to a design to give more complete protection 

to particular industries is controversialo No doubt certain quite 

independent factors have contributed greatly to the growing 

importance of the executive in tariff~king. The rapidity of 

modern means of communication and transportation makes the impact 

of competition from abroad felt much more quickly. Modern industry, 

with its greater rigidities, is probably more sensitive to severe 

foreign competitioDo At the same time, mass production technique. 

gave birth to the practice of dumping. This practice and the 

fluctuation of currencies, folloWing the breakdown of the gold 

standard, made sane kinds of foreign competition particularly 

devastating. All these factors argue for a more flexible tariff. 

In order to give the same kind of protection which Parliament 

itself was able to give in the nineteenth century, it is now 
(4) Manitoba's Cas-e;pa:rttv;:pp·~-1-Y1o·· - .. --.-.. - ... -- ---.. ---

(5) e.go, see House of Commons Debates, 1922 p. 3414; (Rt~ Hon~ 
Arthur Meighen); Ibid~ 1930 (special session) ppo 214, 217, 219, 
(Rto Hon. Mackenzie King)~ 

(5) See Statutes of Canada, 1931, 0.550 
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necessary to give Wide powers to the executive. Nevertheless, 

the sentiment of economic nationalism has grown continually 

stronger and, once a degree of tariff-making power was given to 

tha executive, it can scarcely escape being used for more 

comprehensive protection of powerful groups. The fortunate 

industries tend to approximate to the position of wards of the 
• 

government. 

The question as to what tariffs, if any, should be 

maintained is a controversial one and involves complex issues of 

policy. There can be little doubt, however, about some of .the 

results Which flow from a vigorous tariff policy once it is 

adopted. It enables those who benefit from the tariff to take 

long advantages of their protected position and thus "leads to 

further state activity to prevent the abuse of such privileges or 

to protect those Whose position is weakened by their e~st~cea 

Furthermore. in a democratic ~ociety_ it leads to a demand by un

sheltered groups for counterbalancing privileges of various kinds. 

The producers of natural products demand a stabilized home market 

and this involves the creation of more government agencies such 
(7~ 

as marketing boards. And a government which makes day to day 

adjustments in its tariff for the benefit of particular groups has 

no satisfactory answer by way of refusal to make to such a demano. 

Our experience illustrates this very well. Tariffs haVe, 

on ocoasion, fostered monopoly practices, either through unification 

of financial c~ntrol in an industry or through combinations of 

independent producers to divide the market, limit output and maintain 

or raise prices. This tendency assertod itself in the first decade 
(Bl 

folloWing the adoption of the National Policy.. The fi rst legislative 

measure to take cognizance of it was passed in 1889. The bill. as 

introduced, purported to attach c:iminal consequences to certain 

(7) See Section II of this Study. 

(8) See Ball, Canadian Anti-Trust Legisla!ion, pp. 3-6. 
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agreements in restraint o~ trade Which would have been merely 

void and unenforceablo at Common Law. Opposition to the measure, 

while not strong enough to keep 

succeed in so altering its form 

it off tho statute book, did 
19) 

as to make it ridiculous~ So it 

remained until 1900 when it was amended and put in its present 
(10) 

form. It makes certain combinations to limit sup?ly and maintain 

or raise prices a crim1nal offonce, punishable With fino and 

impri soruner. t. 

This was the orthodox method of the nineteenth century 

for curbing anti-social practices. The sanctions of the criminal 

law were imposed end private initiative was relied upon to set 

the enforcement ~achincry in motion. This technique, which 

worked satisfactorily in a simple and predomdnantly rural socioty~ 

has serious defects in a complex industrial and urban environment. 

For example. in the case under consideration, the evidence .. 

necessary to launch and carry through a prosecution was not to 

be found lying loose on the surface of affairs nor by the care

ful sifting of neighbourhood gossip. It was generally hidden 

in the archives of corporations and business associations. Hence 
~ 

private prosecutors were at a great disadvantage, on the grouJ?-ds 

of tho inaccessibility and the expense of collecting evidence. 

The technique of tho ordinarY'courts was ill-adapted to the 

conduct of economic investigation. furthermore, the law uas 

necessarilyfrruncd in b~~aa general terms and there was great 

reluctance to set it in motion against business men who could 

always say plausibly - and generally quite truthfully - that their 

intentions were of a most innocent natur~. Vigorous onforcement 

would have mado criminals of many men who were popular heroes of 

the poriod. A criminal law, in advance of tho dominant morality 

of the time, is likely to be ineffcctive~ 

(9~; ~~a·l;utes of Cannda, 1889, c.41. 

(IO) Canadian Criminal Code, ssP 496-8. 
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The tendency towards combination among producers, 

sheltered by the tariff, continued unabated. Between the 

beginning of the century and the outbreak of the War, a great 

number of mergers took place. Trade associations were active. 

The rising prioe level was attributed to these aotivities and 

the demand for effective regulation grew stronger. Several other 

expedients were tried for that purpose. In 1697, an amondment 
• 

to the Customs Tariff Aot provided, that, on the initiative of 

the Governor in Council, a judicial investigation might be made 

into allegations that an injurious combine existed. If such was 

found to exist, the Governor in Council, if he was satisfied that 

its operations had beon facilitated by a tariff, might reduce 
(11) 

or remove the tariff on the articles in question. In 1904 

an emendment ~as made to the Excise Act for a similar purpose. 

It provided thnt licencees under the act, who indulged in un-

reasonable restraints of trade, might suffer 
(12) 

licences at the hand of tho Minister. 

These devices were not effective. 

forfeiture of their 

The only investigation 

ever carried through under the amenmnent to the Customs Tariff 

Act was launched and carried through by the powerful canadian 

Fross Association. The Combines Investigation Act of 1910 was 

e more ambitious effort. Investigations into injurious combines 

were to be conducted by an administrative board appointed by tho 

Minister of Labour. However, the launching of the investigation 

and the oarrying of it through oertain complicated preliminary 

steps was thrown on priv~te individuals. Experience showed that 

this wns not calou1ated to get results. The method of investigation 

adopted was a great improvement. The legislation did not attach 

any penalty to the past activities of the combine but merely 

(11) statutes of Ca~ad~, 1897, c.16, s.16. 

(12) Ibid., 1904, c.17 0 
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(13) 
provided a penalty for failure to obey a. "desist" order. In 

.spite of these changes, the only investigation ever made under 

the act was the one made into the tying olauses of the contracts 

of the United Shoe Machinery Company in 1911. 

Tbe War intervened and the distractions of the struggle 

and the steps taken unde~ the War Measures Act to regulate 

business made the Com~ines Investigation Act a dead letter. The 

impetus of war-time psychology and methods of control was carried 

over into t:1e Board of COIIILlerce Act and the Combines and Fair 
(14) 

Prices Act of 1919. These acts repealed the 1910 act. The 

Board of Commerce was set up as a permanent body to investigate 

and control combines and to maintain fair prices. War-time 

inflation brought about steeply rising prices. During its short 

career, the Board was mainly interested in trying to fix prices. 

Both of thes5 acts of 1919 were declared ultra vires by the 
(15) 

Privy Council in 1922p 

The Combines Investigation Act of 1923 built upon 

earlier experience. It attempted to define an injurious combine 

and made participation in such an agreement a criminal offence. 

A permanent official, the Registrar, w~s charged with the 

administration of thL act p Most ~mportant, it provided that all 

investigations into alleged combines should be made by the 

Registrar or by ad hoc commissioners_ The Registrar was authorized 

to make investigations on his own motion or at the request of the 

Minister. Private persons were invited to lay complaints before 

the Registrar but they were not required to build up a case or to 

(13) Ibid., 1910, c 0 9. 

(14) Ibid., 1919. cc o 37,45. 

(15) Re Board of Commerce Act, (1922) 1 A.C. 191. 
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involve themselves in expense. Finally, the power of the 

administrative· authority was limited to making the investigation. 

The penalty could only be imposed by taking criminal proceedings 
(16) 

in a court. The purpose of the investigation was to bring 

publicity into playas a deterrent and to secure the ovidence 
(1'1) 

necessary for a successfUl prosecutiono 

The more recent devolopments in. combines legislation 
• 

have not resulted in any radical overhauling of this act and 
(18) 

they need not be considered here o The number of investigations 

which have been carried through since its adoption in 1923 indicate 

that, Whatever may be its shortcomings, it is vastly more effective 

than any of ~e previous efforts. The adoption of administrative 

methods of inquiry is an excellent illustration of how the more 

complicated tasks of control tend to fall to the executive, which 

is so much more flexible and adaptable than the courts. It also 

shows the tendency of a tariff to multiply those tasks. When 

privileges are maintained by public policy there is bound to be 

a demand for a public policy that will prevcnt their abuse o 

A recent development of government intervention in 

the provinces seems to be chargeable, in part, to the tariff, 

although the revenue motive is also of considerable importance. 

In 1934, Nova Scotia brought tho distribution of gasoline unde~ 

the control of the Board of PUblic utilities Commissionersp All 

distributors are obliged to secure a licence. The Board may 

refuse to grant a licence if the public convenience does not 

requi;re it. The l~&.~a t!..o!!.. de.~_la_~~ th.~t re~£.n_abl£... ~(L:L~~.:L 
(15) Statutes of Canada, 1923, c 0 9. 

(17) In this discussion of the means of controlling combines, 
reliance has been placed on Ball. Canadian Anti-Trust Legislation9 
nnd on an unpublished manuscript by Dr. L.Gv Reynolds of Harvard 
Uni versi ty. 
(18) It should be pOinted out that the Dominion Trado c~d Industry 
Commission Aot (stntutos of Cannda. 1935, c. 59) onabled the 
Comnission to approve r..grocrncnts between producers in nn industr:r 
which were directed c.t the elimination of "wo.steful or demornlizing 
competition" even though these agreements limited output and 
controlled prices. It wns therefore a considerable modification of 
the principle of the Combines Act of 1923. However, this portion 
of the Act was held by the Privy Council in 1937 to be ultra ~ires 
the Dominion Parliament. Seo Re Dominion Trade and Industry .----
COllll'lission. (1937) 1 D.L.R. 7020 . 
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prices must be maintained and tho Board is authorized to suspend 
(19) 

act. licences for failure to comply with the Similar legislation 
(20) 

enacted in Alberta in 1936 and in British Columbia in 1937. wes 

Consolidations often appear in protected industries. 

Whon two or three large units secure a dominating position in 

any industry, it loads to imperfect competition in the industry~ 
• 

~he suspicion, that this has happened in the oil refining industry 

and has led to excessive prices and too numerous distributive 

outlets, is widely held. Even though no illegal combine exists, 

imperfect competition is likely to lead to rigid prices. When 

competition is eliminated from the field of price, it tends to 

reappear in the field of service. Handsome margins make it possible 

for competitors to offer additional attractions in the way of 

service - a g~s str.tion.on everybody's doorstep. This le~ds the 

public to think th~t distribution is unnecessarily costly and 

therefore inefficient and thus it lends to s.overnment regulation. 

The public utility type of control, as adopted in Nova Scotia and 

Alberta, is likely to be imposed on any industry where tnriff 

protection leads to imperfect competition. 

The spectacle of shel\nred groups, enjoying protection 

fr~m the ravages of 'severe competition and depreSSion, is a 

factor of some importance in the dema.nd by less fortunate groups 

that the state should afford similar protection to them. It has 

been suggested that this was an important infl~ence behind the 

Natural Products Marketing Acts. Itseoms equally likely that 

it was a factor in the Alberta legislati9n which has bocome known 

as "thE! little N.R.A." 

The Alberta Trade and Indust~y Act of 1934 contemplated 

(19) statutes of Nova Scotia. 1934, c. 2. 

(20) statutcs of Alberta, 1935, c.58; British Columbia, 1937~ c.8. 
This latter nct in British Columbia covers both conI and petroleum 
products and contemplctes comprehensive reg':llc.tion of the two 
industries by n Bonrd. The Board's powers lnclude the making of 
regulations governing the industry, the fixing of prices and the 
revocation of licences for failure to obey the regulations. 
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systemntic registration ond licensing of industry. It provided 

that, when a major! ty. in number or importe.nce, of those engaged 

in a trade or industry in the province agreed upon a code for 

the industry it might be extended to the whole industry r.nd 

enforced by govornmental. authori ty. Among other things, the 

codes wore to regulate prices and establish fair trado practices Q 

ThO govornmODt '\ias author.i. zed to formulate and enforco 

industries whore n majority agreement was found not to 

a code in 
.(81) 

be possible. 

Trade ~d industry throughout the provinc~ WQS to be stabilized 

and controllod by government"l nuthori ty" 

It is problematical how far this legislation is duo to 

tho cause suggested above" Tho fact that the codes were to 

regulnte business prnctices as well as prices rather indicates 

thnt it wns inspired in pnrt, by dissntisfaction with n competitiVe. 

economy as such - n di sseti sfection which Vlns .lidesprend in the 

depths of tho depression. In p"rt, no doti"ot, it ,ms an imitntion 

of tho nmbitious prot;rmnme of business regulntion which was th<:'!l 

being tried in the United Stntes o The fact that no subst~tial 

progress has been made to put it into operation perhaps suggests 

that the Inst mentioned factor was nn important one" 

Somewhat similar but much less comprehensive legislntio~ 

was enacted in British Columbia in 1937. It proposes to stQbilize 

retail trade by making a mark-Up of at least 5% on food products 

compulsory on all retailers and by GID.powering producers and whole·

salers of any ~Dmmodity to fix retail selling prices to which 

retailers must conformQ This act doe s not provide for a compul'l")r:~ .. 

cartellization of industry fiS did the Alberta act. Tho only 

sanotion imposed isn penal.ty recoverable from offending rotailcrs 
{22} 

in the courts. However, tho problem of policing price-fixing 

schemes of ~his kind is a lnrge one and nny attempt to makc·it work 

is likely to lead to a rolianco upon governmentnl nuthority. 

(21) Ibid., 1934, c.33; 1936, c. 6&. 

(22) stntutes of British Columbia, 1937, cc 0 9, 51. 
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There is a th~rd pervasive kind of control exercised 

by government in Canada over business. This is the influence 

exercised over the volume of credit through the operations of 

the Bank of Canada. This control is not the loss important and 

decisive because it is exercised by persuasive rather than 

coercive means. The Bank of Canada was first established as a 

private institution in 1934, thougn linked to the federnl govornment 

through its power to control the appointment of the Governor and 
(23) 

Deputy Governors. In the present year. it has been brought 
. (24) 

completely under p~blic ownership and centrol. 

The importance of tho fUnctions of a central bank, such 

as the BaDk of Canada and the reason why some kind of .public control 

of its actions are necessary can be quickly stated. The economy 

which has developed in Canada since Confederation is one which 

depends for its fUnctioning on commercial credit. Business activity 

can only be maintainod at the lovel we have come to regard RS normal 

if business men aro able to command and employ the funds of others 

as well as their own. The short~term loans which determine the day 

to day tempo of business must, in most cases. be secured from the 

commercial banks. 

The commercial bank, in making loans to the most solvent 

of business men, must make a cautious calculation about the 

proportion of its total loans to its total cash reserves i~ order 

that it may always be able to meet sudden. demands for cash. As 

far as the banks themselves are concerned, therefore, the volume 

of credit available to business depends, in part, upon the banker's 

guess about immediate businoss prospects and, in part. upon the 

amount of cash or legal tender in his hands, a factor over which 

he has no real control. The volume of credit determines the level 

of oconomic activity end ultimately the price level in the country. 

(23) statutes of Canada, 1934, c.430 

(24) Ibid., 1935, c 0 22; 1938, c 0 42. 
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If the cautious bankers bocomo alarmed about tho future or if, 

for any roason, a Withdrnwal of gold from tho country restricts 

the crcdit base, business nctivity declines. The reverse is 

equally true. B~nkerst optimism, combined with an rumple credit . . 
base, will menn en inflation of eredit and n business booln.o 

The banks occupy a positi on of immense strategic importaooe :!.n -i;no 

economic lifo of the country and restriotion and extension of 

credi t through the banking SY,stem has a profound effect on the 

economic welfare of everyone o 

The central bank. through powers vested in it by publio 

authority, is able to control the credit base upon which the 

bankers rear our structure of commercial credit and to influence 

the bankers' moods of elation and alarm. It is able, therefore~ 

to influence, indirectly but nevertheless powerfully, the conduct 

of every business in the country. Its power to do these things 

1s derived from public authOrity; its influence must be exercised? 

if at all, with public ends in viowo For these reasons there 

ineVitably develops a demand for public control of a central bank 

in some form or othero When a government secures full ownership 

of a central bank, it is in a position to exercise a comprehensive 

influence on the whole economy. 

The tariff? the investigation of combines and tho central 

bank are the three means by which the federal government can 

exercise control over the whole field of Canadian business. The 

other instances of control of business to be discussed here ara 

of a miscellaneous Character, affecting particular trades and 

businesses and exercised for reasons peculiar to each case. As 

already pointed out, they are discussed in this section because 

they do not fit into any of the other categoriesQ 

With the exception of Prince Edward Island, which pro-, 

hibits the liquor trade entirely. the provinces have made the 

distribution of spirituous liquors a public monopolyu To descri1:>o 

the liquor trado as a public utility would rouse vigorous - a~d 
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justifiable - protest in many quarters. It owes its status as a 

public monopoly. partly to tho immonse difficulties of trying to 

rogulate private trado in tho commodity and partly to tho fact 

that this formod a tolorable compromiso with tho poworful 

prohibition forcos when tho reaction against complete suppression 

of tho trado devoloped •• At Confederation, the trado was regulated, 
(25 ) 

if at all, by tho local authorities. . Dissatisfact~on with this 

.system - or lack of systom - brought about a change as early as 
(26) 

1876 in Ontario. . Commissioners appointed by tho central authorities. 

were given power to rogulate the trade. Vendors wero requ1rod to 

so cure licences Which tho Commissioners might withhold or revoke 

for cause and.a provincial system of inspection ~or enforcement 

was set up. Most 

scheme of central 

of tho othor provinces 
(27) 

supc rvisi on .. 

later adopted a similffr 

This system was far from satisfactory, particularly 

becauso of a growing sentiment in favour of complete suppression 

of the trade. This sentiment was strong enough to put through 

the Canada Tomperance Act in 1878, which gave localities the option 

of forbidding tho traffic entirely and many areas voted themselves 

"dry" under its provisions. The War afforded a variety of arguments" 

convincing to widely differing groups of peoplo, in favour of 

complete prohibition and by 1919, prohibition had swept over the 

whole Dominion. The impossibility of enforcamont gave rise to evils 

at least comparable with those of the rogulated trade and a 
reaction set in in 1921 when British Columbia and Q~ebec reversed 

their judgment on prohibition. They established a government agenoy 

and vested in it tho sale right to distribute spirituous liquors. 

By 1930, all tho p~vinces oxcept Prince Edward Island had taken 

the same step. A limited amount of private cnter~rise in the sale 
4'~~ ____________ ~~~~ __ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~ ________________ __ 

(25) Canada and its Provinces, Vol •. XVII, p. 207" 
(26) Statutos of Ontario,1876, c.26. 
(27) e.g. see Revised statutos of Saskatchewan, 1909. c.130; 
Revised statutes of Manitoba, 1913, c. 113; Statutes of British 
Columbia. 1910, c 0 30. 
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of beer and wines under striot supervision is now permitted in 
( 28) 

most provinoes. 

Tho maintenanoe of any monopoly requires policing. 

Acoordingly, the provinocs have been obliged to provide a system 

of supervision and inspeotion, Opinions differ about its 

effeotiveness but it is at least a oonsiderable addition to the 

aotivities of governments, It is also neoessary to supervise 
• 

the manufacturers, Brewers and distillers, in addition to a 

federal lioence under the Excise Ac~, must secure lioences from 

the Provincial Liquor Control Board, The Board oan refuse or 

revoke a licence for cause and may require them to make returns 
( 29) 

and submit to inspection. The Boards may - and sometimes do -

conduct their business in such a way as to impose restrictions 

on inter-provinoial trade. 

Farming in Canada in the twentieth century has b~come, 

to a great extent, a highly specialized business adventure. 

Therefore it has beoome exposed to the hazards of economic 

fluctuations whioh a ffll ct other businesses as well as to those 

which have always been peculiar to itself. Bankruptcy proceedings 

provide the business man with an escape from the intolerable 

burdens brought on by misjudgment or unforeseen oalamities. 

Bankruptcy law and technique were developed to meet the needs 
(30 ) 

of traders and they are neither legal~y nor practically applicable 

to farmers. Thus, when the debacle of the early thirties sub

merged large numbers of farmers under a burden of debt they were 

unable to meet, a serious problem of sooial adjustment was raised. 

(28) Enc~clopedia of Canada, Vol, IV, p. 87. 

(29) e.g. see Revised Statutes of Ontario; 1937, c. 294, ss.46-54; 
Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1930, 6. 232, sSG 68-71; 
Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1930, c. 2, ·ss. 45-55; Revised Statutes 
of British Columbia, 1935, c. 160, ss, 67, 123. 

(30) The terms of the Bankruptcy Act do no~ apply to farmers. See 
Revised Statutes of Canada, 1927, c. 11, s. 7. 
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It was particularly serious in the Prairie Provinces. 

A complete moratorium on agricultural debt was not desirable or 

politically feasible. It was felt that any measure of relief, 

Which might be enforced by public authority, should go only to 

those who were acutely in need of it and who could also show 

that their distress was due to drought and/or the unprecedented 

collapse of prices. If such a policy was to be carried out, it 

was necessary to devisG some method of selecting those in Whose 

favour legal process was to be temporarily suspended. It was 

impossible to define in advance precisely what circumstances 

should entitle particular persons to cJnsidcrntion and therefore 

there were no rules of the kind which the ordinary courts are 

suited to apply. In eddition, the task celled for informal 

investigation: and judgment based ullon expert knowlcdge or 

agriculture and intuitive grasp of particular situations. It Wo.s 

also desired to provide an inexpensive procedure and a service of 

mediation between debtor and creditor in the hope of promoting 

permanent settlements. 

As a result or those considerations, the conduct or 

this policy of adjustment was not entrusted to the ordinary 

courts. Instead, Debt Adjustment Boards, agencies of the 

governments involved, were created. Thenceforth. the right of the 

creditor to hale a farmer-debtor into court depended upon his 

being able to secure a certificate from the Board. And tho 

Boards bent their efforts toward securing voluntary adjustments 
(31) 

between debtor and creditor. As tho depression deepened and 

drought conditions grew worse, the distress spread to most other 

elasses in the western community. (TO some extent, the debt 

adjustment policy of the governments may hl'.ve contributed to this). 

(31) statutes of Alberta, 1931, c.57; Saskatchewan. 1931, 0059; 
Manitoba, 1931. c.7. 
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The authority of the Debt Adjustment Boards was extended until 

legal process for the collection of any debt from a resident of 

the provinces became entirely dependent upon the permission of 
(:32) 

these bodies. 

The constitutional power Of the provinoes did not 

enable them to put through a genera1 1eg1slative scaling-down 

of debts because most of the debt was owed to creditors outside 
(:35) 

the province. Bankruptcy legislation could only be enacted 

by Parliament. By 1934, however, it was clear that temporary 

moratoria would not pr?vide a solution for agricultural indebt

edness in the Dominion. Federal bankruptcy legislation was not 

applioable to farmers and, in any event, the extension of its 

provisions to them would not have solved the problem. It was of 

primary public interest to keep thoso great numbers of embarrassed 

farmers on their farms and to give them an opportunity to recover 
(34) 

When oonditions improved. The desirable thing seemed to be a 

oompromise Whioh scaled down the debt to reasonable amounts. 

If such a policy was to be a,plied, then, in fairness 

to both debtor and creditor, the terms of the compulsory settlement 

had somehow to be related to the prospective capacity of the 

debtor to pull himself out of his difficulties and the probable 

productivity of the farm. The question of choice of technique 

was essentially similar to the one faced by the Western Provinces 

in 1931, which has been discussed. The federal Parliament chose 

a similar method and provided far tho establishment o~admint6tr~~ 

authorities to apply the policy instead of using the bankruptcy 

courts .. 
---_ .. _-- •. _ .. ---.~-

(za}· See statutes of Alberta, 1937, c.9; Saskatchewan, 1934-5, 
co 88; Manitoba, 1933, ~.9o 

(33) Sec Royal Bank of Canada Vo The King; (1913) 9 D.L~R. 337; 
Credit Foncier VQ Ross# (1937) 3 D.L.R. 355 0 

(34) House of Commons Debates, 1934, pp. 3537 et seqo 
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The Farmers ~ Creditors Arrangoment Act of 1934 provided 

for Boards of Review in the different provinces. They were to 

attempt to mediate botween the farmer and his creditors and tOo 

reach an agreed reduction of tho debt. Failing this, the Board 

was authorized to formulate and approve an arrangoment binding 

on all parties without their consent. In doing thiS" it was to 

take into consideration the 

to pay and tho preductivity 

prospective capacity of tho debtor 
(35) 

of the fann. This is the typo of 

thing which the ordinary courts are quite unsuited to perform. 

There are varied opinions about the wisdom of these 

measures. It may be argued that the policy of debt adjus~cnt 

pursue~ by the Western Provinces was carried much too far. For 

present purposes, that is not highly Significant. The point of 

real importance is this. Modern SOCiety, by its very nature, is 

subject, at intervals, to widespread economic and social dislooation 

We are not content to wait for adjustments to work out slowly and 

painfully by themselves. We try to mitigate distress and hasten 

adjus~ent by the use of public authorityo The cases just consider

ed seem to show that, very frequently, the end desired cannot be 

reached by a mere change in the law to be enforced by tho ordinary 

courts. It requiros the use of a more flexible instrument which 

can take account of the special peculiarities of each separate case. 

That means the use of the executive arm and an increase in the 

activities of gevernment. It may be that we have not enough 

intelligence and uisdom to restrict ourselves to a reasonable use 

of administrative agencies in such matters. At present, thore is 

no indication that doubt on this point will prevent us from trying. 

The provinces mnintain a variety of controls over a 

number of kinds of businesses by moans of licences. The 

municipalities, of course, require licences from almost every 

----- - ---- --,---.. -~,---------
(35) statutes of Canada, 1934, c. 53. 
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kind of business. But normal.ly the municipality is not given a 

legal power to discriminate between applicants or to refuse 

lioonces on thoir own discretion. On the other hand, it seoms 

highly probable that tho provinco has the constitutional power 

to make the conduct of any business subject to liconce and that 

it may rofuse, suspend or revoke such licences at will as long 

as it doos not interfere \uth inter-provincial trade or some other 

head of Dominion jurisdiction. This power has boen callod into 

operation in respoct of !! number or businesses. Certain regulations 

are imposed upon the operations of persons engaged in thom end the 

power to suspend tho licenne is used as a means of enforcement·. 

No attempt is made to discuss every case of provincial licence 

required in tho five provinces considered. The more important 

and striking ones only are dealt with. 

All five of the provinces considered mako .regulations 

governing, and impose licence requirements on, theatres and motion 
(36) 

picture palaces. One purpose is to mn1nt~in a censorship of the 

stage and screen. Tho other main purpose is to secure the 

maintenance of a minimum of safety precautions 
(37) 

Most of the provinces subject hotels and other 

in case of fire. 
(38) 

public buildings 

to similnr scrutiny on grounds of protection of tho public against 

fire. Powers of inspection are given for enforcement ~urposos. 
. (9) 

Most of thom reqUire licences from private detectives and colloctions 
(~) (ll) 

agencies and real estate brokers. Most of them require licences 

from the vendors .01' fuel-o.il but, except for those provinces which 
-

(36) Revised statutes of Nova scotia, 1923, Co 162; Revised 
statutes of ~ueboc, 1925, c. 173-4; Revised Statutes·of Ontario. 1937 
c.3l9; Revisod Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, c. 195; 
Revised statutes of Saskatchewan, 1930~ c.225 0 

(37) e.g. seo Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1923, c.164; 
Revised Statutes of ~o.ebec, 1925, c.183; Revised Statutes of' 
Ontario, 1937, c. 32Q~ 

(38) e.g. see Revised statutes of ~uebect 1925, c~ 176$ 

(39) e.g~ see Revised Statutes of Nova Scotio, 1923, c044; Revised 
Statutes of Ontari0s 1937, co 245; Revised Statutos of Saskatchewan, 
1930, Co 185; Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, CD 166. 
(40) Revised Stntutes of Nova Scotia, 1923. Co 126; Revised statuws 
of Ontnrio,l937,c.249; Rellised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1930, 
c.l85; Rovised Stntutos of British Columbin.1936,o.l55. 
(41) e.g. see Revised Statutes of Ontario; 1937, cd247; Revisod 
Statutos of British Columbia, 1936, c. 1670 
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havo ostablished public utility control of this industry, tho 

chief purpose soems to be to facilitate tho colloction of the 
(42) . 

gasoline tnx loviod by tho provinces. Some require lioences 
(43) (44) 

from hawkers and peddlers and travelling shows. others demand 
(45) (46) 

them from trado schools and tr~nsient photographers. Evon 
(47) (48) 

barbers and book-ngonts do not escapo in somo provincos. And 
(49) (50) 

within tho last Y01'.r Bri tish Columbia and Sr.skatchewnn movod to 

imposo licence requircmel\ts on "closing-out~sl'.les"o In this 

latter caso, tho object is to provent the pouring of bankrupt 

st~ck, collected from great distances, into a singlo town where 

n closing out salo may be conducted for months by non-residents 

of the t~wn to the great detriment of the trade of the local 

morchants. Acoordingly, the period for Whioh the closing-out sale 

may continue is limited; lists of merchandiso to be sold must bo 

furnishod to tho government wi th a stutemont that only regular 

stock-in-trade is to be soldo 

In most of these statutes, there are provisions requiring 

periodic reports and roturns. In those cases where tho persons 

regulated are entrusted With the fUnds of othors, a bond, guaranteo

ing proper disposition of those funds, must be doposited. In 

overy caso, the licences may be .nthhold or rovoked for whut tho 

executive regards as misconduct. 

(42) e.g. soe Statutes of Saskatchew~, 1936, c.14; Revised 
statutes of Ontario, 1937, c.332; Revised statutes of British 
columbia, 1936, c. 278. 

(43) Rovised Statutes of Saskatchewnn, 1930; Co 182; Revised 
Statutes ef ~ueboc, 1925, c$25. 

(44) Revised Statutes of SnskRtChewnn, 1930, c 0 44; Rovised 
statutes of Ontario, 1937, c 0 293 0 

(45) Revised Statutes· of British Columbia, 1936, Co 288; statutes 
of Ontario, 19387 c043. 

(46) stntutes of Nova Scotia, 1937, c 0 9. 

(47) e.gQ see ReVised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, ec~2l~113. 

(48) e.g. see Revised Statutes of Saska~chow~, 1930, c~187Q 

(49) statutes of British Columb1a~ 1937. 0070 

(50) statutes of Saskatchewan, 1938, c.44. 
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The reasons for imposing control on these different 
I 

kinds of business nre various and, in some cnses, obvious Ilt 

first glance. Generally; it is one of two basic renson~o It 

may be that the business reriders a service of n complex n~ture 

to persons who. because of ignorance or necessitous condition 

or some other roc,sun. r.re placed in r.n inferior bnrgnining 

position With rospect to it. Or it may be because the informal 

controls, which operated on enterprising persons with little 

sense ef soci~ responsibility through the local knowledge of 

everybody about everything in the rural or village neighbourh0od~ 

have broken down under the modern conditions of extreme mobility 
• 

and urban life. 

The control and censorship of motion pictures is 

naturally a peculiar casco The modern state, whiCh maintains 

some kind of control over most of the agoncies of education, was 

not likely to forget the motion picture. Most of the others 

are covered by the reasons mentioned. The casual patron of a 

theatre, hotel, or other public building has no way of knowing 

whether it is a firo-trap. Nor can the random customer of the 

barber nnd hairdresser know whether the complicated machinery 

which is now essential to that trade will be competently hundled. 

The business of the pa\vnbroker, the collection agency, the privcte 

detective 'lnd the trr.de school cnn ensily become a "rr.cket" under 

urban conditions. To a greater or less extent, no doubt. the 
(51) 

regulation of pawnbrokers» private detectives and travelling shows 

i ". . s a pc; •. oe measure. And perhaps the main drive behind the 

regulr.t1on of book agents, hawkers and peddlers and trr.nsient 

photographers is irritation at the way they "take in" the credulous. 

Subject to certain broad limitations, the province 

permits the lonrncd professions to restrict cntrnnce to the 

practice of their craft, to impose professiono1 qunlifications 

and to discipline or suspend offending. members. The professions 

(01) Sec Revised stntut:cs of 0 nto.rio,. 193'7_ c.244; Stntutes 
of Quebec, 1931-2, e.220 
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are cartellized because professional ethics, based upon accepted 

principles, tested by experience and fortified by tradition, are 

at least as powerful a control as open competition would be and 

because a special training and a special scrutiny of ~ualifications 

are necessary to protect the public who have no choice but to 

trust the professional man. The task of control is entrusted to 

an elected council of the particular profession • 
• 

Bocause of the development of new 'lmysteries" or the 

application of scientific knowledge to old trades, a twilight 

zone has appeared between business and the older professions. This 

area tends to grow but, at present, the optometristsp the embalmers 

and tho different kinds of drugless practitioners are the principal 

groups concerned o A special body of knowledge is required for 

successful pursuit of these callings and some instructed scrutiny 

of qualifications is required to protect the publico At the same 

time, there is, as yet, no firmly"esta.hlished body or professional 

ethics and few universally accepted principles upon which such a 

body of ethics could be based. As a result, the state has 

inserted its authority between these quasi-professions and their 

clients. Sometimes a government agency is placed directly in 

control and sometimes a professional association is sot up for 

the purpose of regulation under the strict supervision of the 
(52) 

government. 

These authorities, whether government agencies or 

merely government controlled, regulate training schools, establish 

standards of competence and conduct examinations for entrance 

to practice. They issue licences. prescribc the detail of 

professional conduct. hear complaints, onforce discipline and 

cancel licences. Most of the five provinces examined maintain 

(52) c"g. compare Revised statutes of Ont:ario~ 1937, c.229 with 
ReVised Statutes of ~ritish columbia, 1936, c o 204.(Provisions 
relating to drugless practitioners)Q 
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(53) (54.) 
a control of this 

(55) 
practi tioners. 

kind over embalmers, optometrists and drugless 

The matters discussed in this section illustrate the 

swoep of the activities of modern ~overnmonts. As our economic 

lifo has becoma more highly integrated and interdependent, it 

has become both possible and to some extent nocessary for 

governments to oxorcise far-reaching control over businoss as a 
• 

Whole, as through tariffs and central banking. It is natural 

that this should occur, although intervention at one point is 

likely to lead to fUrther intervention at other points. When a 

trade Which is subject to serious abuse in private hands is one 

which cannot be eradicated or dispensed with, as in the c~se of 

the liquor trade, government is oe.l.led upon to conduct it. When 

the sudden impoverishment of a large section of the population 

occurs. major social adjustments become necessary and governments 

are given wide powe~s to expedite tho adjustment. Whenever, in 

our complex environment. a particular trade is not being 

sufficiently regulated by the informal controls of custom and 

neighbourhood knowledge. the government is authorized to license 

and regulate it. The state has thus become a sccial instrument 

for the achievoment of a wide variety of purposes. 

(53) Revised Statutes of Ontario. 1937, c~242; Revised statutes 
of Nova Scotia, 1923. c~ 127; Revised stctutos of Saskatchewan, 
1930, c.177. The case of the embalmers is also an excellent 
illustration of the broak-down of the old neighbourhood controls 
in urban environments" 

(54) Revised Sta"utc, of Ontario. 1937, 0.246; Rovised Statutes 
of British Columbia, 1936, c~209; Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 
1930, 0.178. • 

(55) Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1936, cc.37. 38, 204; 
Revised Statutes of OntariO, " 1937. c.229; Revised Statutes 
of Sas~~tohewan. 1930, 0~179" 


